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(1)

WESTERN HEMISPHERE ENERGY SECURITY 

THURSDAY, MARCH 2, 2006

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE, 

COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, 
Washington, DC. 

The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:06 p.m. in room 
2172, Rayburn House Office Building, the Honorable Connie Mack 
presiding. 

Mr. MACK. Good afternoon. A quorum being present, the Sub-
committee on Hemisphere will come to order. I ask unanimous con-
sent that all Members’ and witnesses’ opening statements be in-
cluded in the record. Without objection, so ordered. 

I ask unanimous consent that all articles exhibits and extraneous 
or tabular material referred to by the Members or witnesses be in-
cluded in the record. Without objection, so ordered. 

I ask unanimous consent that any Member who may attend to-
day’s hearing be considered a Member of the Subcommittee for the 
purposes of receiving testimony and questioning witnesses after 
Subcommittee Members have been given the opportunity to do so. 
Without objection, so ordered. 

Today we are convening a hearing on energy security in the 
Western Hemisphere. Your testimony will help the Subcommittee 
in making an assessment of hemispheric oil market and the ongo-
ing development of energy resources in North America and the 
Caribbean regions. By the time we are finished today, I hope the 
Subcommittee will have a better understanding of the energy in-
vestment climate in these regions and the risks in the hemispheric 
energy markets linked to political trends, the politicization of these 
strategic commodities, and the potential production and supply dis-
ruptions. 

We undertake this oversight hearing with the keen eye toward 
our broader foreign policy goals of strengthening stability in the 
Americas through growth and development and strong support for 
further democratization. 

I first want to welcome our distinguished new Ranking Member, 
Congressman Eliot Engel of New York. Congressman Engel rep-
resents the 17th District which includes the Bronx, Westchester 
and Rockland Counties. He is a member of the Human Rights Cau-
cus, serves as Vice Chair of the House Democratic Task Force on 
Homeland Security and the Democratic Task Force on Health. We 
look forward to working with you and your staff on Western Hemi-
sphere affairs. 

Mr. ENGEL. Thank you. 
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Mr. MACK. Welcome. 
I would like to for the record state that Chairman Burton is not 

able to make it today. He is feeling ill, and I will be reading and 
also placing his opening statement into the record, and I must say 
it is an honor and privilege to do so. The following is his statement. 

I believe that the energy and ideas are two primary drivers of 
growth and development. When free market forces drive the ex-
change of both of these commodities, nations stand a better chance 
of enjoying equitable distribution of the fruits of economic growth. 
When energy markets are free of corruption and promote open, re-
sponsible, and environmentally-safe investment, nations stand a 
better chance of governing these resources and the revenue that is 
generated for the benefit of their people. 

Conversely, when rigid artificial mechanisms are put in place, 
development of energy resources is often stifled, or these resources 
are exploited, squandered and enjoyed by only a select few. 

This is a subject we have been focusing on for many months, 
with high oil and gas prices costing consumers more than ever. Ob-
viously, Hurricane Katrina focused our attention like a laser beam 
to the very real threat of disruption in our own domestic energy 
supply. 

Almost 40 percent of the energy we consume in the U.S. is sup-
plied by petroleum, and our appetite has nearly tripled in the last 
half century. In his most recent State of the Union address, Presi-
dent Bush, like many of his predecessors, rightly pointed to the 
need to reduce our dependency on foreign oil from volatile suppliers 
in the Middle East. 

Just last week, Saudi Arabia security forces thwarted a terrorist 
attack against a facility which produces two-thirds of the country’s 
output. The threat of supply distribution saw crude oil futures 
spike more than $2.30 to almost $63 per barrel. Militants in Nige-
ria and protestors in Ecuador have disrupted output in these coun-
tries, and insurgents in Iraq have interrupted production there. 

Political instability and security threats in the countries that 
supply our energy needs, along with greater competition for fossil 
fuels, is driving costs even higher. Clearly, part of our strategy 
must be to conserve and diversify our sources of energy. We cannot 
afford to delay research and investment in alternative fuels. Equal-
ly important is to work with the major stable partners we have—
like Mexico and Canada—to improve technologies and to develop 
infrastructure and expand investment. We can and we must do 
more to encourage multilateral investments that foster greater in-
tegration and development of regional energy sectors. 

The newly-elected President of Bolivia, Evo Morales, will be mak-
ing decisions about the hydrocarbons industry in that country that 
will have deep social, economic long-term implications. Expecta-
tions are high, particularly with Mr. Morales’ supporters in the in-
digenous communities that have been marginalized historically. 

Despite conflicting signals to foreign investors, President Morales 
has pledged to renegotiate with foreign oil companies in order to 
develop Bolivia’s natural gas reserves. The people of Bolivia will 
benefit from increased development of natural gas, and the eco-
nomic growth that will come from expansion beyond traditional 
markets like Argentina and Brazil. Fresh investments however re-
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mains on the sidelines as political uncertainties and risks appear 
high. 

Similarly, political instability and legal uncertainties in Ecuador 
have resulted in prolonged investment disputes for United States 
companies and a 50 percent drop in oil production. Strikes, pro-
tests, and sabotage of oil pipelines in the country have further ex-
acerbated problems there. 

Venezuela has been a dependable supplier of oil to the United 
States, and up until recently, bilateral relations have been good. As 
this Subcommittee knows, Chairman Burton has tried to temper 
public remarks about Venezuela in the last 12 months, and he 
wants to make it very clear that he wishes to continue to pursue 
dialogue with Caracas. 

Nevertheless, in recent weeks I have become increasingly con-
vinced that the Government of Venezuela is seeking to destabilize 
the region and dismantle the institutions of democracy within its 
borders and beyond them. 

Equally worrisome, in recent weeks President Hugo Chavez and 
Communist Dictator Fidel Castro of Cuba, along with other Latin 
American leaders, have begun reaching out to known Islamic ter-
rorist organizations, such as Hamas, and cozying-up to renowned 
terrorist-sponsoring nations like Iran and North Korea. 

Any alliance between terrorist-sponsoring nations and leftist 
leaders in Latin America will be viewed as a serious and direct 
threat to the national security of the United States and our friends 
in the hemisphere. When they cooperate with terrorist organiza-
tions such as Hamas, or cooperate with renowned terrorist-spon-
soring nations like Iran or North Korea, President Chavez and the 
Cuban dictator are putting themselves and others at risk, and sev-
eral world bodies will be no longer tolerate it. 

The Venezuelans can sell their oil anywhere they like. Venezuela 
is a sovereign state. They can sell it at deep discounts or finance 
consumption of their oil. Some observers point to the obvious with 
arrangements in Cuba. The artificial mechanisms will further in-
debtedness in some of the poorest countries in the hemisphere, not 
to mention, over-reliance on a single energy source. I believe it also 
bears mentioning in this hearing that huge oil revenues have not 
resulted in a reduction of poverty rates under Hugo Chavez’s 
version of democracy in Venezuela. 

I will ask our witnesses today to address these and other con-
cerns I have in the hemisphere. 

President Bush has laid out a roadmap for cooperation to consoli-
date democracy in the Western Hemisphere, and to use trade as a 
catalyst for positive growth in the region to create conditions which 
will alleviate poverty and strengthen democratic institutions. A co-
hesive energy security framework will provide the economic 
underpinnings for the growth and stability that most of the govern-
ments in the region are pursuing. Twenty-nine of the thirty-four 
Western Hemisphere nations that met in Argentina last year are 
in favor of moving forward on free trade negotiations. Cooperation 
in these areas of energy development and investment and integra-
tion must be a top priority of policy makers. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Burton follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE DAN BURTON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CON-
GRESS FROM THE STATE OF INDIANA, AND CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE 
WESTERN HEMISPHERE 

Today we are convening a hearing on Energy Security in the Western Hemi-
sphere. Your testimony will help the Subcommittee in making an assessment of 
hemispheric oil markets, and the ongoing development of energy resources in North 
America, the Andean and Caribbean regions. By the time we are finished today, I 
hope the Subcommittee will have a better understanding of the energy investment 
climate in these regions, and the risks in hemispheric energy markets linked to po-
litical trends, the politicization of these strategic commodities, and potential produc-
tion and supply disruptions. 

We undertake this oversight hearing with a keen eye towards our broader foreign 
policy goals of strengthening stability in the Americas through growth and develop-
ment, and strong support of furthering democratization. 

I first want to welcome our distinguished new Ranking Member, Congressman 
Eliot Engel of New York. Congressman Engel represents the 17th District which in-
cludes the Bronx, Westchester and Rockland Counties. He is a member of the 
Human Rights Caucus, serves as Vice Chair of the House Democratic Task Force 
on Homeland Security and the Democratic Task Force on Health. We look forward 
to working with you and your staff on Western Hemisphere Affairs. 

I believe that energy and ideas are two primary drivers of growth and develop-
ment. When free market forces drive the exchange of both of these commodities, na-
tions stand a better chance of enjoying equitable distribution of the fruits of eco-
nomic growth. When energy markets are free of corruption and promote open, re-
sponsible, and environmentally-safe investment, nations stand a better chance of 
governing these resources and the revenue that is generated for the benefit of their 
people. Conversely, when rigid, artificial mechanisms are put in place, development 
of energy resources is often stifled, or these resources are exploited, squandered and 
enjoyed by only a select few. 

This is a subject we have been focusing on for many months, with high oil and 
gas prices costing consumers more than ever. Obviously, Hurricane Katrina focused 
our attention like a laser beam to the very real threat of disruptions in our own 
domestic energy supply. 

Almost 40% of the energy we consume in the U.S. is supplied by petroleum, and 
our appetite has nearly tripled in the last half century. In his most recent State 
of the Union address, President Bush, like many of his predecessors, rightly pointed 
to the need to reduce our dependence on foreign oil from volatile suppliers in the 
Middle East. 

Just last week, Saudi Arabian security forces thwarted a terrorist attack against 
the Abqaiq facility, which processes two-thirds of the country’s output. The threat 
of supply disruptions saw crude oil futures spike more than $2.30 to almost $63 per 
barrel. Militants in Nigeria and protestors in Ecuador have disrupted output in 
those countries, and insurgents in Iraq have interrupted production there. 

Political instability and security threats in the countries that supply our energy 
needs, along with greater competition for fossil fuels, is driving costs ever higher. 
Clearly, part of our strategy must be to conserve and diversify our sources of energy. 
We cannot afford to delay research and investment in alternative fuels. Equally im-
portant is to work with the major, stable partners we have—like Mexico and Can-
ada—to improve technologies and to develop infrastructure and expand investment. 
We can and we must do more to encourage multilateral initiatives that foster great-
er integration and development of regional energy sectors. 

I have personally raised this with Inter-American Development Bank President 
Moreno, and was briefed on his plans to finance both public and private sectors to 
generate electricity and transport and distribute electricity and natural gas. Last 
year alone the IDB approved more than $1 billion dollars in lending to energy 
projects/investments in Latin America and the Caribbean. 

The newly-elected president of Bolivia, Evo Morales, will be making decisions 
about the hydrocarbons industry in that country that will have deep social and eco-
nomic long-term implications. Expectations are high, particularly from Mr. Morales’ 
supporters in the indigenous communities that have been marginalized historically. 
Despite conflicting signals to foreign investors, President Morales has pledged to re-
negotiate with foreign oil companies in order to develop Bolivia’s natural gas re-
serves. The people of Bolivia will benefit from increased development of natural gas, 
and the economic growth that will come from expansion beyond traditional markets 
like Argentina and Brazil. Fresh investment however, remains on the sidelines, as 
political uncertainties and risks appear high. 
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Similarly, political instability and legal uncertainties in Ecuador have resulted in 
prolonged investment disputes for U.S. companies and a 50% drop in oil production. 
Strikes, protests and sabotage of oil pipelines in that country have further exacer-
bated problems there. 

Venezuela has been a dependable supplier of oil to the United States, and up until 
recently, bilateral relations have been good. As this Subcommittee knows, I have 
tried to temper public remarks about Venezuela in the last twelve months, and I 
want to make it very clear that I wish to continue pursuing DIALOGUE with Cara-
cas. Nevertheless, in recent weeks I have become increasingly convinced that the 
government of Venezuela is seeking to destabilize the region and dismantle the in-
stitutions of democracy within its borders and beyond them. Equally worrisome, in 
recent weeks President Hugo Chavez and Communist Dictator Fidel Castro of Cuba, 
along with other Latin American leaders, have begun reaching out to known Islamic 
terrorist organizations, such as Hamas, and cozying-up to renowned terrorist-spon-
soring nations like Iran and North Korea. Any alliance between terrorist-sponsoring 
nations and leftist leaders in Latin America will be viewed as a serious and direct 
threat to the national security of the United States and our friends in the Hemi-
sphere. When they cooperate with terrorist organizations such as Hamas, or cooper-
ate with renowned terrorist-sponsoring nations like Iran or North Korea, President 
Chavez and the Cuban dictator are putting themselves and others at risk, and sev-
eral world bodies will not long tolerate it. 

The Venezuelans can sell their oil anywhere they like. Venezuela is a sovereign 
state. They can sell it at deep discounts, or finance consumption of their oil. Some 
observers point to the obvious with arrangements like Petro-Caribe; these artificial 
mechanisms will further indebtedness in some of the poorest countries in our hemi-
sphere, not to mention, over-reliance on a single energy source. I believe it also 
bears mentioning in this hearing that huge oil revenues have not resulted in a re-
duction of poverty rates under Mr. Chavez’ version of democracy in Venezuela. 

I will ask our witnesses today to address these and other concerns I have in the 
hemisphere. 

President Bush has laid out a roadmap for cooperation to consolidate democracy 
in the Western Hemisphere, and to use trade as a catalyst for positive growth in 
the region to create conditions which will alleviate poverty and strengthen demo-
cratic institutions. A cohesive energy security framework will provide the economic 
underpinnings for the growth and stability that most of the governments in the re-
gion are pursuing. Twenty-nine of the 34 Western Hemisphere nations that met 
down in Argentina late last year are in favor of moving forward on free trade nego-
tiations. Cooperation in the area of energy development, investment and integration 
must be a top priority of policy makers. 

I now recognize the distinguished ranking member from New York, Eliot Engel, 
for any statement he may wish to make.

Mr. MACK. I now recognize the distinguished Ranking Member 
from New York, Eliot Engel, for any statement he may wish to 
make. 

Mr. ENGEL. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and 
thank you for your very kind words of welcome. I really appreciate 
them, and I look forward to working with you. 

Before I turn to the Subcommittee hearing, I want to reiterate 
what you already mentioned, that today marks my first hearing on 
the Western Hemisphere Subcommittee, and I am honored to join 
you as Ranking Member. Again, thank you for the very, very kind 
words. 

I look forward to working with our Subcommittee Chairman, Mr. 
Burton, with whom I have worked closely over the years. I have 
heard such good things about how he runs the Subcommittee that 
I am excited to collaborate with him on future legislative efforts. 
I understand, as you mentioned, he is not feeling well today, and 
I wish him a speedy recovery. I also look forward to working on a 
bipartisan basis with all of my fellow Subcommittee colleagues to 
raise the profile of the Western Hemisphere region and help ensure 
that its numerous pressing issues receive the attention they de-
serve. 
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Turning to the issue at hand, as President Bush said during his 
State of the Union address, America is dangerously addicted to oil. 
We consume nearly 21 million barrels of oil per day, every day, and 
our appetite is increasing. Today the American economy demands 
over 25 percent of global oil production while our known oil re-
serves make up only 3 percent of global supply. 

For our imports, the United States has long relied on Western 
Hemisphere suppliers of oil and gas. Indeed, according to the most 
recent statistics, crude oil imports from Canada, Latin America, 
and the Caribbean amount to 50 percent of total United States im-
ports. 

Even as our thirst for more oil increases, China, India, and the 
development world are demanding a greater share of the pie. Being 
so completely dependent on a single finite and pollution-causing 
fuel might only be an economic or environmental problem if it were 
not for the fact that the United States must import over 60 percent 
of our oil, which is over 12 million barrels per day, and much of 
that from nations with fragile, unfriendly or outright hostile gov-
ernments to ours. 

Whether it is the kidnappings in Nigeria’s oil fields, the rampant 
corruption in Russia, the war in Iraq, or the nuclear stand off with 
Iran, when it comes to oil imports America has few good options. 

In an era of increasing volatility in the Persian Gulf and the Gulf 
of Guinea, events have shown that some Western Hemisphere en-
ergy suppliers are not immune. From Bolivian riots over natural 
gas and natural gas policy to Venezuelan musings about shifting 
export focus away from the United States to developing Chinese in-
terests in the Western Hemisphere region, even our closest neigh-
bors are not a completely stable source of supply. 

Addiction to foreign oil limits our actions on the global stage and 
our choices here at home. It leaves us vulnerable to acts of God and 
acts of man, and it is intertwined with terrorism. Dependency on 
foreign oil is one of the central national security problems we will 
face in this 21st century. It is therefore imperative to U.S. national 
security that we wean ourselves off of oil. 

Mr. Chairman, I am proud to add that I am Co-Chair of the bi-
partisan Oil and National Security Congressional Caucus, which I 
Co-Chair with Congressman Jim Saxton, that I am also the lead 
Democratic sponsor of H.R. 4409, the Bipartisan Fuel Choices For 
America’s Security Act, which I am doing with our colleague Jack 
Kingston. 

As in our hearing today, our efforts seek to find ways to reduce 
the amount of oil we use and import as well by finding alternatives 
to gasoline in the cars we drive. 

At today’s hearing, I welcome the opportunity to explore the pro-
found challenges our dependency on foreign oil poses to our na-
tional security and questions related to energy security in our 
hemisphere. I also welcome the opportunity to learn about develop-
ments in the Western Hemisphere region, and how the United 
States can improve its relations within the hemisphere and reduce 
its vulnerability to supply disruption. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. MACK. Thank you, and now I will recognize myself for an 

opening statement. 
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I am glad to be able to play a part in this important hearing 
today. I want to thank the witnesses for sharing their insight with 
us, and I would also like to thank the Subcommittee for all of their 
help in preparing for today’s hearing. 

Today, the United States is the largest consumer of global energy 
resources, thereby making access to energy a strategic importance 
for our nation. The President, in his State of the Union speech, 
said that America is addicted to oil, which is often imported from 
unstable parts of the world. 

Although I strongly agree with the President that we must be-
come a country less dependent on foreign sources of energy, the re-
ality is that in the near term we are very dependent upon energy 
from places and countries that may not have the United States 
best interest at heart. 

Today’s hearing is focused on understanding the risk in the 
Western Hemisphere energy markets, the political trends which 
may impact the energy, markets, and the potential production and 
supply disruption. I think this issue is of critical importance to this 
Congress, especially in light of the growing instability in Latin 
America. 

While freedom is on the march on many places around the world, 
a resurgence of socialist, communist and anti-freedom governments 
and movements in Latin America represent an emerging threat to 
freedom in the region and to the energy needs of the United States. 

The instigator is Venezuela’s Socialist President Hugo Chavez 
who is using state-owned oil money to underwrite his iron-fisted 
control of Venezuela people and to back his alliance with leftist 
leaders and causes through Latin America. 

With Venezuela as the world’s fifth largest oil producer, and oil 
at over $60 a barrel, Chavez has assumed the identity of a modern-
day Simon Bolivar who attempted to unify Latin American in the 
1800s. Oil is Chavez’s ATM to finance a bolivarian revolution that 
abuses Presidential power in Venezuela and fans the flame of So-
cialism and regional instability. 

In many of the Western Hemisphere, we are seeing a free market 
approach to energy production. However, in Venezuela I am 
alarmed by the changes we are witnessing. While Chavez still re-
spects an arrangement with foreign companies doing business side 
by side with government-owned oil companies, Hugo Chavez has 
slowly stepped up controls of foreign operators. 

Many foreign energy companies are doing well in Venezuela, and 
are hesitant to make much noise to fear upsetting the apple cart. 
But make no mistake, Chavez aims to nationalize the Venezuelan 
oil sector. He is putting increased pressure on foreign companies by 
forcing them to pay back taxes, threatening seizures of property, 
and energy fields, and even renegotiating contracts. 

I will ask our witnesses today to address my concerns about Ven-
ezuela, Hugo Chavez and his growing influence in the region, and 
his impacts upon our energy security. 

I now would like to introduce our first guest, our first panel, 
Karen Harbert, is Assistant Secretary of Policy and International 
Affairs with the U.S. Department of Energy. Her office is the pri-
mary policy advisor to the Secretary in the department of domestic 
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and international energy issues, new policy initiatives and imple-
mentation of the national energy policy. 

Previously, she served as Deputy Assistant Administrator for 
Latin America and the Caribbean at the U.S. Agency for Inter-
national Development, with primary responsibility for foreign as-
sistance programs in South America and the Caribbean, and she 
also had oversight of programs in 11 countries, totaling over 800 
million and 1,000 employees. 

Good to have you with us, Secretary. 
[Witness sworn.] 
Mr. MACK. Thank you, and now if you would please summarize 

or give your opening statement, we would appreciate it. 

TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE KAREN A. HARBERT, ASSIST-
ANT SECRETARY, OFFICE OF POLICY AND INTERNATIONAL 
AFFAIRS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 

Ms. HARBERT. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, and welcome, Con-
gressman Engel, to the Subcommittee. I look forward to working 
with both of you and Members of the Subcommittee in the times 
ahead. 

I am very pleased to be here today to discuss the importance the 
Administration places on energy security and efforts to strengthen 
energy security in our hemisphere. As you both have stated, U.S. 
energy security is inextricably intertwined with our economic pros-
perity and our national security, and that is why the President has 
made energy security a real focus of his Administration, and chose 
to highlight new initiatives in the State of the Union. 

We believe that a secure and prosperous Western Hemisphere is 
vital for our national interest. Integrated markets, interconnected 
infrastructure, technologically-advanced deployment of a broad 
range of resources, and efficient end-use of energy will create a 
strong, confident and prosperous Western Hemisphere. 

The prospects for economic growth in the hemisphere and devel-
opment in the region are going to be increasingly reliant on 
unlocking valuable resources that are in the Western Hemisphere. 

The United States consumes 20.7 million barrels of oil per day, 
of which close to 6 million of that comes from the Western Hemi-
sphere, especially from our border countries of Canada and Mexico. 
The United States imports 58 percent of its oil and petroleum prod-
ucts and 19 countries in the Western Hemisphere contribute to half 
of that imported from those energy sources. 

When we look at how we apply our international energy policy 
on the international front, we believe and we presume that access 
to secure, reliable, affordable sources of energy is fundamental to 
national economic security. Energy is clearly the life blood of econo-
mies around the world. Global economic growth that we want to 
see sustained and increase is dependent upon the supply of this en-
ergy. It has to be adequate, it has to be reliable, it has to be afford-
able. 

Our key foreign policy objectives, like the promotion of democ-
racy, the promotion of trades, sustainable economic development, 
poverty reduction, environment protection, all of those rely on the 
provision of this energy. 
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We are the world’s largest producer and consumer of energy, and 
therefore the U.S. must assume a leading role in addressing the 
world’s energy challenges. As you all have pointed out, there are 
a few key trends out there that are of particular concern. Most of 
the energy that drives the economic growth that we are experi-
encing today is derived from fossil fuels from a relatively small 
number of producers. 

Record high oil prices indicate limited spare oil capacity, and 
that is due to the lack of new investment and new supply, and un-
foreseen levels of demand in parts of the world like India and 
China. 

New resources are located in places that are geographically hard 
to reach, geologically difficult to develop, politically unstable, and 
unfriendly to new investment. Also, we have to keep in mind that 
nearly 2 billion people in the world lack access to reliable afford-
able energy. 

We must be mindful of the environmental challenges and the cli-
mate change challenges that will only become more prevalent in 
years to come, and they will require us and others to respond in 
ways that provide energy for economic growth and poverty reduc-
tion, but they have to ensure the long-term safety and environ-
mental safety of our planet. 

With all of that as a backdrop, what are the U.S. goals to achieve 
the very vital energy diversification that we and others in national 
security depend upon? 

First, we must expand energy production to meet the needs of a 
growing economy. We have to do that by using technology to diver-
sify the types of energy we consume, improve energy efficiency, and 
lessen the environmental burden of energy consumption. 

We have to do that by improving investment climates in resource 
countries, and we have pursue market-based pricing, and lastly 
and very importantly, we have to modernize and protect the global 
energy infrastructure. 

The Western Hemisphere produces one-fourth of the world’s 
crude, one-third of the world’s natural gas, one-fourth of its coal, 
and over a third of global electricity, but our focus in the Western 
Hemisphere must begin here at home as well. 

Our domestic resources still provide a major portion of the en-
ergy consumed in the United States, and we have to remember 
that. The United States produces almost 90 percent of the hemi-
sphere’s coal. We have significant coal reserves. We possess the 
sixth largest natural gas reserves, and the eleventh largest crude 
reserves. We still produce 40 percent of what we consume, and ob-
viously we are importing 60 percent of what we consume. 

Our most important energy partners lie on our borders. Our most 
important energy partner in this hemisphere and in the world is 
Canada. The current and future energy supply and our integrated 
energy infrastructure further binds an already strategic and fruit-
ful relationship. 

The Canadian provinces of Alberta, British Columbia, Saskatch-
ewan provide the majority of our natural gas imports, and Canada 
provides almost 80 percent of all the natural gas that is entering 
the United States. 
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Twenty-five percent of our imports come from Canada and Mex-
ico combined. Mexico is our second largest supplier and the pros-
pects between Canada and Mexico of increasing production in both 
those countries through technological break-throughs and hopefully 
private sector investment will only further solidify a very strong 
cultural, economic, and trade relationship. 

Of course, other countries have important roles to play to ensure 
hemispheric energy security and economic prosperity to us and 
their citizens. 

Venezuela sends close to 60 percent of its oil to the United 
States. We are a very important export outlet for Venezuela’s state-
owned oil company, PDVSA. Venezuela outfitted CITGO, its refin-
eries here in the United States, to particularly use Venezuela’s 
heavy sour crude as its feedstock, and very few refineries around 
the world exist that could actually be sufficient in number to make 
Venezuela’s crude oil imports be economic. 

Venezuela also possesses the continent’s largest gas reserves, but 
significant investment and expertise are needed to develop this 
substantial resource, and in a few minutes I will detail what those 
challenges are. 

The U.S. appetite for LNG is growing, and new authorities under 
the EPACT that was signed into law by the President in August 
2005 are going to allow for increased import capability. At present, 
we have no greater, no more reliable LNG partner than Trinidad 
and Tobago. This Caribbean country accounts for 70 percent of our 
total LNG imports, and it is continuing to expand its supply. 

Bolivia, as you all have pointed out, has the second largest prov-
en natural gas reserves in South America, and those reserves, if 
used for development of their country, could be a tremendous plat-
form for prosperity for that country. 

There are other projects underway in Central America, like the 
Central American Natural Gas Pipeline and South American gas 
ring that could also lead to greater integration of our energy infra-
structures. 

Undiscovered oil and gas in the hemisphere is estimated at 30 
percent and 20 percent of the world’s total undiscovered resources, 
respectively. Oil producers in the hemisphere have tremendous po-
tential for increasing output over the next decade, and certainly at 
the price points we are experiencing today there is ample incentive. 
However, technical, economic, and political challenges exist. 

The United States is firmly committed to promoting the impor-
tance of a stable transparent investment climate which invites pri-
vate sector investment to unlock those resources and invites the ex-
pertise that is resident in the private sector to do so. Those re-
sources, if developed responsibly, will help Latin America lead its 
way out of poverty. 

Where are these new sources of production? They reside first in 
North America. Canada has very rich resources in its oil sands. 
They rank second only to Saudi Arabia. Mexico also has great po-
tential to increase its output. However, they must address their 
current prohibitions on private investment in the oil and gas sec-
tor. 
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Venezuela also has significant additional heavy oil. Venezuela 
needs capital, it needs technological expertise to untap or to de-
velop these resources. 

Currently, PDVSA’s production is declining significantly, pro-
ducing almost 50 percent less than at its peak. Total Venezuelan 
output is now only 2.5 million barrels per day. It does not even 
meet its OPEC crude quota. This emphasizes PdVSA’s need for in-
vestment and technical expertise. Without it, and without the new 
investment which is similar to the amount of investment needed in 
Canada to unlock the oil sands, future production will continue to 
decline. 

In 1998, the Department of Energy made a forecast based on 
what it new then of what Venezuela’s production would be in 2005. 
They estimated it to be 5.5 million barrels. It is now at 2.5 million 
barrels, a 3 million barrel differential. 

How do we unlock these resources in the Western Hemisphere 
and abroad? The best way to do it is to harness the power of tech-
nology to diversify. Harnessing the power of technology and of mar-
kets to improve energy conservation and efficiency is a goal that we 
have embraced and was outlined in the State of the Union. 

Renewable energy offers the possibility to reduce reliance on oil, 
not just for the United States but for many countries in the West-
ern Hemisphere. Brazil is notable in its efforts to transform its 
transport sector and use ethanol. We also have to do this not just 
bilaterally, but by using multilateral initiatives through hydrogen, 
carbon sequestration, and new nuclear technologies. 

A few words about the investment climate, and then I look for-
ward to answer your questions. 

In order to develop and secure these energy resources now and 
for the future, massive amounts of investment are necessary. The 
International Energy Agency estimates that Latin America will re-
quire $1.3 trillion of investment in the energy sector between 2001 
and 2030. That type of investment will only happen if there is the 
right investment climate. Capital is a coward and will go where it 
is most comfortable. We want it to be comfortable in the Western 
Hemisphere. 

Therefore, the Western Hemisphere countries must establish pre-
dictable, transparent, and nondiscriminatory investment in trade 
policies. Retroactive contract changes, investment disputes, and un-
clear rules will drive away investment, damage economies, and in 
the long run ultimately it is the citizens of the Western Hemi-
sphere that will pay the price. 

Countries such as Canada and Trinidad and Tobago have devel-
oped regimes and created new opportunities. Others are choosing 
to close off their sectors to foreign investment, or are rejecting their 
openness to investment. Some positive examples right now are Co-
lombia and Peru where increased transparency and predictability 
is showing new exploration. Trinidad and Tobago is developing 
their natural gas resources. 

Right now Ecuador is experiencing tremendous problems. The 
importance of forthright negotiation and communication is critical. 
There are significant investment disputes right now in Ecuador. 
We hope that the Government of Ecuador will make the right deci-
sion. 
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Bringing energy infrastructure throughout the Western Hemi-
sphere up to meet contemporary needs depends on deepening our 
interconnections and expanding our markets. We have already 
done that with a variety of trade pacts between us and Canada and 
Mexico, the Central American, Dominican Republic Free Trade 
Agreement, and the new agreements in the Andes. 

The United States recognizes that as part of the Western Hemi-
sphere our energy future rises and falls with our neighbors. While 
energy exists in the world market, our energy security is best 
served by working with our partners in the hemisphere to ensure 
that we all produce at optimal levels, and that our infrastructure 
development and energy consumption occur at the most efficient 
levels and in the most efficient ways. 

However, energy security depends on the choices countries make, 
and we are concerned that some countries in this hemisphere are 
making the wrong choices. Moves to restrict foreign investment and 
implement or increase the reach of state-run industries limit their 
ability to access capital for investment, restricting the development 
and access to energy supplies and infrastructure. 

It is a model that many hold as patriotic, but delivers less pros-
perity to their citizens, and ultimately threaten world energy mar-
kets. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Harbert follows:]
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Testimony before Subcommittee on the Western Hemisphere 
Committee on International Relations 

US. House of Representatives 

"Western Hemisphere Energy Security" 

Karen A. Harbert 
Assistant Secretary for Policy and International Affairs 

U.S. Department of Energy 

March 2, 2006 

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. I am pleased to appear 
before you today to discuss the Administration's efforts to strengthen Western Hemisphere 
energy security, detailing both our strong successes and the challenges we face. In my testimony 
today, I plan to provide an update on our efforts, as well as the Department of Energy's view on 
the outlook for energy markets, integration, diversification, and exploration and development of 
energy resources in the Western Hemisphere. 

Energy security is inextricably intertwined with economic prosperity and national 
security. This concept is at the heart of the energy bill signed by President Bush last summer, 
and his Advanced Energy Initiative (AEI) announced as part of his 2006 State of the Union 
address. But our energy future requires more than just a national approach. We believe that a 
secure and prosperous Western Hemisphere is vital for our national interest. Integrated markets, 
interconnected infrastructure, technologically advanced development of a broad range of 
resources, and efficient end-use will create a strong, confident Western Hemisphere that benefits 
the United States and the populations of each country in our hemisphere 

The United States consumed 20.7 million barrels per day of petroleum in 2005, of which 
6 million barrels originated from sources (net total supply) in the Western Hemisphere, 
especially from our border countries of Canada and Mexico. In 2005, net imports accounted for 
58 percent of US. total petroleum consumption. Thirteen countries in the Western Hemisphere 
provided 49 percent of the United States' gross imports of crude oil and petroleum products, 
according to Energy Information Administration (EIA) analysis. Our neighbors in the 
hemisphere make up three out of our top tour suppliers - Canada, Mexico and Venezuela - with 
the Canadians holding the top spot among all suppliers of crude oil and petroleum products. 
These three countries accounted for 39 percent of U.S. gross imports in 2005, with Ecuador, 
Colombia, Brazil, Trinidad and Tobago, and Argentina also falling in the top 25 sources. 

For the most part, the Western Hemisphere energy picture is starkly divided into producer 
and consumer countries, with some degree of overlap. Energy markets are highly integrated in 
some areas and disconnected in others. The prospects for economic growih and development in 
the region depend increasingly on unlocking valuable resources to supply reliable, affordable and 
clean energy. 
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Western Hemisphere energy security is enhanced with the adoption of policies that 
expand the sources and types of global energy supplies, increase efficiency of energy production 
and consumption, encourage the use of the most environmentally responsible technologies, 
enhance the transparency and efficient operation of energy markets, and strengthen the capacity 
to respond to oil supply disruptions. To realize greater energy security in the Western 
Hemisphere, we must work together with our neighbors to achieve common goals and take 
responsibility for the role we each play in the global energy market The Department of Energy 
and other US. government agencies are engaged in the implementation of these strategic goals 

Some of the most important challenges facing countries in the hemisphere include 

o High oil prices 
o High natural gas prices 
o Infrastructure vulnerability 
o Political volatility in traditional production areas 
o Security issues in protecting production and distribution infrastructure 
o Declining production in traditional areas 
o Unpredictable and nontransparent legal, regulatory and tlscal regimes that impede 

necessary resource and infrastrncture development 
o Temptation to increase state involvement and government shares of natural resource 

revenue, imposing limits on access to needed capital for investment 
o Concerns over refining capacity, especially in meeting a shift toward heavy oil 
o Massive energy investment requirements in the coming years (the International Energy 

Agency estimates that Latin America will require nearly US$l.3 trillion of investment in 
the energy sector between 200 I and 2030) 

o Lack of financing for alternative energy sources 

However, opportunities far outweigh these challenges. The United States is committed to 
fostering an era where we can realize our mutual goal of hemisphere-wide energy security. Each 
country must make choices to achieve energy security. In order to ensure the most efficient 
development and use of energy, these choices must include commitments to market-based 
pricing and open investment in order to assure that each country realizes its full potential. These 
choices represent political challenges in many of the countries of our hemisphere, but making the 
right choices will make a real difference in the quest by each country to achieve energy security 
and economic prosperity for its people 

international Dimensions of U.S. Energy Policy 

The underlying belief of our energy policy presumes that access to secure, reliable and 
affordable energy sources is fundamental to national economic security. As energy is the 
lifeblood of economies around the world, global economic groW1h depends on adequate, reliable 
and affordable supplies of energy. Key foreign policy objectives, including support for 
democracy, trade, sustainable economic development, poverty reduction, and environmental 
protection, rely on the provision of safe, reliable and affordable energy supplies 

2 
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As the world's largest producer and consumer of energy resources, the United States 
must playa leading role in addressing the world's energy challenges and ensuring a secure 
energy future. However, energy markets are increasingly integrated, and ensuring our national 
energy security requires well-coordinated international efforts. The global nature of energy 
markets means that supplying adequate, affordable and reliable energy services is a 
responsibility we all share and one we must continue to address as a global community. Actions 
taken by any country to misuse or mismanage their energy resources without considering the 
global implications of their actions will have a negative impact on every country. As traditional 
energy resources become scarce and more difficult to develop, energy security will become an 
even more critical component of economic security and national security. 

A few key trends are of particular concern. Most ofthe energy that drives world 
economies today is derived from fossil fuels, in particular petroleum, and this energy comes from 
a relatively small number of producers. The world's dependence on a few countries is neither 
responsible nor sustainable over the long term. Record high oil prices indicate limited spare oil 
production capacity in the world market due to a lack of investment in new supply and 
unforeseen levels of demand growth in many parts of the world. Resources are often located in 
places that are geographically hard to reach, geologically ditficult to develop, politically 
unstable, or unfriendly to new investment. Our poverty reduction goals are challenged by nearly 
2 billion people who lack access to a reliable, affordable supply of energy. Environmental and 
climate change challenges will only become more prevalent in the years to come and require 
responses in ways that provide energy for economic growth and poverty reduction, while 
ensuring the long-term safety of our planet. 

To cope with the full range of possible consequences of these trends, we must employ 
forward-looking policies that proactively address the energy challenges of today and tomorrow 
We must maintain a diverse energy mix coming from varied sources. In the United States, we 
are striving to be better consumers through our efforts to promote conservation and diversity our 
supply sources. We are working to make energy efficiency improvements in our homes, places 
of work and modes of transportation. In the long-term, the Department of Energy is focusing on 
transfonnational technologies that will fundamentally change how we produce and consume 
energy. In the meantime, we must use the energy resources at our disposal in the most etficient, 
effective, and strategic manner possible 

The US. goals to achieve a more diversified world energy market to improve global energy 
security include 

Expanding energy production to meet the needs of a growing global economy; 
Using technology to diversify the types of energy we consume, improve energy 
efficiency, and lessen the environmental burden of energy consumption; 
Improving investment climates in resource-rich countries and pursuing market-based 
pricing; and, 
Modernizing and protecting global energy infrastructure 
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Overview of Western Hemisphere Energy Resources 

The Western Hemisphere supplies one-fourth of the world's crude oil; one-third of the 
world's natural gas; almost one-fourth of its coal; and over a third of global electricity. 

Oil production is concentrated in a few countries, and the United States, Canada, Mexico, 
Venezuela and Brazil produce almost 90 percent of the hemisphere's crude oil. Conventional oil 
resources are declining, and the Western Hemisphere imports about 30 percent of global oil 
shipments and one-fourth of oil products to meet its growing needs. In 2003, total oil 
consumption in the hemisphere was 29.5 million barrels per day, and total liquids production was 
22.3 million barrels per day 

The hemisphere has few significant natural gas producers, and Canada and the United 
States produce more than SO percent of its natural gas. Gas reserves are important but account 
for less than 10 percent of world reserves. Dry natural gas consumption in the hemisphere in 
2003 was 31.2 trillion cubic feet, and production was 31.2 trillion cubic feet. 

The United States produces almost 90 percent of the hemisphere's coal and has 
significant reserves. In 2005, coal consumption was 1,135 million short tons, and production was 
1,120 million short tons. Electricity generation is linked to economic size, and key electricity 
producers include the United States, Canada, Mexico and Brazil. These four countries produce 
more than 90 percent of the Hemisphere's electricity. In 2003, net electricity consumption in the 
Western Hemisphere was just over 5 trillion kilowatt hours, and generation was nearly 5.5 
trillion kilowatt hours 

Crude oil reserves in the hemisphere are significant - the second largest in the world 
outside the Middle East by some estimates, thanks in great part to Canada's 174 billion barrels of 
oil sands. Venezuela also has very large oil deposits estimated at as much as 270 billion barrels, 
but these are not yet proven reserves. Mexico has potential, but unproven reserves of more than 
50 billion barrels. Brazil has the second largest proven reserves in South America, at 11.2 billion 
barrels, behind Venezuela. 

Our focus on the Western Hemisphere begins here at home. U.S. domestic resources still 
provide a major portion of the products consumed in the United States. The United States 
possesses the 11 th largest crude oil reserves in the world at 21.4 billion barrels and still produces 
approximately 40 percent of the petroleum it consumes, or about S.25 million barrels per day 
(includes, crude, NGL, refinery process gain and other inputs). Domestic reserves will continue 
to play an important role in our energy security and prospects for increased domestic production 
exist. Despite the steady decline of Alaskan production, the state's wells still average about 
872,000 bbl/d, or about 17 percent of total U.S. crude oil production. The most promising site 
for oil in America is ANWR. Developing a very small portion of ANWR could eventually yield 
up to a million barrels of oil every day, making us less dependent on foreign sources of energy 

On natural gas, analysts saw declines of U.S. production in 2005 due to the impact of the 
hurricanes, but the United States still possesses the sixth largest reserves in the world, at 192.5 
trillion cubic feet (Tcf). Production remains between 18 and 19 Tcf/year, with consumption 
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levels of between 22 and 23 Tctiyear. The balance, of course, comes from imports, with the vast 
bulk of these supplies originating in the Western Hemisphere, primarily transported in gaseous 
form by pipeline from Canada but also imported as liquefied natural gas (LNG) flowing into the 
country's five import terminals. It should be noted that Mexico imports natural gas from the 
United States. Natural gas-fired power generation has increased its share of the U.S. power mix 
in recent years 

Coal continues to make up a vital element of our energy mix, as do our important nuclear 
energy and renewable energy sources. Production by U.S. coal miners still accounts for close to 
one-quarter of total U.S. energy consumption, and the expansion of clean-coal technology will 
provide an even greater demand for this resource that the United States possesses in abundance -
about 21 percent of the world's annual production. Nuclear energy provides about 20 percent of 
the country's electricity generation, second only to coal, and renewable energy from 
hydroelectric, solar, geothermal, wind, and biomass continue to grow in importance in providing 
the United States with a secure and stable domestic energy base. 

The technologies that make - and will make - these latter sources viable received an 
important boost in the form of President Bush's signing of the Energy Policy Act of2005 (EPAct 
2005) and the President's Advanced Energy Initiative (AEI) unveiled in his 2006 State ofthe 
Union address. Both are bold steps toward expanding the use of advanced sources of energy. A 
key tocus of the EPAct 2005 involves important measures that seek to promote greater energy 
efficiency and for a more diverse energy supply, including tax incentives for emissions free and 
renewable sources of energy and a strengthened emphasis on nuclear power. The President has 
repeatedly emphasized the importance of using cleaner, more efficient energy technologies to 
help meet the Nation's energy needs with fewer environmental impacts. The AEI demonstrates 
U.S. commitment to investing in our energy future through technology advancement. 

Our most important energy partner in the hemisphere and in the world is Canada The 
current and future energy supply and our integrated energy infrastructure further binds an already 
strategic and fruitful relationship. The Canadian provinces of Alberta, British Columbia and 
Saskatchewan provide the vast majority of our natural gas imports, and Canada provides more 
than 80 percent of all natural gas entering the United States. There are a number of new oil and 
gas projects on the horizon in Canada. However, current Canadian production has slowed, and 
we must promote the full embrace of liquefied natural gas from other countries in order to 
provide supplemental support for the traditional, piped gaseous form 

The importance of realizing a fully integrated North American market goes beyond 
strong economic and cultural ties. More than 25 percent of total U.S. imports of oil and 
petroleum products come from Canada and Mexico - 16 percent and 12 percent, respectively -
and the prospects of marked increases in crude oil production in both countries through 
technological breakthroughs in Canada's oil sands or a Mexican embrace of private-sector 
energy investment would further solidify these ties. The North American Energy Working 
Group of the Security and Prosperity Partnership has facilitated optimal development of 
resources, infrastructure and end use across the continent 
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Of course, other countries have an important role to play in ensuring hemispheric energy 
security and economic prosperity. We have a long energy history with Venezuela, and we want 
this mutually beneficial relationship to continue. Venezuela sends around 60 percent of its oil 
exports to the United States, approximately 1.5 million barrels per day. One of the most 
important outlets of Venezuela's state oil company Petroleos de Venezuela (PdVSA) lies on our 
shores. Venezuela fitted its CITGO refineries in the United States to use Venezuelan heavy, sour 
crude oil as feedstock, and few refineries of this kind exist anywhere in the world in numbers 
sufficient to make Venezuela crude oil imports economic. Our West Coast refineries import 
approximately 195,000 barrels of oil per day from Ecuador, and we will see growing imports 
from Colombia, Brazil and many others. In 2005,49 percent of U.S crude oil and petroleum 
imports came from countries in the Western hemisphere 

The US appetite for LNG supplies is growing and new authorities provided in EPAct 
2005 should allow for increased import capability. Our future LNG supplies are expected to 
either originate in this hemisphere or at least to pass through LNG facilities in our hemisphere 
Mexico has two LNG regasification plants under construction - one on the Pacific coast and 
another in the Gulf of Mexico - with an additional seven sites under various stages of 
consideration, in all totaling 6.5 billion cubic feet per day (Betid) of natural gas. For its part, 
Canada has seven LNG sites under consideration, with six in the environmental impact 
assessment or regulatory review stages. These facilities would account for close to 5 Bcf/d. 
LNG entering Canada and Mexico could be regasified in those countries and then shipped by 
pipeline to the United States. LNG imports into Mexico could also offset that country's need to 
import gas from the United States. 

At present, however, we have no greater or more reliable LNG partner than Trinidad and 
Tobago. This Caribbean country accounts for more than 70 percent of our total LNG imports, 
and it continues to bring more supplies online, with the opening ofa fourth train - or production 
unit - this year. This close, reliable source of natural gas has significant impact on the critical 
margins of our supply situation, and increased production in Trinidad and Tobago will assist in 
relieving some of the pressure on our traditional sources. Another exciting source of LNG 
continues to take shape in Peru, as the huge natural gas field at Camisea develops. An 
international consortium broke ground on a liquefaction plant earlier this year. Peru has at least 
11 Tcf in reserves, but with greater exploration, this figure looks set to increase 

Bolivia's proven natural gas reserves of24 Tcf - the second largest in South America 
(including Trinidad and Tobago) -could provide a tremendous platform for economic prosperity 
if those resources reach the international market. Further, Venezuela possesses the continent's 
largest gas reserves, with an estimated 151 Tcf, but significant investment and expertise are 
needed to develop this substantial resource. However, given the very slow development of its 
gas resources in the near-term, Venezuela plans to build a pipeline to Colombia, by which it will 
import natural gas for use in the production of its heavy oil and later reverse the ±low once 
Colombia supplies diminish and Venezuelan resources are developed 

Natural gas development and integration in our hemisphere is following a rocky path 
We continue to watch with interest, the various natural gas integration plans throughout the 
hemisphere. The two most prominent proj ects under consideration are: 
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• A Central American natural gas pipeline connecting Mexico and Colombia while 
serving Guatemala, Honduras, EI Salvador, Belize, Nicaragua, Coast Rica, and 
Panama 

• A South American "gas ring" that would link Peru, Chile, Argentina, Paraguay, 
Uruguay, and Brazil, with the potential to bring in Bolivia 

While the bulk of the energy consumption throughout the hemisphere depends on 
hydrocarbons, some countries continue to invest in renewable energy and nuclear power 
generation. Hydroelectric power generation has been a mainstay in many Latin American 
countries for many years. The small island states of the Caribbean must reduce their oil 
dependency - and continue to explore the deployment of new technology for developing solar, 
geothermal and wind resources. A number of multilateral organizations and development banks, 
especially the Inter-American Development Bank, have a very constructive role to play in 
expanding the use of and spurring greater private investment in these non-traditional resources. 
Smaller economies' future prosperity may depend on minimizing the need for expensive foreign 
oil. 

Other renewable sources of energy, such as wind, solar and biomass, have become 
economically feasible for power generation in many countries, while some countries explore 
increased use ofbiofuels in the transportation sector. Of course, Brazil's well-documented 
employment of ethanol for transportation is a model for the region. 

A small amount of nuclear power generation capacity exists in the Western Hemisphere 
outside of the United States. Canada produces about 15 percent of its electricity from 18 
operational nuclear units, 15 of which are located in Ontario. Ottawa and the provinces continue 
to explore the construction of additional generating capacity, but the country also faces 
challenges, just as we do in the United States, in addressing future work-force shortages, plant 
aging and plant re-licensing. Mexico has published estimates that it must increase its generating 
capacity by 50 percent in the next 12 years and has considered new nuclear plants to join its two 
existing facilities to meet those needs. Brazil and Argentina also have active nuclear energy 
programs. Operations at Cuba's two nuclear power plants remain suspended. 

Improving Energy Production 

The Western Hemisphere supplies significant quantities of global energy, producing 
about one-fourth of the world's crude oil; one-third of the world's natural gas; almost one-fourth 
of its coal; and about 35 percent of global electricity. Undiscovered oil and gas in the 
hemisphere is estimated at 30 percent and 20 percent of the world's total undiscovered resources, 
respectively. Oil producers in the hemisphere have significant potential for increasing output 
over the next decade. However, technical, economic and political challenges exist. 

Integrated markets provide opportunities to optimize the use of our current energy 
supplies, not just through economies of scale but also economies of precision, where supply and 
demand converge in the most efficient manner possible, reducing energy wastage. From a trade 
perspective, the United States has demonstrated its commitment to mutually beneficial open 
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markets; NAFTA, CAFTA-DR, the Andean Free Trade Agreement and the Caribbean Basin 
Initiative all serve as examples. We have reinvigorated our relationship with regional 
organizations like Caricom to facilitate further cooperation, as Caribbean countries feel the 
heavy impact of the continued high cost of oil and gas. Our successful trilateral North American 
energy relationship is a good example of integration based on market-based principles and 
frequent and open communication. Successful integrated markets require a stable investment 
framework and strong stakeholder relationships to ensure that resources are efficiently developed 
in an enviromnentally sound and publicly acceptable way. 

We will continue to promote the importance of a stable, transparent, investment climate 
which invites private sector investment to unlock valuable natural resources. Natural resources if 
developed responsibly will help to lead many Latin American economies out of poverty. This 
development is another area where the World Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank 
should playa leading role. 

Potential Areas of New Production 

Potential additional oil and gas production in North America is signitlcant. Canada is the 
U.S. top supplier of imported petroleum and significant new resources are on the horizon. Under 
new rules for counting reserves, which now include Alberta's heavy oil sands, Canada with 174 
billion barrels of proven oil sands reserves, ranks second only to Saudi Arabia in world reserves. 

Canada has opened its energy sector to private sector investment, atfording it access to 
the technology required to tap its unconventional energy reserves. According to EIA, with 
investments of more than $25 billion already committed to the oil sands, production should reach 
about 1.8 million bblld by 2010 and 2.3 million bbl/d by 2015. By 2015, approximately two out 
of every three barrels of Canadian oil production will come from the oil sands. By 2020, oil
sand operators and their partners will have invested more than $100 billion. 

Both the United States and Canada have significant unconventional oil reserves in their 
respective countries. However, to produce these reserves, numerous challenges must be 
overcome: improving availability of capital and skilled labor, financial uncertainty, limitations in 
natural gas supply, and enviromnental issues, as well as the need for adequate infrastructure to 
process and transport the product. The U. S and Canada are continuing to cooperate on the 
development and application of technologies needed to unlock the potential of these resources, as 
well as reducing the impact associated with their development. Technology has been, and will 
continue to be, the key to unlocking the potential of these resources, as well as reducing the 
impact associated with their development. 

Mexico also has great potential to increase its output. However, provisions in its 
constitution prohibit private investment in the oil and gas sector, limiting the country's 
production and ability to access new technologies that would spur output. The Fox 
Administration has proposed numerous energy reforms to attract private investment to develop 
its resources. So far, reform efforts have fallen short, and progress in this area will likely take 
time. Mexico ranks fourteenth in world proven oil reserves with 12.9 billion barrels, but must 
import both gasoline and 25 percent of its natural gas needs from the United States, even though 
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it has the potential to be a natural gas exporter, given its sizeable reserves. While Mexico has the 
seventh-largest gas reserves in the Western Hemisphere, its demand for natnral gas (especially 
for electric power generation) has outpaced production, and projections suggest that the country 
will continue importing natural gas for the rest of the decade. It must look to imported LNG, as 
well as gas trom the United States, to meet its demand. Some of this LNG could also benefit 
consumers in our country, especially in California Two LNG importing projects are underway 
in Mexico and many have been announced, but natural gas from these projects is not expected to 
reach U.S. consumers before 2007. Through existing cooperative mechanisms like the North 
American Energy Working Group, we will continue to work with Canada and Mexico to 
increase their oil and gas production. Cross-border infrastructure for natural gas and electricity 
trade exists, although trade in electricity remains limited 

The United States and Mexico share a long-standing cooperative relationship in energy, 
and the DOE and the Mexican Secretariat of Energy (SENER) have maintained a strong and 
active relationship since 1981 and cooperate bilaterally on energy trade and policy, primarily 
under the auspices of the Energy Working Group of the U.S.-Mexico Binational Commission. 
DOE and SENER continue to focus on increasing our cooperation in energy trade and cross
border energy issues and the im plementation of our shared vision for science and technology 
cooperation. Significant opportunities exist in terms of offshore oil exploration and production, 
but private investment is needed in order for Mexico to fully realize the potential of its 
hydrocarbons reserves. 

Venezuela has significant additional heavy oil potential. According to PdVSA, 
Venezuela has as much as 270 billion barrels of extra-heavy and bitumen deposits. Venezuela 
would require significant amonnts of investment, similar to the current investment levels in 
Canada's oil sands sector (around $25 billion to date, and projected to reach $\00 billion by 
2020) to develop these resources. Venezuela needs technological expertise to fully develop this 
important reserve. Currently PdVSA production is declining significantly - producing almost 
50% less than its peak Total Venezuelan crude output is now only 2.5 million barrels day total 
crude output (ErA, 2/06). This is the lowest level of PdVSA production since the oil workers 
strike in Venezuela in 2002-2003 and emphasizes PdVSA's need for investment and technical 
expertise. Without new investment, future production is expected to continue to decline. While 
expansive new programs for refineries, tankers and natural gas sectors have been announced, it is 
unclear how the country's ambitious agenda will be funded, even at high oil prices, given the 
lack of expertise and increasing restriction on foreign investment in the oil sector 

Harnessing the untapped natural resources of this hemisphere can be the engine for 
economic prosperity in many conntries. The United States is working with the international 
tinancial institutions to promote the use of revenues trom energy extraction as an engine of 
economic development. 

Using Technology to Diversify Fuels and Improve Energy Efficiency 

Harnessing the power of technology and markets to improve energy conservation and 
efficiency is another key goal for providing greater energy security. High oil prices have caused 
resurgence in interest in alternative fuels sources. Renewable energy offers the possibility to 
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reduce reliance on oil in certain markets, but countries will have to make legal and regulatory 
changes to become attractive to major private investment. Brazil has led in this area of the 
sector, with its widespread use of alternative fuels for automobiles and innovative programs to 
encourage greater renewable energy use in power production. 

Brazil has successfully encouraged domestic use of ethanol and biodiesel for 
transportation fuel, in part by utilizing ethanol subsidies early on in its commercialization and by 
taking advantage of new technology in promoting the widespread use of flex-fuel vehicles 
During the first ten months of 2005,650,883 flex-fuel cars sold in Brazil, as compared to 
580,063 regular cars purchased in the same period. Brazil seeks to expand domestic use of 
ethanol and promote greater use around the world. The International Energy Agency (lEA) 
predicts ethanol alone has the potential to make up 10 percent of world gasoline use by 2025 and 
30 percent in 2050, up from around 2 percent today. 

The proliferation ofrenewable energy technology and sources offers countries in the 
hemisphere an opportunity to diversify their energy mix away from traditional and expensive 
fuels and to reduce emissions from traditional energy production. In some cases, production of 
renewable energy also otTers opportunity to revive domestic industry, as the case may be in 
Central America and the Caribbean when it comes to raising crops and processing ethanol. 

For example, Caribbean countries are heavily dependent upon petroleum as their primary 
energy source. In 2002, the islands in the Caribbean region consumed 2.4 quadrillion Btu of 
total energy, of which petroleum accounted for 93 percent. Most electricity produced in the 
region comes from conventional thermal sources, chiefly oil-fired power plants. The islands' 
reliance on fuel oil makes them vulnerable to market prices. Great opportunities exist to break 
this dependence through sustainable energy planning. Regional cooperation among governments 
in the region to standardize energy regulation and coordinate planning could leverage the 
financing available to introduce clean, renewable and efficient energy technology 

Engaging ill Multilateral Technology Parrnerships 

Increasing the use of alternative fuels and promoting greater energy etliciency in the near 
term using existing technologies requires constant and concerted effort. However, it is equally 
important to address future energy needs by working together to create transformational, next
generation technologies. President Bush has requested a 22 percent increased in clean energy 
research to accelerate these technological breakthroughs. The United States has spent nearly $10 
billion since 2001 on research and development to reduce the costs of advanced energy options, 
such as electricity from wind and photovoltaics and biofuels for transport. These funds enable 
many bilateral and multilateral technology etlorts that can help to accelerate deployment of 
options with low net carbon emissions A few examples of our many next-generation technology 
initiatives are: 

Illtemational Partllership/or the Hydrogen Leonomy (IPHL) 

The United States works with 15 other countries to accelerate deployment of economic 
hydrogen technologies through the International Partnership for a Hydrogen Economy (IPHE) 

10 
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Hydrogen holds great potential to serve as the energy vector of the future, whereby a variety of 
energy sources are converted to hydrogen, which is then used in highly efficient fuel cells to run 
cars, trucks, power plants, and factories. In the Western Hemisphere, Canada and Brazil are 
involved in this partnership. 

Car han Sequestration readership Forum (CSJF) 

Coal will continue to dominate electricity generation in many countries for the 
foreseeable future. To continue to use this abundant resource in view of concerns over global 
warming and the substantial contribution of coal-fired power plants to global carbon emissions, it 
is vital to encourage investment in the most efficient and least polluting coal-fired power plants 
available. For the long term, it is also essential to develop and deploy carbon sequestering coal 
plants, like the FutureGen demonstration plant now under construction, as affordable alternatives 
to conventional coal-fired power plants. The framework for international collaboration on 
sequestration technologies is the U.S.-led Carbon Sequestration Leadership Forum (CSLF), 
whose 16 partners are eligible to participate in FutureGen. Brazil, Canada, Colombia, and 
Mexico are all partners within the hemisphere 

Generation iV international Forum (GLN-if) 

The Generation IV International Forum (Gen-IV) is pursuing next-generation nuclear 
technology as a zero-emissions energy supply source. The United States, with ten other partners, 
including countries in the Western Hemisphere, is working to develop nuclear reactors with 
enhanced safety features and simplified designs that improve plant economics. We must 
cooperate with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to strengthen the international 
nuclear nonproliferation framework needed to keep civilian nuclear power a robust option. 

Methane to Markets 

Methane to Markets is an international partnership with the goal of reducing global 
methane emissions to enhance economic growth, promote energy security, improve the 
environment, and reduce greenhouse gases. Other benefits include improving mine safety, 
reducing waste and improving local air quality. The initiative focuses on cost-effective, near
term methane recovery and use as a clean energy source. Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, 
Ecuador, and Mexico are all partners in this initiative 

High oil and gas prices have created momentum tor research and development and 
investment in technologies that diversify fuel sources and increase energy efficiency. However, 
planning tor our common energy future requires sustained investment, coherent energy policy 
and planning to bolster the introduction of new and existing technologies, a commitment to 
public education about where energy comes from and what technologies are available to improve 
production and consumption, and the political leadership to make hard choices to secure 
resources for the future. 

\I 
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Transparency and Market-Based Pricing 

In order to develop secure energy resources now and in the future, massive amounts of 
investment are necessary to provide the capital that will drive infrastructure, production and 
technology projects. Investments are needed to unlock new supplies of oil and natural gas and to 
improve or prolong the lifespan of existing sources. Attractive trade and investment policies that 
provide access to reserves and promote the expansion of oil and gas production capacity around 
the world are necessary to match demand in developed and developing countries alike. The 
substantial untapped hydrocarbon reserves in the hemisphere require large sums of private 
investment. While some countries, such as Canada and Trinidad and Tobago, have developed 
investment regimes and created openness that is expanding their hydrocarbon output, others have 
mostly closed off their sectors to foreign investment. Other governments, like that of Bolivia, 
may begin to reject some of their openness to investment established in recent periods. 
Venezuela continues to change its investment regime to retlect the government's revenue needs 
and desire for greater control of the energy sector, despite the evidence that these decisions result 
in sub-optimal levels of investment. Unresolved investment disputes in some of these countries, 
like Ecuador, may also deter future investment 

One positive example ofa government's ongoing effort to increase energy investment is 
in Colombia. Colombia is the fourth largest Latin American supplier of crude oil and petroleum
related products to the United States and was the 16th leading supplier worldwide in 2004. 
However, much of the country's prospective natural resource areas remain unexplored. Facing 
the prospect of becoming a net oil importer, Colombia took effective steps to improve their 
investment climate in 2003. In an effort to increase transparency and spur exploration, the 
Colombian government created the National Hydrocarbons Agency (ANH) to administer the 
sector, a responsibility previously under the control of state-owned oil company Ecopetrol. As a 
result, Ecopetrol now competes on a level playing field with private companies, and oil 
companies may now assume up to 100 percent of investment and risk activities in all exploration 
and production contracts. Royalties changed from a 20 percent flat rate to a sliding scale, 
starting at 8 percent for smaller production amounts, increasing to 20 percent as production 
grows. The Colombian government also established innovative new methods of working with 
companies to address security concerns, invested significant amounts of money to provide 
improved geological information, and set out a number of strategic objectives. The goal of this 
initiative was to provide new incentives to investors to return to Colombia and explore its vast 
and virtually unexplored resource base. Throughout 2005, the U.S. government helped 
Colombia to promote investment in its energy sector highlighting the much improved and 
predictable investment climate. ANH signed 31 new upstream contracts and 28 technical 
evaluation contracts in 2005 with private firms and state-run Ecopetrol, surpassing their contract 
target of 30 for the year. By comparison, in 2004 the ANH signed 21 upstream contracts and 7 
technical evaluation contracts. The reforms have successfully attracted new investment, and we 
believe they will continue to do so over the coming years 

Another positive development can be seen in Peru. Over the last few years, the 
government awarded new licenses under a revised contract structure, companies have moved 
forward with exploration and production plans, and progress on the Camisea gas project and 
LNG project continues. The giant Camisea gas fields located in the Peru contain at least II Tcf 
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of natural gas and as much as 30 Tcf and could provide supplies to the US. market either 
directly to regasification sites on the U.S. West Coast orvia facilities under construction in 
Mexico. The Hunt Oil-led Peru LNG project will build the necessary liquefaction plant on the 
Peruvian Pacific Coast to export LNG to overseas markets. It is important that Peru continue to 
move aggressively on the LNG project to secure a presence in the US. West Coast LNG market. 
Any change in this approach to developing Peru's natural gas resources would be a tremendous 
setback at this point. 

Two more areas of investment opportunity are Trinidad and Tobago and Chile 
Trinidad's vast natural gas reserves and efforts to develop those resources have revitalized the 
country's plan for development and economic growth. Trinidad and Tobago, through harnessing 
this opportunity, has strengthened its position as a leader in the region and constitutes a modem 
example of how energy resources can open new doors to a nation's economy. Maintaining a 
stable, transparent and fair investment environment will be critical to their growth as a major 
LNG producer in the region. Likewise, Chile is opening up new investment opportunities to 
secure the energy resources necessary to fuel their economic growth. Chile recently solicited 
bids for a 0.35 Ecf/d LNG regasification terminal with the potential for startup in 2009. LNG 
will allow Chile to reduce its vulnerability to cuts in Argentine gas exports, which Argentina 
reduced several times over the past two years. Short-term shortfalls and unreliable supplies have 
led Chile to take a serious look at new ways to secure future supplies. 

Future [nvestment Need, & Challenges 

The lEA estimates that Latin America will require nearly $1.3 trillion of investment in 
the energy sector between 2001 and 2030. Western Hemisphere countries, like all countries, 
must establish predictable, transparent and non-discriminatory investment and trade policies in 
order to promote adequate levels of local and foreign investment and increased trade to provide 
for growing energy needs. Retroactive contract changes, investment disputes, and unclear rules 
drive away investment and damage economies and citizens in the long run 

High oil and natural gas prices have brought about a resurgence of government control 
over previously privatized or semi-privatized energy sectors, but this is a step in the wrong 
direction, only adding to costs for governments and creating additional economic burdens. In 
Venezuela, a country blessed with abundant natural resources, the government has reasserted 
state control over the country's oil and natural gas resources by retroactively changing contract 
terms and structures and insisting upon greater involvement by PdVSA in energy projects. 
Contrary to the government of Venezuela and PdVSA's claims, production levels are down, 
current production is increasingly coming from private sector-sponsored fields, as state company 
investment and expertise declines. Private foreign companies have all but frozen new investment 
due to the uncertainty of the situation. Ultimately, it is the government of Venezuela's decision 
how to manage its energy sector, and it is its responsibility to choose the best use for its natural 
resource. However, we are concerned, and many investors are concerned, about declining 
production figures and efforts to squeeze out the much-needed private investment necessary to 
maintain production levels into the future. 
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Another opportunity in the region is the development of Bolivia's natural gas resources 
Bolivia has an estimated 54 Tcfofproven and possible natural gas reserves, discovered and 
partially developed due to private investment and private company involvement in the energy 
sector. Unfortunately, the development of natural resources in Bolivia has a long and troubled 
past. Over the last two years, natural gas development has become entangled in a broader 
political debate over the diffusion of power and wealth in Bolivian society. The new government 
in Bolivia faces a choice to either use these resources for the benefit of its people or remain 
mired in political debate and continued poverty. The challenge is to learn from past lessons about 
how to embrace the opportunity that natural resources bring as a positive force for economic 
development. Successful models abound. However, it is important to remember the experience 
and technology that private sector involvement brings to energy resource development, and we 
encourage Bolivia to look at energy companies as partners Communication and forthright 
negotiation is of the utmost importance in this regard 

Nowhere is the importance of communication and forthright negotiation more pressing 
than in Ecuador, where investment disputes, efforts to restructure state-oil company 
PetroEcuador, and legislation that would re-work existing contracts with foreign oil companies 
to give a greater share of the revenue to the state threaten to damage private sector interest in 
future upstream investment. Clear leadership from the highest levels of govermnent is critical to 
the settlement of investment disputes and establishing clear rules. Much is at stake and the U.S. 
is very concerned about the lingering disputes and urges their speedy and fair conclusion. 
Ecuador is endowed with 4.63 billion barrels of proved oil reserves, and about 50 percent of their 
exports go to the United States, mostly to refineries on the West Coast 

Further south, the Southern Cone region of South America represents a good example of 
how integration and cooperation are essential to energy security of sub-regions in the 
hemisphere. Repeated natural gas shortages over the last few years continue to show that a 
failure to establish a sound investment climate in one country adversely affects energy security in 
other countries. Chile, a notable, dynamic economy in the region, has taken control of its energy 
future by preparing to weather the uncertainty of natural gas production in the Southern Cone 
However, pricing policies and an inability to attract new investment hinders the development of 
natural resources in Argentina. Countries in this region need to be mindful of their 
responsibilities to their neighbors to be consistent producers and suppliers of natural gas 
Similarly, Brazil is looking to its own domestic resources to lessen its dependence on Bolivian 
natural gas imports. We are encouraged by Brazil's decision to continue its opening up of its oil 
sector to foreign companies, as was confirmed by a high court decision last year. 

It is important keep in mind that political trends in the region have the potential to lead 
countries away from a market-based approach to developing their respective energy sectors. Ten 
presidential elections have or will take place in 2006, and energy will likely be an important 
topic in each race. High prices have launched energy into the political debates in many of these 
countries and popular pressure to deliver relief from high energy prices or claim greater shares of 
natural resource revenue puts pressure on political figures to offer short-term fixes unsustainable 
solutions. We are mindful of the economic difficulty that high costs place on poorer segments of 
society. However, it is important to remember that short-term solutions implemented today will 
not remedy unsustainable energy policies in the long run. We desire an open dialogue with 
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political leaders in the region to fonn a consensus view of how energy policy should adapt to the 
advent of high oil prices. 

U.S. government agencies have and will continue to work to address these issues through 
regular policy dialogues and outreach, especially with the smaller economies of the Caribbean 
and Central America. We are reaching out to the international financial institutions to ensure 
they have the proper mechanisms to help countries cope with the impact of sustained high oil 
prices and energy market price shocks. We generally support Mexico's efforts to spur energy 
development and integration in Central America, as well as greater efficiency and use of 
renewables in the region. We will continue to promote the importance of private sector 
involvement in developing natural resources and providing critical new investment. We will 
move forward on plans to develop a mechanism stimulate private financing through a facility 
that finances feasibility studies and provides for independent project ratings. Finally, we will 
support efforts to attract new investment by providing clear, open and stable investment regimes. 

Modernizing and Protecting Energy Infrastructure 

Bringing energy infrastructure throughout the Western Hemisphere up to meet 
contemporary needs depends on deepening interconnections and expanding markets. Two such 
endeavors exemplify this idea - one established and one emerging: the integrated North 
American market and emerging links in Central America. 

North American bilergy Market integration 

North America's energy infrastructure and energy flows are increasingly interconnected. 
Both the quantity of flows and the complexity of the infrastructure are growing. 

• Cross-border oil flows are very important to the region's economies. Canada and 
Mexico are key suppliers of crude oil to the United States. Oil products flow back and 
forth among the countries - conveyed in trucks and pipelines and by ship 

• Canada ships major quantities of its natural gas output to the United States through 
several pipeline connections. 

• Natural gas flows from the United States into Mexico. There are several pipeline 
connections. Currently there are no natural gas flows from Mexico into the United 
States, but if Mexico builds LNG receiving tenninals, this could change. 

• Both Canada and the United States are net coal exporters, some of which is 
metallurgical coal. Mexico imports small quantities of coal from the United States. 

• Electricity connections across the borders of the three countries provide important 
regional supplies and help offset the need for expansion of national capacity 

The expansion of these interconnections allow for all three countries to consider energy 
supply and demand on a continental level, while still putting their national priorities at the fore. 
Coordinated regulatory work on the siting of LNG tenninals and transportation routes provide an 
excellent example of the benefits that can accrue from collaboration through this initiative 
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Central American Flectrical TntercoJlnection System 

Linking the energy markets of Central America will increase the efficiency of each 
nation's energy system, diversity its energy supply, reduce the proportion of fuel oil use, spur 
economic activity, and has the potential to lower overall fuel costs and provide more incentives 
for foreign investment. To that end, the countries of Central America began discussing plans to 
link the region's national electricity grids in the 1960s and hope to reach their goal within the 
next two to three years. The Central American Electrical Interconnection System (Sistema de 
Illterconexioll Electrica para America Central or SIEP AC) proj ect entails the construction of a 
transmission line connecting countries between Panama and Guatemala, coupled with similar 
lines linking Mexico with Guatemala and Panama with Colombia; the creation and 
commencement of a Central American wholesale electricity market; and development of the first 
regional transmission system. The Inter-American Development Bank has granted the bulk of 
funding to support the grid integration plan, along with efforts to promote the importance of rural 
electrification and renewable energy sources. Central American energy integration not only 
enhances the power sector but also has second-order impact, such as developing human capital, 
promoting market-based behavior, boosting regulatory maturity, ensuring contract sanctity, and 
encouraging regional coordination and cooperation. 

The entire U.S. government is involved in a variety of ways to support and advance 
energy integration in North America and Central America, as described above. We believe this 
type of cooperation and recognition of regional energy interdependence is exactly what needs to 
occur in sub-regions around the hemisphere. Over the past several months, a number of regional 
energy integration and infrastructure projects have corne to the fore - an "energy ring" and 
Mexico's MesoAmerica Plan, to name but two. We look forward to discussing these projects 
where our input would be appropriate and hope that countries engaged in these talks consider the 
economic viability of each project, consider a role for the private sector, and prepare to make the 
tough regulatory, legal and investment decisions that will make integration and infrastructure 
projects successful 

Concluding Remarks 

The United States recognizes that, as part of the Western Hemisphere, our energy future 
rises and falls with our neighbors in the hemisphere. While energy exists in a world market, our 
energy security is served by working with our partners in the hemisphere to ensure that we all 
produce at optimal levels and that our infrastructure development and energy consumption 
occurs at the most efficient levels and in the most efficient ways. We believe that all countries 
are best served by a strong, stable hemisphere. We also believe that a strong, stable and 
prosperous hemisphere is created by all countries basing their energy development, 
transportation and use on market reliance; by allowing for private capital to ensure optimal 
development; and by using the best technologies and a broad range of energy resources to give 
consumers the best choices. 

However, energy security depends on the choices countries make, and we are concerned 
that some of the countries in our hemisphere are making choices that will not optimize the 
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development of energy resources. Moves to restrict foreign investment and implement or 
increase the reach of state-run energy industries limit their ability to access capital for 
investment, restricting the development and access to energy supplies and infrastructure. It is a 
model that may hold patriotic appeal but delivers less prosperity to citizens 

Private companies have capital and technologies to share in a way that we believe will 
benefitthe citizens of each country. We believe our partnerships in the region - with Canada 
and Mexico in the North American Energy Working Group; with Brazil; with Colombia and 
Peru; with the Central American countries; and with Trinidad and Tobago - demonstrate the 
rewards that foreign investment and market-based energy policies bring to the people of our 
country and those countries. Other countries may make other choices, but their long-term 
prosperity and the well-being of their citizenry are at stake. The United States stands ready to 
work with our partners in the Western Hemisphere to achieve a stronger energy future for all of 
our citizens - one that is grounded in open and integrated markets and open and transparent 
economic regimes. 
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Mr. MACK. Thank you, thank you very much. 
I would like to focus some questions on Venezuela, and Latin 

America. You talked a little bit about the crude that they have and 
that it takes a certain capacity refineries to be able to handle that 
crude. I have read and seen statements from Hugo Chavez threat-
ening to stop selling oil to the United States. I am also under the 
understanding that there is not too many other places that can 
take what he has to sell, and bring it to market. 

Can you talk a little bit about that? 
Ms. HARBERT. Certainly. We in the United States are well 

equipped to refine his crude. The type of crude that Venezuela pro-
duces is a very particular type of crude that requires a certain type 
of refining capacity. We are the closest place that can actually do 
that. If there are other countries that he is interested in selling to, 
it is a sovereign country and can do that. 

If you incorporate transport costs and the infrastructure and in-
vestment that would be needed to build new refineries to process 
that, the price of that crude would go up significantly. So I am not 
sure how many people would be interested in making those new in-
vestments, and then paying the much higher price if their citizens 
would have to pay to actually utilize that crude. 

So it is a mutually beneficial arrangement. We are close to him 
and we have got the capacity here to actually accommodate his 
crude. 

Mr. MACK. So I guess the point that I am trying to get to is if 
we are looking to diversify our energy supply or to find ways for 
more secure energy sources here in the Western Hemisphere, coun-
tries talking about stopping selling of oil and trying to limit invest-
ment into the future is not going to move us toward security for 
anybody in the hemisphere, and it seems to me this is what Ven-
ezuela is up to; that they are trying to isolate at least the United 
States, whether it is with Ecuador and others, and not investing 
into the future. 

You talked about how the production in Venezuela has dropped 
some. What was the number? 

Ms. HARBERT. Well, it has dropped by 3 million barrels relative 
to our forecast from 1998. We thought they would be at about 5.5, 
and they are at 2.5 right now. 

Mr. MACK. And that is as a result of not investing into their own 
infrastructure, is that how you——

Ms. HARBERT. At high oil prices certainly all countries have 
ample incentive to be producing at maximum capacity. Unfortu-
nately, their capacity right now is 2.5 million which, as I said, is 
under their OPEC quota. 

Energy is a commodity traded on the global market, and I think 
we have to be very aware of if one country or another decides not 
to sell to another country, it does not take those commodities off 
the market. They will just be reallocated. 

The market is a very efficient mechanism. As we found in the 
wake of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, resources will be allocated 
where the demand is, and so we have to be aware that should one 
country choose not to sell to another country, it just means that 
other countries and the markets will reallocate that supply to 
where the demand is. 
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Mr. MACK. Can you talk a little bit about diversification? We talk 
a lot about finding new places to drill for oil. We talk about con-
servation. We talk about alternative energy supply. Can you talk 
a little bit about in the Western Hemisphere what you see as a 
trend toward diversifying our energy supply? 

Ms. HARBERT. Well, I see it as threefold. Diversification of where 
we get our energy from, and we certainly see new ample supplies 
of both oil and natural gas because gas is certainly becoming a 
more important commodity to the United States economy, and we 
see supplies from Canada, from Mexico, from Bolivia, from Peru, 
from Colombia, and limited supply from Brazil. So those new re-
sources we see as an important part of our diversification of where 
we get our energy from. 

We also see important diversification of the type of energy that 
we use. As we seek to reduce our dependence on oil, certainly there 
is going to be increasing demand for natural gas and liquified nat-
ural gas, and we are seeking to have a better ability to import 
liquified natural gas from places in this hemisphere and outside of 
this hemisphere. Trinidad and Tobago certainly is our primary 
partner in the hemisphere, and they are expanding in that regard. 

In addition, not only the United States but other countries in the 
hemisphere are looking to expand their use of ethanol, their use of 
solar and wind and geothermal and hydro for some countries, and 
Central America is still a very important part of their energy mix. 

We have to incorporate a whole variety of energy sources in order 
to secure our energy future. It has to be a short, medium, and long-
term strategy. In the United States, we are looking for the long-
term where we are investing in such technologies as hydrogen. In 
the medium term, we are looking at ethanol. We are looking at 
solar and wind to be an increasingly larger part of our energy mix. 
In the short term, we have to have to have much more effective en-
ergy efficiency measures. 

In 2006, we have, because of the energy bill, a lot of new tax in-
centives that encourage consumers, residents, homeowners, busi-
nesses, to be more efficient users of energy. We are trying to help 
countries in the Western Hemisphere to employ the same type of 
legal and regulatory framework that we have here to encourage 
those countries to be more efficient users of energy. We all have to 
be better producers, and equally as important is to be better con-
sumers of energy. 

Mr. MACK. One of the things I did not hear you say, and maybe 
I just did not hear it, but does nuclear energy also play not just 
here in the United States, but also in the hemisphere? 

Ms. HARBERT. There is no more nuclear-friendly Administration 
than this Administration, and the President strongly believes that 
we in the United States have to incorporate nuclear power in a 
much larger way, and has received new authorities in the Energy 
Policy Act to do that, and unveiled in his Fiscal Year 2007 budget 
a new global nuclear energy partnership that will help countries 
around the world incorporate energy in a proliferation-resistant 
manner, and we will be willing to assist them. 

The President today is in India, and they were able to ink a new 
agreement on being able to expand the use of civilian nuclear 
power in India. 
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We believe globally it is in our interest and it is a very climate-
friendly, environmentally-friendly technology, and if we are able to 
help Brazil, Argentina, that are already using nuclear power, and 
other countries in the hemisphere that will be interested in ex-
panding it in a proliferation-resistant way, we are able to do that. 

So we are strongly in support of it, and we are strongly sup-
porting this to be used on a global basis. 

Mr. MACK. Thank you. 
Congressman Engel, do you have any questions? 
Mr. ENGEL. Yes, thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Secretary Harbert, thank you for your testimony, very excellent 

testimony. 
You said that Latin America and energy resources will need $1.3 

trillion of investment. While obviously we all want to see oil prices 
drop, will not investments of this size merely extend or addiction 
to oil and fossil fuels and in essence keep prices high as a result? 

In comparison, we invest only a few billion dollars in alternative 
fuels. And if the President, and I welcome his words at the State 
of the Union, if the President is serious about ending our addiction 
to oil, I think that we need to put those tens of billions into alter-
native fuels, and use our technological edge to make other forms 
of energy economical and efficient, and I am wondering if you could 
respond to that. 

Ms. HARBERT. The President in his 2007 budget, you will see a 
22 percent increase in the research and development component of 
our budget to develop clean energy. He strongly believes that the 
way that we are going to get out of the energy situation in which 
we find ourselves is not to drill our way out of it; it is to innovate 
our way out of it, and innovation is something that the United 
States has always excelled in. 

He has an Advanced Energy Initiative, along with that an ad-
vanced American Competitiveness Initiative that will increase our 
investments in science and technology, and help to what I call 
make sure that we have the back bench; that the people that are 
in kindergarten, the people that are in college actually are given 
the opportunity to study technologically advanced solutions to our 
energy problems and will be able to carry that forward, because 
this is not a solution that we are going to solve today or tomorrow 
or even during this Administration. 

We have to set the framework in place to make the investments 
over time that will help us to have those technologies available and 
be able to be commercialized and used not only here and not only 
in the Western Hemisphere but in economies like China and India 
that are growing at a very rapid pace. 

Mr. ENGEL. Well, thank you, but since you mentioned the budget, 
let me say that many of us, myself included, believe that there 
needs to be much more allocated for energy and alternative fuels, 
and looking to wean us off of oil, and I hope that the budgetary 
process that is going to go on here in the next weeks and months 
that we will be able to add to that because I think that while we 
are all in a pinch, and obviously we wish we had more money for 
everything, I think the President’s budget is inadequate, frankly, 
in the monies allocated to look at alternative fuels. 

I would like to—yes. 
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Ms. HARBERT. I want to say on the 1.3 trillion, just to answer 
your question on that: That is actually from the private sector that 
will need to be invested, private capital to actually develop the en-
ergy infrastructure so that there is affordable, reliable access to en-
ergy in Latin America. 

As I pointed out in my testimony, and both of you mentioned 
that that is dependent on an investment climate in the Western 
Hemisphere that will attract that capital. Otherwise, we are not 
going to be able to have the people in this hemisphere have access 
to the energy that they need to develop their own economies. 

Mr. ENGEL. Thank you. I want to ask you about the proposed 
Latin American pipeline because that is something that obviously 
can be very important. 

South American leaders from Venezuela to Argentina are pro-
posing to build this pipeline, and it would be the world’s largest 
pipeline across Latin America. They say they see the plan as the 
first blue print for a new era of regional cooperation, greater inde-
pendence from international markets, and the United States, and 
a more prominent voice on the world stage. 

President Chavez, as has been mentioned, of Venezuela has 
called the proposal a symbol of diminishing United States influence 
in Latin America, and observers have called the project an effort 
to forge a new South American identity. 

Despite the public pledges of unity, the pipeline is still a long 
way from being built. What do you think is the likelihood that the 
many remaining obstacles—finding the estimated 20 billion to pay 
for it, resolving the environmental concerns of burrowing through 
the Amazon Rain Forest, dealing with competing interests of indi-
vidualized nations—can be overcome? 

Then let me also throw out that how vulnerable is the project to 
political and financial turmoil in the area, in your opinion, given 
that the Presidential elections is slated for many countries, includ-
ing Brazil, Venezuela, before the end of the year, does the pipeline 
have a future beyond the planning of photo opportunities in sum-
mits? 

Ms. HARBERT. The best model of energy integration is actually 
found in this hemisphere, and it is what the United States, Canada 
and Mexico have already undertaken and integrating our energy 
infrastructure, and for whether it is in Central America or in South 
America as countries look to integrate their energy infrastructure 
to be more economic and more efficient, they should look at the 
model we have currently employed, whether we have harmoni-
zation of our regulatory frameworks, harmonization of supply, it is 
truly a model that one needs to look at. 

For this specific project, you correctly point out, it is years in the 
offing, if it ever comes to fruition. Tremendous technical challenges. 
There are tremendous environmental challenges. But most impor-
tantly, there are tremendous financial feasibility challenges to that. 

Capital will be attracted to this project if the investment climates 
in all of the countries that it has to traverse actually make the de-
cision that they are willing to open up and be inviting to the pri-
vate capital. It is in the interest of everybody for there to be a more 
efficient allocation of natural resources. I do not see this pipeline’s 
coming to fruition of being exclusionary of the United States. 
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As I said before, energy is traded on an open market. And so if 
it is used there, then other energy will be freed up somewhere else 
to come to the United States. But it would be up to the countries 
and their governments to make the decision that they are going to 
open up, that it is going to embrace market principles, and that 
they are going to be open for business to the very significant tech-
nical expertise that is needed, and the technical expertise does not 
rely or reside in state-owned oil companies. It resides in the private 
sector that is putting their own private capital into research and 
development, so they will have to be open to capital and to foreign 
expertise. 

Mr. ENGEL. Mr. Chairman, if you will indulge me, I would just 
like to ask another series of questions. 

We have talked a lot about Hugo Chavez and Venezuela and 
some of the things that he has threatened. There are a lot of eyes 
looking at Bolivia as well. The new President, Evo Morales, obvi-
ously has some decisions to make. There has been rhetoric, there 
has been all kinds of things, no one really knows what direction he 
will go. 

In your estimation, what do you think is the likelihood of the Bo-
livian President Morales nationalizing the Bolivian gas sector? And 
what are the political, economic, and social implications of nation-
alization in Bolivia, and how should investors approach a potential 
nationalization? 

Ms. HARBERT. You correctly point out that the new President, 
President Morales, has a tremendous opportunity before him. He 
has the opportunity to make the right decision for the people of Bo-
livia, and that is that he is going to unlock those resources and use 
them for the development of his country. 

I do not believe that nationalization will lead to that in the most 
economic and efficient way, and probably not within the time frame 
of his presidency. This type of resource and the amount of capital 
that is needed does not reside in Bolivia. 

Bolivia does not have a very good economy. And if they are going 
to unlock these resources to actually pump up their economy, even 
pay their external debt, they need to do that using foreign capital, 
using foreign expertise that comes only if he is willing to make the 
decisions to have the type of climate and have the type of predict-
able investment climate that will allow companies to actually make 
the decision to stay in Bolivia or to come to Bolivia for the long 
run. 

Mr. ENGEL. Well, thank you, and I have one final question that 
I would like to ask you about Canada, because you made a point 
to emphasize that our major supplier and trading partner in this 
sector is Canada. 

What mechanisms exist to work toward common ends and to ad-
dress issues of concern with Canada, be they energy issues or other 
issues that could spillover and affect our energy relationship with 
Canada? 

I represent New York, and we all remember the infamous black-
out of August 2003, I think it was, and that had something to do 
with Canada. Everyone put the blame on everybody else, but obvi-
ously it was very important that we coordinate things with Can-
ada. 
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So if there are disputes, what mechanisms do we have to address 
common issues of concern? 

Ms. HARBERT. Certainly. Just a note on the blackout. From ev-
erything that happens that is unfortunate you hope to learn from 
it, and we learned from that that we needed far more cooperation 
on the regulatory side of things, and I am pleased to say that our 
FERC regulators and their regulatory agencies are now meeting on 
a very regular basis to find out where there are glitches, where 
there are gaps, how we can harmonize things to actually ensure 
the reliability of the system because they are very interconnected, 
and we have now invited Mexico into this process because increas-
ingly we are going to have a connected system on our southern 
boarder, and we think it is in our interest in their interest to see 
how we are solving our problems with Canada. 

We have a very strong bilateral relationship with Canada today. 
We unveiled a new report that is called ‘‘The North America: The 
Energy Picture II,’’ which is a very concrete picture of how we see 
our relationship with Canada and Mexico, how we see ourselves 
trilaterally, and that was published by the Security and Prosperity 
Partnership Working Group, and that is a set of government offi-
cials from Canada, the United States and Mexico that worked to-
gether on a regular basis to address issues, whether they be trade, 
whether they be on the energy side, whether they be—whatever 
issue that we might have either bilaterally or trilaterally. 

Energy is one of the most important parts of the relationship, 
and we have nine working groups that work throughout the year 
to address issues. 

Mr. ENGEL. Thank you very much. 
Ms. HARBERT. Thank you. 
Mr. MACK. Thank you, and just to follow up on that question, I 

think this will probably be it. But can you talk a little bit about 
China’s involvement or role or stake in the oil sands that you 
talked about in Canada? 

Ms. HARBERT. As I pointed out, and I detail a little bit more in 
my written testimony, the importance of the oil sands for the 
United States, for Canada, and ultimately for the world energy 
market, and it requires a tremendous amount of investment. Can-
ada has been open to investment just as we are open for invest-
ment, and the Chinese have invested in a small part of the oil 
sands. 

I think that that is perfectly normal. We need investment to 
unlock those resources. They are not taking by this investment any 
of these resources off the table and cipher them off for other things, 
so we are quite comfortable with additional investment going into 
the oil sands. 

Certainly if we do not develop those oil sands over time, it is not 
in our interest since the destination of a majority of that product 
will be the U.S. market. 

Mr. MACK. Okay, thank you very much, and we appreciate you 
coming before the Committee, and your testimony, and we look for-
ward to hearing from you again soon. 

Ms. HARBERT. Thank you. 
Mr. MACK. I now would like to invite the second panel to come 

forward. Eric Farnsworth, Dr. Sidney Weintraub, and Anne Korin. 
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[Witnesses sworn.] 
Mr. MACK. Ms. Korin, if you would like to begin with your open-

ing statement. 

TESTIMONY OF MS. ANNE KORIN, CO-DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE 
FOR THE ANALYSIS OF GLOBAL SECURITY 

Ms. KORIN. I will try not to repeat what was said before. I am 
co-director of the Institute for the Analysis of Global Security, 
which is a think tank focused on energy security, and I also Chair 
the Set America Free Coalition, which is a coalition of national se-
curity and foreign policy-focused organizations and prominent indi-
viduals along with environmental, labor, religious and business 
groups, all concerned about our increasing dependence on foreign 
oil, and focused on ways to reduce that dependence. 

I want to thank the Chairman and the Ranking Member for in-
viting me to brief you today. 

I think it is very obvious that we have a situation of increasing 
global instability in the energy sector, and most particularly in the 
oil market, and unfortunately, there is very, very little that we can 
do about it in terms of ensuring our security of supply and the sta-
bility of supply. 

When we look at the Persian Gulf or the Gulf of Guinea, we see 
increasing violence, increasing attacks against infrastructure, and 
of course political disruptions, and different statements by the lead-
ers, various leaders in these regions that indicate that they might 
use oil as a weapon. 

Unfortunately, we are also seeing that kind of behavior in the 
Western Hemisphere. Following the President’s remarks on our ad-
diction to oil and the need for the United States to stop being so 
dependent on countries that do not particularly like us, it would 
seem natural that we increase our dependence on our own hemi-
sphere where it would seem that it should be easier for us to se-
cure supply and to develop better relationship with the countries 
in the region. 

Unfortunately, what we see is that we have very little control 
over what is going on in our own back yard. 

While obviously we have a very excellent relationship with Can-
ada, even when you look at Mexico, we can do very little to improve 
the investment climate in Mexico and to open Mexico up to foreign 
investment, and that is what is going to be required for a country 
like Mexico to really develop its energy resources, and to not drop 
down in terms of its energy production, and because we are so de-
pendent on Mexico, it would be very much detrimental to our na-
tional interest to see the production in Mexico go down. 

Looking further south, Venezuela is clearly the biggest problem 
that we have in the Western Hemisphere in terms of energy pro-
duction because Chavez, who appears to want to replace Fidel Cas-
tro in terms of being the regional troublemaker and instigator 
against the United States, is kind of leading the charge, and what 
he is doing is basically bribing, trying to bribe the countries around 
him with preferential terms for energy, and using energy to expand 
his sphere of influence. 

That, of course, is detrimental to our national interest. We need 
to increase our own influence in our own back yard, and instead 
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we are watching it go down. We are watching anti-Americanism in-
crease in our own back yard. 

We can go country to country, and I think we see an enormous 
amount of problems, from riots in Bolivia over natural gas issues, 
and keep in mind that the last several governments in Bolivia were 
toppled because of energy issues. You look at Ecuador, and just like 
in Nigeria, you are seeing a tax against energy infrastructure 
there. You even had attacks in Venezuela. Right on the eve of the 
election December you had attacks against the pipeline there. 

I just came back from Prague where IGS organized the NATO 
Forum on Energy Security, and the major focus there was critical 
energy infrastructure protection, and the fact is that it is ex-
tremely, extremely difficult no matter how many resources you 
throw at the problem to protect pipelines from attack; just too easy 
to do, and in an area where you see increasing discontent, increas-
ing discontent and an increasing anger targeted especially at for-
eign oil companies, unjustified in my view, but certainly a lot of 
anger targeted at foreign oil operators in the region. You are going 
to see, I believe, more and more of these types of attacks. 

So what we need to do since we are, I think, unable to do much 
to influence the internal politics of these countries, what we need 
to do is look inward, is look inward and think about what the U.S. 
in terms of policy can do to better insulate itself to energy supply 
shocks, and how it can use energy policy as a tool to improve the 
geo-political situation. 

What we have really seen is because of our increasing energy 
consumption, particularly our oil consumption, we hear a lot about 
energy dependence, but the fact is that the U.S. has a lot of energy. 
We just do not have enough oil to meet our needs. We have 3 per-
cent of the oil reserves and we account for a quarter of world oil 
demand, and our import rate has grown from 30 percent in the 
early 1970s to over 60 percent today and steadily increasing. We 
do not have enough oil to meet our needs. 

So what we see is, unfortunately, very often our energy impera-
tive has the effect of forcing our hand when it comes to foreign pol-
icy. But I think we have a real opportunity in the Western Hemi-
sphere to do something different here, and when I think of doing 
something different, I think specifically of ethanol. 

We are in a very bizarre situation where we do not tax oil com-
ing from Saudi Arabia. We do tax ethanol coming in from Brazil, 
for instance. When we talk about increasing the energy security of 
the United States and diversifying our fuel supply, and keep in 
mind that over two-thirds of our oil consumption is in the transpor-
tation sector, so diversifying fuel, increasing fuel choice in the 
transportation sector is really key to improving our energy security 
just as we did in the power sector. Today, only 2 percent of our 
electricity is generated from oil. 

Alternative fuels are a very good way to do that, and we have 
an opportunity to develop economic interdependence with our 
neighbors in the Western Hemisphere. There is a limit to how 
much ethanol we can produce here at home cheaply. The best way 
to produce ethanol, there has been a lot of talk about cellulosic eth-
anol and all this, and this is worth investing in. It is a promising 
technology, but it is not yet economic at a commercial scale, and 
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it remains to be seen if the technological and economic hurtles will 
be overcome. 

What we do know is that ethanol from sugarcane is——
Mr. MACK. I am sorry. If you could wind it down, so we can get 

the others. 
Ms. KORIN. Sure. 
Mr. MACK. And have time for the entire panel to ask questions. 
Ms. KORIN. Sure. I would just say I want to commend Ranking 

Member Engel, along with Chairman Burton, who are both leading 
the H.R. 4409, the Fuel Choices for American Security Act, which 
basically removes this barrier to free trade, and increases energy 
security by removing this tariff on imported ethanol, among many 
other measures to improve energy security. I think it is the most 
comprehensive bill on the issue of oil savings brought before this 
chamber in many, many years, and I would encourage other Mem-
bers to get on this bill as well. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Korin follows:]
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Me Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I would like to thank you for inviting me 
to brief you on the energy challenges facing the Westel1l Hemisphere and their effects on 
U.S. interests. The Institute for the Analysis of Cilohal Security is an independent 
research institute focused on energy security. I am also chair of the Set America Free 
Coalition, a bipartisan alliance of national security and foreign policy groups as well as 
scientists, environmentaL religious, labor and business groups dedicated to reducing 
America's dependencc on foreign oiL 

Presidenl Bush's call for the U.S. to reduce ilS dependence on counlries that "don't 
particularly like us," would seem to entail increased reliance on energy resources 
concentrated in areas that are not only geographically closer to the U.S. hut also those 
less prone to political instahility. Considering the growing instahility in other energy 
domains, Westem Hemispheric countries are still America's most appealing option, 
though far from being a paragon of stability. Home to a seventh of the world's 
population, the Western Hemisphere has 13.5% of the world's conventional oil reserves. 
This amounts to about 160 billion barrels of oil, of which 101 billion barrels arc 
concentrated in Central and South America, particularly in Venezuela, Brazil, Colombia, 
Ecuador, Argentina and Pern. These countries accounted for 8% of total world output in 
2004. The U.S. has long relied on Westel1l Hemispheric suppliers of oil and 
gas. Currently, ahout half of U.S. oil imports and over 95% of U.S. gas imports are from 
the Westel1l Hemisphere, particularly Canada, Mexico, and Venezuela. 

In an era or increasing volalilily in the Persian Gulr and the Gulr or Guinea, il is more 
critical than ever that the Weslem Hemisphere be a reliable source of supply. However, 
recenl evenls havc shown lhal some Westel1l Hemispheric energy suppliers arc not 
immune to disrnption and political changes cast a douht over their future relations with 
the U.S. From Bolivian riots over natural gas policy, to Venezuelan rnmblings about 
shifting exp0l1 focus away from the U.S., America' s backyard is hecoming a less certain 
and reliahle source of supply. At the same time, developing Chinese interest in the region 
indicates that the U.S. will face growing competition by other energy hungry nations and 
can no longer take Western Hemispheric energy for granted. 
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Tn light of these developments, the U.S. needs a shift in policy to strengthen its 
relationships in the region and address South America's chronic poverty as well as 
insulate its economy from supply disruptions. 

The biggest challenge to U.S. energy security in the Western Hemisphere is the 
consolidation of a so-called anti-imperialist bloc in South America, led by Venezuela's 
Hugo Chave7 who appears to vying for ridel Castro's mantel. When it comes to the 
region's energy security Venezuela, a founding member of the Organization of Petroleum 
Exporting Countries (OPEC) which owns 77.2 billion barrels of proven conventional oil 
reserves, is the most pivotal or all other Western Hemispheric nations. Vene/.uela also 
has an estimated 270 billion barrels of unconventional crude, 151 trillion cubic feet (Tel') 
of proven natural gas reserves. a hemispheric endowment second only to that of the U.S., 
and 528 million short tons (Mmst) of recoverable coal reserves. It is the world's fifth
largest oil expOiter and supplies more than 10 percent of American oil imports. 

Tn recent years Venezuela has expressed its intention to part ways from the U.S. and 
reduce its dependence on the U.S. market, which now accounts for about two-thirds of 
the country's oil exports. The acrimonious relations between Caracas and Washington 
have yielded some stern warnings by VeneLUelan officials that Venezuela might usc the 
oil weapon should Washington assume an aggressive posture. Only last week, 
Venezuela's oil minister warned that his country could steer oil exports away from the 
U.S. and toward other markets and that for statters it will double expOits to China to 
300,000 barrels a day. Looking forward, Venezuela expressed its desire to become the 
source of twenty percent of China's imported oil. Examining the trajectory of growth of 
China's oil demand, such a commitment would surely come at the expense of exports to 
the U.S. By 2025 China will require 15 million barrels per day, out of which 11 will be 
imported. Twenty percent of that is 2.2 million barrels per day, which surpasses 
Venezuela's current exports to the U.S. 

To increase its choice of clients, Venezuela is positioning itself as an energy hub for the 
entire continent, creating interdependencies with many of the region's countries. Among 
its prospective regional integration projects are a 140-mile gas pipeline designed to link 
Venezuela and Colombia and a pipeline across Colombia to the Pacific Ocean intended to 
ease Asian access to Venezuela's petroleum. A proposed South American mega-pipeline 
that would carry natural gas southwards from the Caribbean Sea across the Amazon 
jungle to Bra7il and Argentina is also on the drawing board. It is not clear whether the gas 
could be offered at a competitive price due to the huge investment required to build the 
pipeline, on the order of some $23bn. It is even less elear whether Venezuela would have 
the capacity to keep up such a large steady supply of gas. Which brings me to the issue of 
investment and replenishment of depleting reserves. 

Of the region's largest energy producers, only Brazil and Ecuador still experience 
production growth. Conventional oil production in the rest, speeitleally Peru, Colombia, 
Argentina, Mexico and Venezuela, has been declining. According to a study by prc 
Energy, non-OPEC Latin America's crude reserves arc expected to peak around 2007 and 
decline steeply thereafter. Venezuela has been losing output of 1mbd per year since 2002. 
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Considering the projection that in the next two decades the region's own need for oil will 
nearly double, it seems that J "atin America's long term ability to satisfy global oil 
demand will be increasingly compromised unless significant investment is made in both 
the upstream and downstream sectors. This is contingent on the creation of a hospitable 
investment climate for the oil majors. The region's energy markets opened at the 
beginning of the last decade, with the privatization of Argentina's national oil company 
and the deregulation of its npstream production. In 1995, Venezuela began opening up 
parts of its petroleum sector to foreign investment. Brazil also liberalized its petroleum 
sector through a constitutional amendment, eliminating the state monopoly on fuel 
importation and offering offshore oil-lease licensing contracts. But despite past positive 
movement, there is still a troubling lack of free-market conditions throughout the region. 
More recently operating terms for foreign investors in some countries have worsened and 
state control has tightened. Since Venezuela's oil production was disnlpted by a strike by 
employees in December 2002 and January 2003 President Hugo Chavez has tightened his 
nationalistic political control over the country's national oil company, l'DVSA. The 
ouster of a large portion of l'DVSA' s technical talent following the strike has no doubt 
impacted its reserve management abilities and does not bode well for fnture production. 
Venezuela also follows a global trend of reduced transparency regarding oil prodncing 
countries' reserve data and less openness to foreign investment. Last month, Venezuela's 
Energy Minister Rafael Ramirez said that PDVSA would no longer file financial reports 
with the SEC as the country moves to reduce its traditional reliance on the U.S. 

Additionally, Venezuela has significantly worsened the terms under which foreign oil 
companies can operate within its borders, changing the structure of agreements, 
drastically increasing royalties, and charging billions in backtaxes based on retroactively 
changed lUlings on tax status. The current high price of oil is giving Chavez the leverage 
to execute these changes as despite mutterings of protest foreign oil companies have 
grudgingly acquiesced to these demands. Bolivia also drastically increased taxes on 
energy production, adding a 32% levy above and beyond an existing 18% royalty, and 
energy operators in that country arc being renationalized. This will doubtless serve to 
dampen future development of the country's oil and natural gas resources. lL is worth 
noting that the past several governments in Bolivia were toppled due to protests over 
energy issues. Similar problems appear in other regional producers. Attempts to reform 
Ecuador's oil sector in order to attract investment have been shuck down by the country's 
legislature. Mexico energy sector is still closed to foreign investment and l'emex, 
Mexico's national oil company, has had to dramatically revise its reserve figures. 

Adding fuel to the fire arc riots, sabotage and terrorism. Protestors in Ecuador have 
repeatedly taken oil workers hostage, sabotaged installations, and disrupted production. 
Over the years attacks on the Cano Limon pipeline in Colombia have been so frequent 
that the pipeline is called "the Flute." While the frequency of attacks has decreased they 
still occasionally cause significant dislUption. Pipeline sabotage also occurs in Venezuela. 
Last December the Ule-Amuay oil pipeline which goes from Lake Amraicaibo, at the 
center of Venezuela's oil industry to Paraguana, the world's largest oil refining facility, 
was bombed right before the elections. 

3 
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Mr. Chairman, despite all the problems posed by I "atin American producers, considering 
the chronic instability in other domains like West Africa and the Middle East it seems 
that there could not be better potential for partnership between the supply side and the 
demand side that that of Lalin America and the U.S. Latin America poses less underlying 
complexity than other regions and can therefore continue to be a major supplier of energy 
to the U.S. But this can only happen through tme commitment to open markets and 
continued liberalization and privatization. As anti Americanism spreads across the world 
it is critical that the U.S. maintain its strategic posture and popular support in the Western 
Hemisphere. This can be done through increased effort to promote democracy, economic 
reforms and good governance and, no less importantly, by enriching our neighbors and 
promoting economic interconnectedness with them. Energy is one of the areas in which 
such mutually beneficial relations can be easily established. Beyond conventional energy 
sources, there are two potential areas for energy cooperation: 

Non-conventional petroleum 

If the Western Hemisphere has any future in oil production it is in the field of non
conventional sources of pelroleum such as exlra heavy oiL tar sands and oil shale. By 
2010 only 4% of the world's oil will come from non-conventional sources, bUl clearly the 
next several decades will show increasing role of these energy sources. About 1.2 trillion 
barrels of extra heavy oil are in place in Venezuela. At current technology and prices only 
2-3% of this endowment is economically recoverable but it is likely that 100-270 billion 
barrels will eventually be economically recoverable. In Canada, there are close to ISO 
billion barrels which can be derived from Alberta's tar sands. Of this endowment. about 
20% are economically recoverable at current market conditions. Shifting to non
conventional oil requires substantial investment and a long lead time. In most cases the 
production of non-conventional crude consumes other hydrocarbons. Por example, 
eXlraclion of oil from Canada's tar sands endowment requires a large amount of natural 
gas, which has ncgatively impacted Canada's ability to pipe gas to the U.S. This has 
brought about an increased U.S. need for LNG imports. While significant additions of 
supply are expected from non-conventional sources in the decades to come, one should 
remember that not all of this supply will go to the U.S. China and hldia are likely to buy 
ever increasing shares of non-conventional crude, hence limiting its availability to the 
U.S. market. 

Turning Latin America into the Middle East of sugar alcohol 

President Bush's vision of reducing America's oil dependence entails a shift to 
alternative transportation fuels and the vehicles that can run on them. Large scale 
deployment of ethanol requires the development of new ways to convelt cellulosic 
matcrial into alcohol. Though a grcat deal of effort is being made on this front it remains 
to be seen whether such conversions are economically and technologically feasible on a 
commcrcial scale. Butlo date, the best feedstock for ethanol production is sugar cane. 
About twenty percent of the fuel used in Brazil is madc from this crop. Sugar needs a 
long, frost-free growing season and expansion of sugar growing beyond Florida, the Gulf 
Coast and Hawaii is limited. Latin American and Caribbean countries, on the other hand, 
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including Brazil, Guatemala, Panama, Trinidad and Tobago, Costa Rica, El Salvador and 
Jamaica-- all low-cost sugar cane producers--could become key to U.S. energy security if 
they turn their crop into ethanol. BraLil, the Saudi Arabia of sugar, already exports half a 
billion gallons of ethanol a year and could provide the U.S. with cheap ethanol. "We 
don't want to sell liters of ethanol, we want to sell rivers," Brazil's Agriculture Minister 
Roberto Rodrigues said last year. 

Expanding U.S. fuel choice to include biofuels imported from our neighbors in the 
Weslern Hemisphere would have significanl geopolilical benefils. Encouraging poor 
sugar growers lo increase lheir oUlpul and become ruc1 suppliers lo the U.S. could have 
far-reaching implicalions for their economic developmenl, and help maintain a U.S. 
sphere of influence in the region. By opening the markel lo these countries and increasing 
economic interdependence with its neighbors in the Western Hemisphere the U.S. will 
decrease the likelihood that those poor countries adopt an anti-American posture and fall 
on the side of leader like Hugo Chavez who is securing their SUppOl1 with favorable terms 
for oil, or on the side of China which has already set its sights on Westem Hemispheric 
energy supplies and has built the world's largest ethanol plants. 

Today such a vision is prcvcnled due lo a proteclionist policy which imposes stiff lariffs 
on ethanol imports. Oddly, we are willing to import petroleum from Saudi Arabia tax
free but not ethanol from Brazil. Blocking ethanol imports to the U.S. to protect corn 
growers not only undermines U.S. energy security but also has geopolitical 
consequences. While the U.S. could encourage sugar growers in Latin and Central 
America to increase their output and become fuel suppliers, creating a virtuous eycle of 
economic cooperation with its neighbors, it is China that is doing just that. 

I therefore commend Rep. Burlon and Rep. Engel for lheir leadership on The Fuel 
Choices for American Security Act (H.R. 4409) sponsored by Rep. Kingston which aims, 
among other useful provisions, to remove this barrier to free trade which undermines 
energy security. The Bill is the most comprehensive legislative package on oil savings 
that has come before this House in many years. It provides a real plan for energy security 
by looking beyond just petroleum to tap the entire spectrum of energy resources available 
to meet U.S. energy demand. The Bill recognizes that while we have already diversified 
our power sec lor away from petroleum the U.S. transporlalion sector is over 97% oil 
dependent. The slability and security or ruc1 supply to the transportalion seclor, which 
underlies the modern economy, can be significantly slrengthened by diversifying the 
supply chains which it can tap. 

U.S. oil import dependence has increased from 30% during the Arab oil embargo to over 
60% today. As should be clear ii'om the instability rife in the U.S: backyard, there is a 
limit to what the U.S. can do to stabili7e oil producers that are even further afield. The 
U.S. thus needs to look internally toward measures that can be taken to insulate its energy 
supply to price shocks. Since two thirds of U.S. oil consumption is in the transporlation 
sector, increasing fuel choice in the transportation sector is an effeclive way to do that. A 
shift to t1exible fuel vehieles, that can run on any combination of gasoline and alcohols 
including ethanol and methanol, and to plug-in hybrid electric vehicles that can tap the 
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electricity grid for a portion of the day's driving needs, particularly appealing since only 
2% of U,S. electricity is generated from oil, and accelerated deployment of advanced 
vehicle technologies which increase efficicncy would scrve to reduce U.S. exposure to 
risks that il can nol manage. 
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Mr. MACK. Thank you very much. 
Dr. Weintraub. 

TESTIMONY OF SIDNEY WEINTRAUB, PH.D., WILLIAM E. SIMON 
CHAIR IN POLITICAL ECONOMY, CENTER FOR STRATEGIC 
AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 

Mr. WEINTRAUB. Thank you for inviting me. 
Mr. MACK. Thank you. 
Mr. WEINTRAUB. Let me make two big points. You have heard 

them before, but I do want to emphasize that 50 percent of our 
crude oil imports come from the Western Hemisphere. There are 
more products and other things, and in my prepared statement 
that you can have will have some details on those issues about 
what the other refined products are, and more than 95 percent—
these are 2004 data—of our natural case, including LNG, comes 
from the Western Hemisphere. In other words, we have a big stake 
in this hemisphere. 

Of the five largest oil exporters to the United States, three are 
in Latin America, Canada, Mexico, Venezuela, and the others are 
Saudi Arabia, and Nigeria. 

You will have a lot more data from my organization, the Center 
for Strategic and International Studies, in the fall. We are engaged 
in a project, we are a year-and-a-half into it so far, looking at the 
situation of 11 countries in the hemisphere, the United States, 
Canada, nine in Latin America and the Caribbean, looking at each 
country, looking at the regulatory frameworks, who is producing 
what, where, and the project really has a double emphasis. 

One is, what can be done to foster cooperation among the coun-
tries; and then second, analyzing in some detail the political im-
pediments that stand in the way of cooperation, and the political 
impediments of fears as some of you have already noted with re-
spect to Bolivia, Venezuela, and others. 

Let me just say a word, and not much more than that, on our 
three mail hemispheric suppliers. The United States companies are 
still investing in Venezuela. I will not go into the forms unless you 
really want to ask, but let me make a point that has not been made 
here before. The fact that the private sector remains engaged in 
Venezuela at a time when the public sector, the government cannot 
really get very far I think is useful for us, and I do not think we 
would want to interfere with that. 

Mexico wants to cooperate, but Mexico, as Secretary Harbert 
said, Mexico has a capital shortage for many, many reasons, and 
I can get into that, both its tax system and its system of who con-
trols the oil, which limits exploration and production, and could 
lead to a crisis in not too many years. 

Canada is our most reliable supplier, especially now with the oil 
sands. I visited the oil sands. If you have not, it is an experience 
you ought to see. It is a massive, massive operation, and its future 
depends on technology and massive infusions of investment. 

Let me give you three conclusions and I will stop. I think the 
conclusions are a little different from some of the things you have 
heard. 

United States policy toward Latin America has alienated just 
about all the countries in the region. We are not very popular in 
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1 All views expressed in this statement are solely those of the author. 
2 It was noted by hemispheric governments, and was the theme of much comment in hemi-

spheric media, that President Bush’s state-of-the-union address ignored the Western Hemi-
sphere, even when the president discussed energy. 

Latin America. There are some exceptions. And I would think 
that—this is not the Congress I talked about now, this is the 
United States Government—that if we really want cooperation in 
the hemispheric field, we have to be cooperating generally in our 
foreign policy and take into account Latin America. 

In the President’s State of the Union message, everybody in 
Latin America noticed, even when discussing energy, he never once 
mentioned Latin America, and that was noted. 

Two, I do not think there will be any United States energy secu-
rity if there is not also security in the Latin American/Caribbean 
region. This idea that we can independently be secure and they are 
not secure, I do not think is reality. 

And finally, I think we must understand their aspirations too. 
There is a reason they undertake the policy they take. Sometimes 
they are misguided. Sometimes they are not, but there is a reason 
in each case, and I think we have to understand that. 

My conclusion simply is I urge all of you to think and act broad-
ly. As the title of these hearings imply, energy security in the 
Western Hemisphere, and keep that point Western Hemisphere in 
mind. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Weintraub follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SIDNEY WEINTRAUB, PH.D.,1 WILLIAM E. SIMON CHAIR IN 
POLITICAL ECONOMY, CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 

I would like to begin my presentation with a few facts on the importance of the 
Western Hemisphere in supplying energy resources, especially crude oil and natural 
gas, to the United States. Imports of crude oil from hemispheric countries (Canada, 
Latin America, and the Caribbean) amounted to 50 percent of total U.S. crude oil 
imports in 2004, the latest year for which annual figures are available. Over and 
above this, the United States imports significant amounts of oil products from coun-
tries in the Western Hemisphere, as can be seen in the tables at the end of this 
presentation. With this much energy resource reliance on the hemisphere, it is re-
markable that the U.S. government has so thoroughly ignored the hemisphere in 
its foreign policy.2 

Imports of natural gas, including liquefied natural gas (LNG), from hemispheric 
countries in 2004 were 95.5 percent of total gas imports that year. The U.S. electric 
energy grid also involves trade in electricity with both Mexico, and especially with 
Canada. 

The five most important foreign suppliers of crude oil to the United States in 2004 
were Canada, Mexico, Saudi Arabia, Venezuela, and Nigeria, in that order. Three 
of the five are in the Western Hemisphere. Canada, in 2004, supplied 85 percent 
of the natural gas imported by the United States. Our most important supplier of 
LNG was Trinidad & Tobago. 

The appendix to this presentation contains detailed data on the role of the West-
ern Hemisphere in supplying energy resources to the United States. 
The State of Energy Cooperation in the Western Hemisphere 

I will devote the rest of this presentation to some key analytical issues related 
to energy cooperation in the Western Hemisphere and to political problems that im-
pede the extent of cooperation that would enhance hemispheric energy security. The 
material I am presenting today will be amplified later this year, in the autumn I 
hope, when the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) publishes a 
study now in progress there on energy cooperation in the Western Hemisphere. The 
study will have chapters on the energy and political situations in 11 hemispheric 
countries that are producers of oil and/or gas (Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, 
Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Peru, Trinidad & Tobago, the United States, and Ven-
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ezuela), as well as a chapter on cooperation among the three countries of North 
America, plus material on the energy infrastructure in the hemisphere, a compara-
tive presentation of regulatory procedures and issues, and a discussion of the roles 
of China and India in seeking energy sources in the hemisphere. The book will also 
contain educated estimates on which hemispheric countries will be important oil 
and gas producers in 2025. 

The most significant country energy problem from the U.S. vantage is Venezuela 
because of its large oil and gas endowment coupled with the animosity between its 
president, Hugo Chávez, and the United States. Venezuela is producing less oil 
today than it did when Chávez became president in 1999 because of the sacking of 
key personnel in the state-owned energy company, Petroleos de Venezuela, S.A. 
(Pedevesa). Venezuela is providing oil at discounted prices to Caribbean countries, 
including Cuba, and Chávez is using this generosity to organize countries in the 
Caribbean, and elsewhere in Latin America, against the United States. From time 
to time he threatens to cut off oil exports to the United States, but it is unlikely 
that he can do this in the near future and find alternative markets where Ven-
ezuela’s heavy oil can be refined. Venezuela is raising the government take on oil 
concessions to private companies, including U.S. companies, but foreign investment 
continues because operating in Venezuela is still profitable and most companies are 
looking to the long term to a Venezuela under different leadership. Venezuela, 
under its president, evidently is not a country interested in promoting hemispheric 
energy cooperation that includes the United States. 

Mexico is friendly toward the United States and wishes to cooperate, but the prob-
lem there is the inability to fashion a policy that facilitates cooperation, or even a 
policy that takes into account Mexico’s own medium- and long-term oil and gas 
needs. Because of insufficient tax collection to meet the needs of the federal govern-
ment’s outlays, about one-third of fiscal expenditures come from taxes on the gross 
revenues of Petróleos Mexicanos (Pemex), the government oil monopoly. Con-
sequently, despite high oil prices, Pemex in recent years has had a net loss in its 
accounts each year. The company is already borrowed to the hilt. The Mexican con-
stitution and regulations do not permit private equity or risk investment in oil and 
gas. As a result, there has been inadequate exploration for oil and gas, and hence 
little prospect for increases in output, absent some lucky find. It is revealing to look 
at a map showing deep-water drilling in the U.S. and Mexican areas of the Gulf 
of Mexico. The U.S. side is covered with dots showing where drilling has taken 
place, whereas the Mexican side is almost devoid of dots. At current rates of produc-
tion, if there are no important new discoveries, Mexico will run out of oil in about 
11 to 12 years. In addition, Mexico is now a large importer of natural gas and re-
fined products, like gasoline. The unwillingness to allow private risk contracts is 
deeply rooted in Mexican history and hard to change, perhaps impossible to change 
during the current presidential election year. It has also proved to be near impos-
sible to raise more tax revenue. A valid question to ask is whether Mexico can alter 
the politics connected with either private investment and/or tax collections to head 
off an energy collapse, or whether the country will act only after the crisis has 
erupted. 

Canada is the largest oil and gas exporter to the United States; in 2004, Canada 
supplied 16 percent of U.S. oil imports and, as noted earlier, 85 percent of U.S. gas 
imports. Of the big three hemispheric oil suppliers to the United States, Canada is 
by far the most reliable. Much of Canada’s oil production now comes from the oil 
sands in Alberta, and if past increases in oil sands output is any guide, Canada’s 
oil production future should be comforting from the viewpoint of U.S. energy secu-
rity. However, future production from oil sands depends on the development of effi-
cient technologies for in situ production to extract bitumen that is far below the sur-
face (as contrasted with mining operations to extract the bitumen closer to the sur-
face), dealing with major environmental problems of water usage and air emissions, 
and finding substitutes for natural gas to heat the bitumen enough so that it can 
flow and be recovered and upgraded. Projected investments in oil sands to meet 
these needs are huge, and are likely to be made. There is no indication in any of 
the three North American countries that output of natural gas will be augmented 
enough to meet the needs of the region, which is why much attention is being given 
to infrastructure needs to import LNG from outside the region. 

Hemispheric energy security must deal not only with U.S. and North American 
security, but the security of supplies for Latin America and Caribbean (LAC) coun-
tries as well. I will touch only briefly on LAC country issues in this written presen-
tation. 

Bolivia has large proven reserves of natural gas (49 trillion cubic feet), but the 
political situation in the country makes it an uncertain supplier. Natural gas ex-
ports from Bolivia now go to Brazil and Argentina; the Brazilian national oil com-
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pany, Petrobrás, is a large investor in Bolivia and Petrobrás has indicated that it 
is ready to invest further if certain understandings are reached. Bolivia has refused 
to consider a gas pipeline to a Pacific Ocean port in Chile because of lingering ani-
mosity over Bolivia’s loss of territorial access to the sea more than 100 years ago. 
Bolivia’s reliability as a supplier depends heavily on the flexibility that Evo Morales, 
the new president, has to meet the gas needs of neighboring countries, while at the 
same time fulfilling the nationalist demands of the voters who elected him into of-
fice. 

Trinidad & Tobago has followed a consistent policy over decades in developing its 
energy resources, particularly natural gas, and has become the leading supplier of 
LNG to the United States. 

Brazil is not now a major exporter of either oil or gas, and is unlikely to be one 
in the medium term because of the vast size of the internal market, but consider-
able exploration and development is taking place. What appear to be major natural 
gas finds in deep waters in the Santos Basin, off São Paulo state, are likely to re-
duce the need for gas imports over the next decade. Petrobras, the state-owned oil 
and gas company has developed considerable proficiency in deep-water drilling. 
There is also considerable foreign investment in oil and gas in Brazil, and this gen-
erally takes the form of joint ventures with Petrobras. Those Mexican officials who 
believe that private investment will be needed in the Mexican oil and gas industry 
to head off an energy crisis tend to point to Petrobras as a model that Pemex might 
emulate in the future. 

Development of the oil and gas industry is held back in Colombia by the long-
standing guerrilla movements there, including the targeting by guerrillas of oil and 
gas pipelines. 

The reliability of the oil sector in Ecuador has been impeded by political insecu-
rity; for example, martial law was imposed just last week. The oil and gas situation 
in Peru is much more favorable, and the Camisea project there is proceeding 
smoothly. There are plans for shipping LNG from Peru to the west coasts of Mexico 
and the United States over the next few years. Argentina, which has large natural 
gas reserves (proven reserves are 27 trillion cubic feet) , is not now meeting its po-
tential largely because investment was impeded for a long period when sales prices 
by producers were frozen in depreciated pesos and consumer prices were subsidized 
as a way for the administration to gain political popularity. Indeed, Argentina felt 
it necessary to break a long-term contract to supply natural gas to Chile in order 
to satisfy domestic demand. 

Bolivia, as noted above, refuses to sell natural gas to Chile and this, combined 
with the Argentine cutoff, puts Chile in a bind to obtain secure supplies of natural 
gas. Some natural gas may come from Peru, but this is not certain, and Chile may 
fall back on developing the infrastructure to import LNG from Asia. The inability 
of Chile to be able to rely on its neighbors to obtain natural gas highlights the un-
certainty of cooperation in energy matters in the southern area of South America. 
The political problems are more difficult to overcome than the technical ones. 
Conclusion 

The foregoing discussion does not deal with the U.S. energy situation or policy to 
overcome current and projected supply problems. My purpose in this presentation 
is to look at the situation in the rest of the hemisphere and how this may affect 
U.S. and hemispheric energy security. Part of the reason for my lack of analysis of 
the U.S. energy situation is that this is widely available from other sources; and 
also because I do not know what form U.S. energy policy will take in light of Presi-
dent Bush’s state-of-the-union address. My purpose in this presentation is to look 
at the situation in the rest of the hemisphere and how this may affect U.S. and 
hemispheric energy security. 

The main conclusion I wish to leave is that the hemisphere would benefit greatly 
if there were energy cooperation from Canada in the north to Argentina in the 
south. The impediments to this cooperation are more political than they are tech-
nical, although there are considerable financial and technical issues that must be 
resolved. The United States, I believe, can help in dealing with both the political 
and technical impediments to hemispheric energy cooperation. To play its proper 
role, the U.S. government must:

• Give higher priority than is now the case to the hemisphere generally, and 
with respect to energy in particular;

• Take into account hemispheric capacities and aspirations in developing its 
own energy policies; and

• Recognize that there will be no U.S. energy security if this security is lacking 
elsewhere in the hemisphere.
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U.S. COAL IMPORTS 2004 

Countries Shmi Tons Percentage of imports 

Colombia 16,661,238 61.07 
Venezuela 4,435,630 16.25 
Canada 2,877,616 10.54 
Aruba 10,852 0.039 
Paraguay 590 0.002 
Mexico 390 0.0014 
Dominican Republic 122 0.0004 
Western Hemisphere 23,986,357 87.92 
Afiica 33,809 0.0001 
Europe 634,703 2.32 
Asia, Oceana, and Australia 2,625,135 9.62 
World Total 27,280,004 100 
Source: Energy TnformatlOn AdmmlstratlOn (ETA). 

U.S. CRUDE OIL IMPORTS 2004 

Countries Thousand Barrels Percentage of imports 

Canada 591,489 16 
Mexico 585,023 15.84 
Venezuela 474,531 12.85 
Ecuador 84,937 2.3 
Colombia 52,049 1.4 
Argentina 21.499 0.58 
Brazil 18,733 0.50 
Trinidad and Tobago 18,027 0.48 
Guatemala 6,699 0.18 
Peru 383 0.01 
Bolivia 311 0.008 
Western Hemisphere 1.853,681 50.20 
Africa 705,714 19.11 
Europe 198,389 5.37 
Asia, Oceana, and Australia 50,333 1.36 
Middle East 883,946 23.94 
World Total 3,692,063 100 

.. 
Source: Energy InformatlOn AdmllllstratJon (EIA). 
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Mr. MACK. Thank you. Mr. Farnsworth. 

TESTIMONY OF MR. ERIC FARNSWORTH, VICE PRESIDENT, 
COUNCIL OF THE AMERICAS 

Mr. FARNSWORTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the 
opportunity to be here before you today. 
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My name is Eric Farnsworth, and I head the Washington Office 
of the Council of the Americas, and it is a privilege to appear be-
fore you. 

Congratulations as well, Mr. Engel, for your position with the 
Subcommittee, and we look forward to working with you in the fu-
ture. 

Mr. Chairman, let me give you the proverbial bottom line first 
if I can. Energy in the Western Hemisphere whether we realize it 
or not is of the highest strategic importance to the United States. 

As you know, we are the world’s largest energy user, we have 
talked about that already this afternoon. Even if we are overtaken 
at some point by China, our own energy needs will continue to in-
crease as our economy and our populations both continue to grow. 

At the same time though we ourselves have abundant energy re-
sources as has also been mentioned, including oil and gas and coal, 
and a growing potential for alternatives, we are not self-sufficient, 
and frankly, self-sufficiency really is not a realistic goal at this 
point. Rather, we are energy interdependent, and to meet our 
needs we are going to have to continue to rely on imported energy. 
I think that is just a statement of fact. 

Dr. Weintraub has mentioned that of our primary energy part-
ners three of our top five in terms of imports come from the West-
ern Hemisphere—Canada, Mexico and Venezuela—joining, of 
course, Saudi Arabia and Nigeria, making the Western Hemisphere 
key to our economic and strategic self-interests. 

All other things being equal then, energy partnership in the 
Americas can and really must support our broader economic and 
strategic interests. 

At the same time, and I think this is the key point, this is not 
a one-way street, it is two sides, if I can use another cliche, two 
sides of the same coin. The democratic development of Latin Amer-
ica and the Caribbean is a top priority for United States policy-
makers on a bipartisan basis and enhanced wealth creation in the 
region is a critical component of that development. 

To give just one statistic which really caught my eye just re-
cently, the World Bank recently reported that between 1980 and 
2000 per capital GDP in Latin America grew over a 20-year period 
less than 1 percent. On the other hand over the same period of 
time, China enjoyed per capita GDP growth of over 8 percent per 
year. That kind of puts it into perspective. It is addressing this de-
velopment gap which increases every year that energy in the Amer-
icas becomes so important. 

The opportunities are solid because Latin America, the Carib-
bean and Canada are truly blessed in terms of the level of proven 
energy resources they possess. Canada, for example, possesses an 
astounding 179 billion barrels of non-conventional oil sands, which 
are now economically viable given advances in technology and 
higher oil prices generally. 

In fact, recoverable energy reserves in the Western Hemisphere, 
including unconventional oil reserves, surpass even Saudi Arabia, 
and dwarf other regions of the world. 

In terms of proven conventional reserves in the Western Hemi-
sphere, Venezuela is at the top—we have talked about that—fol-
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lowed by the United States, Mexico, Brazil and Ecuador, and 
Brazil, in fact, has just announced some additional promising finds. 

The hemisphere also enjoys plentiful deposits of natural gas, a 
key fuel source in terms of electricity power generation. After the 
United States, Venezuela again has the highest level, followed in 
order by Canada, Bolivia, Trinidad and Tobago, and Mexico as 
well, and this goes to the point, Mr. Engel, that you were raising 
earlier, a significant potential exists to produce and consume alter-
native fuel sources from the hemisphere such as ethanol from 
Brazil and elsewhere to supplement United States production, or 
frankly, coal bed methane from Canada. 

In terms of coal, just to complete the picture, the United States 
remains well ahead of our neighbors in terms of both production 
and consumption. 

So there is a real mutuality of interest here in terms of our need 
for energy resources and the hemisphere’s ability to produce energy 
resources. 

What is really not apparent at this point however, and this has 
already been discussed but I think it bears reemphasis, is how to 
mobilize the massive investments that will be required to fully de-
velop these impressive hemispheric resources. 

Secretary Harbert talked about $1.3 trillion of investment re-
quired over the next 25 years or so. That is clearly an estimate, but 
the numbers are big, and the numbers are not going to get smaller. 
The Western Hemisphere is part of a global economy competing for 
the same marginal investment dollars as everyone else. 

To be direct, it is incumbent upon nations in the hemisphere 
wishing to develop their natural resources that might otherwise 
lack technical and managerial expertise, as well as significant cap-
ital of their own, to create an investment climate whereby foreign 
energy companies can work in partnership with local governments 
to develop their resources in a mutually beneficial manner. 

Attention to industry-specific and more general investment cli-
mate issues is therefore needed. Improvements in education and 
the rule of law, regulatory certainty, nondiscriminatory and stable 
tax regimes, effective personal security, anti-corruption, and effec-
tive dispute resolution: Last is a critical point, and has already 
come up, and I would be happy to talk more about it if you would 
like. 

Those countries which have paid attention to these matters have 
seen investments increase, as well international financing institu-
tions like the Inter-American Development Bank have a very im-
portant role to play in mobilizing capital for investment, and in-
deed have done so. 

But we issued a report just before the Summit of the Americas 
in Mar del Plata which talks about energy security in the Western 
Hemisphere, and if I can, let me just pull out two or three primary 
points from that and then I would be delighted to answer some 
questions. 

Briefly, the report argues that increasing partnership in hemi-
spheric energy matters must be an important part of our overall 
hemispheric policy, not an afterthought, and not taken for granted. 
A balanced, engaged approach is needed. 
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Second, in the global environment, competitiveness is perhaps 
the key issue facing the hemisphere. High direct or indirect energy 
costs due to market rigidities impact all energy users, making the 
region a less attractive place to do business, to say nothing of qual-
ity of life issues. 

As well, investment climates that are unattractive compared to 
other countries in the region will not attract the direct foreign and 
domestic investment required to develop either the energy re-
sources mentioned above, or frankly, the broader economy. 

Let me raise Mexico for example, which despite sitting on signifi-
cant natural gas resources, actually has been importing natural gas 
since 2000, which obviously impacts their national income ac-
counts. Mexicans go to the polls July 2. We do not know what is 
going to happen. Hopefully, there will be some movement on the 
investment side in Mexico after the elections, but frankly, this is 
a call for the Mexicans to make based on who they elect and based 
on what the newly-elected President and his Administration choose 
to do. 

Finally, in addition to conservation, which somebody has said 
may be the top form of alternative energy that actually exists, we 
must do a better job of exploring the possibility of alternative fuels 
in the hemisphere which could prove to be a boon for development 
while making the region less reliant on imports from elsewhere. 

Of course, we have already talked about President Bush’s State 
of the Union address. He also raised the issue with President Lula 
of Brazil when he was there in Brasilia in November. 

The resources are there to supplement our own given Brazil’s ag-
ricultural profile. What has been missing has been a market to use 
ethanol as well as a price point of conventional fuels high enough 
to make ethanol economically viable. 

But really this is not so much a question of energy, it is a ques-
tion of trade policy, and Chairman Mack, you coming from Florida, 
you certainly understand this, and it is an issue that is more 
broader than the energy side because Brazilian ethanol is made 
from sugar. That has already been put into the conversation, and 
anyone who followed the recent CAFTA debate knows the political 
sensitivities of these issues in the United States. That is just a 
statement of political reality. But as a strategic matter, this issue 
bears consideration and could provide a way forward not just on 
energy, but frankly, could provide a way forward perhaps on broad-
er trade issues in the hemisphere. 

These issues are ripe for further consideration. The resources 
exist, and frankly, so does the need. What does not exist yet, 
though could, is the size and quality of investment needed to de-
velop and effectively utilize these resources. That in fact is the real 
issue, and I would submit the real opportunity facing those of us 
who promote energy partnership in the Americas. 

Mr. Chairman, again thank you for the opportunity to be here. 
I appreciate it and look forward to your questions. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Farnsworth follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. ERIC FARNSWORTH, VICE PRESIDENT, COUNCIL OF THE 
AMERICAS 

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. My name is Eric 
Farnsworth, Vice President of the Council of the Americas. As you know, for over 
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40 years the Council of the Americas (‘‘Council’’) has been a leading voice for policy 
and business in the Western Hemisphere, from Canada to Argentina. Our members 
include some 170 prominent companies invested and doing business in the Amer-
icas, with a mandate to promote partnership in the Americas based on democracy, 
open markets, and the rule of law. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity 
to appear before you on an issue of such importance to both the United States and 
the Western Hemisphere. 

Mr. Chairman, let me give you the proverbial bottom line first. Energy in the 
Western Hemisphere—whether we realize it or not—is of the highest strategic im-
portance to the United States. As you know, we are the world’s largest energy user; 
even if we are overtaken at some point by China, our own energy needs will con-
tinue to increase as both our economy and population grow. At the same time, 
though we ourselves have abundant energy resources including oil, gas, coal, and 
a growing potential for alternatives, we are not self-sufficient, and self-sufficiency 
really isn’t a realistic goal at this point. We are energy interdependent, and to meet 
our needs, we will have to continue to rely on imported energy. 

Currently, three of our top five sources of imported energy are in the Western 
Hemisphere: Canada, Mexico, and Venezuela, along with Saudi Arabia and Nigeria, 
making the Western Hemisphere a key to our economic well-being and strategic in-
terests. That’s particularly important to remember as recent terrorist attacks 
against Saudi oil refineries or Nigerian supply disruptions fill the news, to say noth-
ing of ongoing difficulties in Iraq and Iran or the exponentially increasing demands 
of China and other rapidly developing nations. All other things being equal, energy 
partnership in the Americas can, and really must, support our broader economic and 
strategic interests. 

At the same time, the democratic development of Latin America and the Carib-
bean is a top priority for US policymakers on a bipartisan basis, and enhanced 
wealth creation in the region is a critical component for that development. To give 
just one statistic, the World Bank recently reported that between 1980 and 2000, 
per capita GDP in Latin America grew, in total, less than one percent. On the other 
hand, over the same period of time China enjoyed per capita GDP growth of over 
eight percent per year. It’s in addressing this development gap, which increases 
every year, that energy in the Americas becomes so important. 

The opportunities are solid, because Latin America, the Caribbean, and Canada 
are truly blessed in terms of the level of proven energy resources they possess. Can-
ada, for example, possesses an astounding 179 billion barrels of non-conventional oil 
sands, which are now economically viable given advances in technology and higher 
oil prices generally. In fact, recoverable energy reserves in the Western Hemisphere, 
including unconventional oil reserves, surpass even Saudi Arabia and dwarf other 
regions of the world. In terms of proven conventional reserves in the Western Hemi-
sphere, Venezuela is at the top, followed by the United States, Mexico, Brazil, and 
Ecuador, and Brazil has just announced promising additional finds. The hemisphere 
also enjoys plentiful deposits of natural gas—a key fuel source in terms of electric 
power generation. After the United States, Venezuela again has the highest level, 
followed in order by Canada, Bolivia, Trinidad and Tobago, and Mexico. As well, sig-
nificant potential exists to produce and consume alternative fuel sources, such as 
ethanol from Brazil and elsewhere to supplement US production, or coal bed meth-
ane from Canada. In terms of coal, the United States remains well ahead of our 
neighbors in both production and consumption. 

These resources by any measure can play an important, if not paramount, role 
in regional development if developed and consumed wisely. On the supply side, ab-
sent energy, the development prospects for a nation such as Bolivia, South Amer-
ica’s poorest nation, or Ecuador, are uncertain at best. On the demand side, without 
greater attention to market efficiency in the development and utilization of hemi-
spheric energy resources, it will be more difficult for producers and consumers both 
to build regional competitiveness in a global economy. This directly impacts the 
hemisphere’s ability to compete successfully against the rapidly modernizing eco-
nomic giants of China and India, as well as a host of other nations. 

For the United States, if existing trends continue projecting out until 2025 or 
2030, the increasing US demand for energy can be met by sources from our own 
hemisphere, though that is not guaranteed. What’s not yet apparent is how to mobi-
lize the massive investments that will be required to fully develop these impressive 
hemispheric resources, particularly in an environment where, as former Secretary 
of State Colin Powell has said, global capital is a coward and it will always seek 
its highest risk-adjusted return. 

Clearly, there would appear to be a mutuality of long-term interests in the hemi-
sphere in building energy partnership in the Americas. 
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The Western Hemisphere is part of a global economy, competing for the same 
marginal investment dollars as everyone else. For investors to invest, the risk ad-
justed climate must be welcoming. To be direct, it is therefore incumbent upon na-
tions in the hemisphere wishing to develop their natural resources that might other-
wise lack technical and managerial expertise, as well as significant capital of their 
own, to create an investment climate whereby foreign energy companies can work 
in partnership with local governments to develop their resources in a mutually ben-
eficial manner. Attention to industry-specific and more general investment climate 
issues is needed: improvements in education, training, and the rule of law; regu-
latory certainty; non-discriminatory and stable tax regimes; effective personal secu-
rity; anti-corruption; and effective dispute resolution. Those countries which have 
paid attention to these matters have seen investments increase. As well, inter-
national financing institutions such as the Inter-American Development Bank have 
an important role to play in mobilizing capital for investment, as the IDB has done, 
for example, in Peru’s Camisea natural gas fields. 

With these issues in mind, the Council of the Americas released a report late last 
year, in advance of the fourth Summit of the Americas in Mar del Plata, Argentina, 
which suggests a number of recommendations for hemispheric policymakers. With 
the Chairman’s agreement, I would ask that that report be introduced in the record. 

Briefly, the report argues that maintaining a secure supply of energy from foreign 
sources is a strategic matter for the United States, and energy in the Americas must 
therefore be a priority. Increasing partnership in hemispheric energy matters must 
be an important part of our overall hemispheric policy, not an afterthought or taken 
for granted. A balanced, engaged approach is needed. 

Second, in a global environment, competitiveness is perhaps the key issue facing 
the hemisphere. High direct or indirect energy costs due to market rigidities impact 
all energy users, making the region a less attractive place to do business, to say 
nothing of quality of life issues. As well, investment climates that are unattractive 
compared to other countries and regions will not attract the direct foreign and do-
mestic investment required to develop either the energy resources mentioned above 
or the broader economy. Mexico, for example, despite sitting on sufficient natural 
gas reserves, actually imports natural gas and has done so since 2000. This directly 
impacts Mexico’s national income accounts and their competitiveness profile at a 
time when that nation, even with the NAFTA relationship with the United States 
and Canada, faces a direct economic challenge from China. Hopefully, we’ll see some 
movement on these issues in Mexico after their elections on July 2, but that remains 
to be seen, and of course it’s up to Mexicans themselves to determine how to best 
develop their own energy resources. 

In the North American context, energy issues are an important part of the Secu-
rity and Prosperity Partnership (SPP) which the Administration has rightfully made 
a priority, and which the Council has strongly endorsed. As in other hemispheric 
nations, it’s difficult to see how Mexico develops if its energy reserves continue to 
fall due to a lack of energy sector investment, and an underdeveloped Mexico, as 
the Council has pointed out elsewhere, is of strategic concern to the United States. 
But it’s not just Mexico; it will be impossible to fully develop Canada’s energy re-
sources, discussed earlier, unless the three governments find a means whereby labor 
markets and products to service the fields are made more flexible through the SPP 
or alternative means. Addressing market rigidities in North America and through-
out the region would help make partnership possible. 

Finally, in addition to conservation, which may be the top form of alternative en-
ergy available, we must do a better job exploring the possibility of alternative fuels 
in the hemisphere, which could prove to be a boon for development while making 
the region less reliant on imports from elsewhere. Of course the President men-
tioned ethanol in his State of the Union address, and he also discussed it directly 
with Brazil’s President Lula during a short trip to Brasilia in November. The re-
sources are there to supplement our own, given Brazil’s agricultural profile; what’s 
been missing has been a market to use ethanol as well as a price point of conven-
tional fuels high enough to make ethanol economically viable. But as oil prices re-
main historically high, the cost of ethanol production is now economical. As well, 
flex fuel automobiles, which automatically determine the proper fuel mix between 
gasoline and ethanol, are becoming a real alternative. The question, though, is not 
one of energy, but rather trade policy. Brazilian ethanol is made from sugar, and 
anyone who followed the recent CAFTA debate knows the political sensitivity of 
these issues in the United States. But as a strategic matter, the issue bears consid-
eration and could provide a way forward not just on energy, but also on trade mat-
ters generally. 

These issues are ripe for further consideration. The resources exist, and so does 
the need. What doesn’t yet exist, though could, is the size and quality of investment 
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needed to develop and effectively utilize these resources. That is the real issue, and 
the opportunity, facing those who would promote energy partnership in the Amer-
icas. 

Mr. Chairman, thank you again for the invitation to be with you today. I look for-
ward to answering any questions you might have.

Mr. MACK. Thank you very much. 
Two quick questions and maybe each one of you can offer some 

ideas on them. 
First, there was a discussion, you have all talked about ethanol, 

an alternative energy source for us in the United States, and you 
are correct about the political nature of our friends and sugar pro-
ducers in the United States. So I would like to get your opinion. 
How much is this ethanol, how quickly can we move it forward? Is 
the investment opportunities there. Outside of the United States, 
is it some people are also looking toward alternative energy? That 
is one. 

And number two, there is no doubt, and I think Dr. Weintraub 
was heading and talking about this, that when we talk about secu-
rity in the Western Hemisphere and energy, certainly there has 
been a void of leadership that has been needed in Latin America 
and other parts of the United States. 

But if places like Venezuela are moving toward nationalizing 
their energy sector, how is foreign investment, there is not an 
opening, an opportunity for foreign investment to unlock potential. 
So I would like, if you could, to talk about, each one of you take 
an opportunity to talk about those two issues. 

Ms. KORIN. I think they are actually both very much tied to-
gether, and the reason is if we open up the market to ethanol im-
ports, what we will do is really create an opportunity for our neigh-
bors in the Western Hemisphere and throughout the world really, 
many poor countries throughout the world whose climate enables 
them to be cheap sugarcane producers, and thus cheap ethanol pro-
ducers, we will enable them to grow wealthier, and thus create an 
economic interdependence, increase or sphere of influence and 
counteract forces like those of Chavez that are moving against cap-
italism, against openness to investment and all of these things. 

So the way that we can help promote the types of values that we 
want, the type of transparency and openness that we want is this 
lever, which is ethanol, and I think we need to do that. 

Mr. MACK. And if I could just on that, and you can care to com-
ment if you would like, each one of you, but we have seen the oil 
prices keep going up, and we have seen Venezuela and Hugo Cha-
vez having the opportunity to make lots of money, but we still see 
poverty very high, so we could help broaden energy supply with 
ethanol and others throughout the Western Hemisphere, but how 
do you make sure that that ultimately goes to help the people in 
those countries that need the help when you still see, I believe it 
is in Venezuela 80 percent of the people are still living in poverty, 
so I think it is a noble goal, and something that the United States 
ought to take a leadership role in, but what would you suggest that 
we do to make sure that those fruits are getting to the people of 
those countries to help rise all boats? 

Ms. KORIN. There is very little that we can actually do to change 
the type of—to improve the governance of the region. However, 
when you look at oil in particular, it is a resource that requires 
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very little participation on the part of the population in terms of 
extraction and so forth, and so you have what is known as a nat-
ural resource curse. You do not just see it in Venezuela, you see 
it around the world. Look at Nigeria. Nigeria has taken in billions 
of dollars in oil wells, yet most Nigerians live on less than a dollar 
a day. 

If you have a resource that requires more people to work, creates 
more of a middle class, and ethanol production certain qualifies, 
then you are just increasing the general wealth of the population. 

You have a situation here in Venezuela, it is interesting to note, 
you did not ask this but I just want to say oil prices are much high-
er today than it was several years ago. Venezuela is producing less 
oil than it was several years ago, but making more money, and 
therefore it is not really in the interest of these countries to 
produce as much as we would like them to produce, to produce as 
much as would be necessary to drive the prices down. 

One thing that we need to do is create a situation where energy 
can compete on a btu basis. It can in some sectors. It cannot in the 
transportation sector, which is almost 100 percent petroleum-de-
pendent. If you create fuel choice in the transportation sector, not 
just with ethanol, with methanol, with electricity, which is almost 
not generated from oil in this country, and therefore you can tap 
into nuclear power, clean coal, solar, all of this, then you are cre-
ating a situation where oil price eventually—certainly not in the 
short term, but over the long haul, decade, 15 years, 20 years, it 
will become much more—oil will become much more interchange-
able with other energy commodities, and that will have the effect 
of keeping prices much more under control. 

Mr. WEINTRAUB. Let me make a comment on ethanol and Brazil. 
Brazil is one of the 11 countries that we are looking at quite a lot 
in that study I mentioned. 

Brazil today produces ethanol today without any subsidies. It is 
an independent commodity, and they have developed their cars so 
they can work on any combination of gasoline and ethanol. 

In addition to that, in addition to the United States, in addition 
to having a big duty on imports of ethanol, and subsidies for pro-
duction of ethanol, we have been producing it mostly with corn, 
and there is no doubt that corn is a less efficient base material for 
producing ethanol. 

The part of the President’s speech that I think is terribly useful 
is if we could produce ethanol from cellulose material that he men-
tioned, that would be a big advantage because then you would not 
have to go to sugar and take up all the land with the sugar. It will 
take a long time. 

But keep in mind that we are keeping out Brazilian ethanol, and 
ethanol, Brazil is developing it in such a way that not only is it 
being used a lot in Brazil, but they are making it a commodity in 
the Far East, and they are trying to develop their ethanol capacity 
to make it a commodity for worldwide use. 

I guess what I am saying is I think it would behoove you took 
carefully at Brazil’s advances in ethanol. 

Let me answer your second question, and I will be very brief, I 
will not take much time. The word ‘‘nationalization’’ is not nec-
essarily a good word in the context of what you are talking about. 
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Many, many countries are in oil. Almost all of them own the oil in 
the ground. Canada is clear, the oil in the ground is owned by the 
Canadian Government or the Canadian people. It is true in most 
countries. It is true in Mexico. It is mostly true in Venezuela. 

It is not that, it is how that oil is being explored, produced, and 
how it is done. Petrobus, for example, a Brazilian company is, I 
think, if I recall correctly, owns something like 40 percent by the 
Brazilian Government, but they control the policy, but they do have 
joint ventures with oil companies from all over the world. 

So the question I think you sort of have to ask is not whether 
it is nationalized or not. Saudi Arabia nationalized its oil, but how 
it is operated and what kind of private investment and under what 
terms they allow that private investment to take place. 

Mr. MACK. And if you do not mind answer your own question. 
What kind of policies could we move forward? Obviously, the first 
one is have a better relations with Venezuela, but that is a two-
way street. What can we do to help Venezuela understand that the 
ideas of freedom will be much more beneficial to their country just 
in terms of security and energy than trying to isolate itself? 

Mr. WEINTRAUB. I do not think they are producing less than they 
did before because they are holding it back in Venezuela. I think 
they are producing less than they did before because the PdVSA, 
you know, the national oil company, they lost a lot of its key people 
at the time of the strike and they got rid of them. They had to 
bring in other people to run the oil company, and they are just not 
as efficient. 

My answer to your question though is is that I do not think there 
is very much we can do as a U.S. Government to convince Chavez 
to do other things. If he stepped over a line of some kind, I suppose 
we could have some kind of retaliation, but right now the oil is 
being shipped out of Venezuela. We are getting the oil. United 
States companies are investing still, and they are changing their 
contracts, and they are changing to equity contracts compared to 
the service contracts they had earlier. 

So I would think that our major interest other than get in a 
shouting match with Chavez, which would just help him, our main 
interests I would think is to keep getting the oil in our market or 
in the world market. 

Mr. FARNSWORTH. Thank you, Mr Chairman, if I could just add 
a couple points to what has already been said, and maybe a point 
of divergence in one area. 

Just a quick point on ethanol. There is a huge potential there, 
but it is not today, it is not tomorrow. It is not next week, and we 
are probably talking in the midterm. What has not existed to be 
able to create the market in the United States, or frankly, most 
places for ethanol, particularly in the transport sector, has been 
two aspects. 

One, it has not been economically viable to produce based on the 
price of alternatives, which in this case oil is the alternative, and 
so the actual production process has been too expensive on a unit 
basis. 

But more importantly, although the production capability has ex-
isted, the usage capability has not existed, so you have had the 
possibility to supply but there has been no demand for it because, 
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particularly again in the transport sector, the autos and trucks and 
in some cases actually aircraft that are now being produced to be 
ethanol-capable simply did not exist. 

There are some exiting research and technology and it has moved 
well beyond the R&D stage now to application in terms of flex fuel 
automobiles. In fact, seven out of every 10 new cars in Brazil today 
that are sold are flex fuel cars, and what that means is that the 
computer within the engine itself, you can fill it with ethanol, you 
can fill it with gas, you can fill it some combination, it does not 
matter. The engine itself tells what fuel to burn for peak perform-
ance in the engine. 

It is astounding technology. In fact, U.S. producers in large 
measure are leading the charge. It is a very exciting alternative. 

That said, we are still a ways away from full implementation of 
that. The market simply has to develop, but the possibilities are 
very, very large, and very interesting, so I would just put that on 
the table. 

Your question about how to ensure that the wealth from natural 
resources are spread more equitably through Latin America is, 
frankly, a question that has vexed Latin American watchers for lit-
erally hundreds of years. I mean, Latin America has been and in 
large measure now continues to be a resource-based economy, 
whether it is oil, gas, whether it is copper or tin, what have you, 
and yet the Latin American region continues to be the most 
disequitable region in the world. 

So you have this very difficult situation whereby the countries, 
the nations of Latin America are very wealthy, but that wealth has 
not been spread throughout the economy broadly. 

I certainly do not have an answer for you. I wish I did. A lot bet-
ter minds than mine have looked at it and come up empty. But one 
thing I would suggest as a way to at least get at these issues is 
for countries to really begin to drill down or in some cases continue 
to drill down—no pun intended—in terms of the institutions of de-
mocracy that they establish. 

The rule of law has got to be much more actively and appro-
priately instituted in countries throughout the region. The edu-
cation system so you are not just educating the elite, but rather 
more broadly throughout the societies. The access to capital for 
micro enterprises, and frankly, for people who are not already rich. 
There is less of a sense of venture capital or entrepreneuralism in 
the Western Hemisphere broadly than there is in the United 
States. The list goes on and on. 

But I think if you begin to address some of these issues, then you 
are going to have the ability to distribute wealth from wherever it 
comes from, whether it is trade, whether it is natural resources, 
whether it is technology, wherever it is from, to be able to get that 
more actively through the economies, and I think that is the crit-
ical question facing Latin America as a whole. 

A country like Chile, frankly, has done pretty well doing that, 
but Chile has concentrated on remaking the institutions into a 
modern globally-focused country, and they have done that very, 
very well. Other countries are also trying to do that. Some coun-
tries are not doing as well, and I think that is kind of where the 
dynamics go. 
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So yes, the supposition or the assumptions behind your question, 
I believe, are spot-on. The answer is a long-range answer, but I do 
not think it is directly related to energy per se. I mean, it is a 
much broader development question. 

Energy has to play a role however, and if we can find a way 
through creating institutions that work better both in the energy 
sector and more broadly, rule of law, again I come back to that, is 
just a critical aspect. I think what we would begin to see is in the 
region generally, each country would do it a little bit differently, 
no doubt about that, but in the region generally you will start to 
see that wealth that is created more equitably spread throughout 
the economy. 

So I would just add that into the equation, and again, it is a 
long-term result. 

Mr. MACK. Thank you. 
Congressman Engel. 
Mr. ENGEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I want to thank all 

the witnesses for very enlightening testimony, and I think there is 
a unanimity and you are all essentially saying the same things. 

I would first like to ask unanimous consent, Congresswoman 
Barbara Lee has asked me to submit questions and a statement for 
the record for her, and I would like unanimous consent to do so. 

Mr. MACK. Without objection, so ordered. 
Mr. ENGEL. Thank you. 
One of the things that she points out, which I want to mention 

because you are all touching on it. Mr. Farnsworth, you talked 
about a partnership with Latin America, and it would seem to me 
that because we are all in the Western Hemisphere it would be 
natural for the United States and South and Central America to 
have a partnership along, of course, with Canada, but other nations 
who are rivaling us understand that, and they are going to try to 
move into it as well. 

But one of the things that I have noticed as taking over as Rank-
ing Member of the Subcommittee is that there are so many dispari-
ties that exists in Latin America between the very tiny percentage 
of ultra rich people and most of the rest of the people, and Con-
gresswoman Lee points that out, and one of the questions she asks, 
which I think is a question that we need to think about, is why 
should foreign companies have tax breaks and concessions that 
strip poor people in these countries from benefitting from their very 
own natural resources, and she points out that in many of these 
countries natural resources are on the lands of the poorest, most 
marginalized communities like the indigenous and Afro descend-
ants. 

So it is a problem, and it is a feeling that we have to be very 
careful about not being on the wrong side of that issue because if 
we are on the wrong side of that issue, then there are democratic 
elections, as we encourage being held in Latin America, then we 
find that many of the people who come to power are people that 
raise these issues and raise them in the context of the United 
States being on the wrong side. 

So I am wondering if anyone would like to comment on that. Mr. 
Farnsworth, you have talked a lot about partnershipings, and per-
haps you should start. 
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Mr. FARNSWORTH. I would be happy to, and thank you for the op-
portunity. 

I think that the Congresswoman’s sensitivities are well placed, 
and in fact again this goes directly to what I was talking about just 
previously in response to the earlier question. I do believe that in-
come disparities across the region are a real challenge, and they 
have political consequences. 

Now, with regard to what you are saying, or more accurately, 
what the Congresswoman is asking in terms of foreign companies, 
I think that the right way to look at this would be in terms of the 
investment climate globally. 

I mean, Latin America no longer, if it ever was, is existing in its 
own region without connections to the rest of the world, and the 
folks that are looking to make investments in the region are also 
people by virtue of the amount of investment that is required who 
have the ability and are looking at alternatives around the world, 
whether it be in China, whether it be in India, whether it be else-
where. 

The whole point is that without the ability to direct investment, 
which we do not have and we certainly are not looking for, the 
companies in question are going to make, and these just are not 
international companies, they are domestic companies as well, are 
going to make investment based on where they perceive the best 
rate of risk adjusted return is going to be. 

So each country is going to have a different climate, investment 
climate, not weather climate, but that is going to impact on the in-
dividual decisions of the companies. 

It really is up to the countries themselves to determine what 
they believe is in their own interest, and then the companies, 
whether they be United States, Canadian, Spanish, Brazilian, are 
going to determine whether they should put their own money and 
their stockholders’ money into those types of economies. 

I do not think that there is one common framework that one 
could say is applicable to all countries. They are going to develop 
their own, and that is okay. But again, the companies in question 
will then either take advantage or not based on their perceptions. 

Mr. WEINTRAUB. Let me add one sentence. 
Mr. ENGEL. Yes. 
Mr. WEINTRAUB. Not much on this point. I am sympathetic with 

the concerns that are expressed underlying the question. It has 
been a long struggle, as Eric Farnsworth said dealing with that. I 
have been knocking around Latin America for a long time. I was 
once an AID mission, a director in Chile before it became so pros-
perous, and I know something about all of these issues. 

In general, Latin American countries have relatively low savings 
rates. They do not save enough. They are a little like us, and if 
they do not save enough—I am not sure they are as bad as us—
if they do not save enough, what they do is they need foreign sav-
ings; in other words, they need capital in-flows, and that is a crit-
ical element of their development processes, so these capital in-
flows can go into a new investment. 

That recognition came after the collapse, the debt crisis of the 
1980s, and a lot of countries changed their laws, and they realize 
that borrowing money was no more a secure method than getting 
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capital through investments, so they searched for capital, and that 
is still the case. What they are looking for is more capital. 

Brazil has just proposed a new law to give some concessions to 
people, companies who buy government bonds so they can get more 
money in there. 

What happens after the money gets there and they use it, that 
the policies of the country are somewhat inadequate, sure, they 
are, they are inadequate. 

But I would like to add one further point here to keep it in con-
text. Chile, because it has had steady growth in GDP since about 
1985, has reduced the level of poverty from about—well, it was be-
fore about 40 percent to less than 20 percent. 

In other words, the steady growth was the critical element in re-
ducing their poverty, but inequality in Chile has risen over that 
same period, just as inequality in the United States is greater now 
than it ever has been before. There are a lot of reasons for that, 
I do not want to get into that here, but you are dealing with a real-
ly difficult issue. I mean, the answer to your question would take 
volumes just covering, or filling up this whole room, I think. 

Mr. ENGEL. Well, thank you. I think those are both excellent an-
swers. 

Ms. Korin, let me ask you since you are so active with Set Amer-
ica Free, and as you know I am an admirer of the organization and 
have worked closely with the organization Set America Free. 

What really strikes me, and I said this in my opening statement 
about Set America Free is you have people from all different ideo-
logical persuasions coming together all coming to the same conclu-
sion that America needs to look at alternative energy sources, and 
America needs to wean itself off of oil. 

Even if we did not feel that way, it is only a matter of time be-
fore we deplete the oil reserves in the world, and so why not start 
now so that we can be free in terms of our national security policies 
and not be blackmailed, or as people have said, not let them hold 
us over a barrel. 

I am wondering if there is anything that you would like to add 
about Set America Free and what some of our goals should be in 
terms of when we are dealing within the Western Hemisphere? 

Ms. KORIN. I think one of the most important things, and thank 
you for bringing up Set America Free, I think one of the most im-
portant things to understand is that many of the national security 
vulnerabilities that we face across the world are really only one de-
gree of separation away from the oil issue. 

If you look, for instance, you know, looking far away from our 
hemisphere, but you look at Iran’s transients in regards to its nu-
clear program, and see that we have actually very little influence 
over them, you start to understand, well, Iran has bought itself a 
third of humanity with energy deals with China and India. China 
is sitting on the Security Council, and so you know, it is not really 
concerned about sanctions. It is not really concerned about any-
thing. 

You look around the world at proliferators of radical Islam, of de-
velopers of weapons of mass destruction, financiers of terrorism, 
and all of that is tied to petro dollars. If all of the oil in the world 
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came from Scandinavia and Kansas, and you know, it was easier 
to secure, then Set America Free would not exist. 

But we are in a situation where we are fighting a war against 
terrorism, and unfortunately we are paying for both sides of the 
war, and beyond that our most critical supply chain, the life line 
of our economy, what underlies the global economy is energy. It is 
plentiful and affordable energy, and most particularly oil. 

That has been targeted as a prime target by terrorists, and we 
saw that just recently with the attempted attack on Abqaiq, but I 
think we need to understand that this really is a global problem. 
Whether it is Islamist terrorists or other groups, it is very, very 
easy to attack oil infrastructure and by doing that you create a 
really profound impact on our economy here. 

If you just think about it, terrorists have removed over 1 million 
barrels a day from the oil market. If that million barrels a day 
were back in the oil market, oil prices would be $10–15 lower per 
barrel than it is now. 

So I think one of the things that we really need to do is focus 
on where we are using the oil and how we can be diversifying. We 
are always going to need oil. We just need to shift it from being 
a strategic commodity to just another commodity, and to do that it 
has to be interchangeable with other energy commodities. 

Like I said, we essentially do not use oil to generate power in 
this country, so what we need to focus on is the transportation sec-
tor. 

I just want to comment, Mr. Farnsworth mentioned ethanol, and 
talked about how it is not really there yet. In Brazil, ethanol is 
cheaper than gasoline. Yes, they went through a period of incen-
tives and so forth, but today without incentives it is cheaper than 
gasoline. So what we need to do is open up the market and let the 
market work. 

I would strongly suggest that what this chamber do is encourage 
by law if necessary automakers to make sure that every car sold 
in the U.S. is a flexible fuel vehicle. It costs less than $150 extra 
to make a car that can run on gasoline and a variety of alchohols, 
not just ethanol, also methanol which by the way can be made from 
coal for under 50 cents a gallon, and the U.S. is rich in coal. 

So there is a lot that we can do and we need to do that as soon 
as possible. 

Mr. ENGEL. Thank you very much. Let me in my questioning to 
piggyback on what Congressman Mack was saying about ethanol, 
and you just mentioned ethanol again. I am going to use this to 
give my bill, and Congressman Kingston’s bill a plug, H.R. 4409, 
The Fuel Choices for American Security Act. 

That aims to wean us off of 21⁄2 million barrels of oil per day by 
the 2015, and 5 million barrels a day by the year 2025, and some-
body pointed out, I think it was Mr. Farnsworth, that one of the 
problems with ethanol right now is that people think it is not eco-
nomically viable. 

That is why I think our government policies ought to be giving 
the tax breaks for people who use hybrid cars for instance and to 
the manufacturers who make hybrid cars, and using the tax breaks 
to make ethanol economically viable. I have gone from someone 
who was very dubious about ethanol to someone who is absolutely 
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convinced that that is the direction we ought to go, and we can 
make it from wastes, from corn husks, from soybeans, switchgrass 
to you name it, we can do that. 

I want to just finish with Brazil. We talked a lot about auto-
mobiles and flex fuels, and I think you excellently pointed out that 
it is very cost-efficient to make sure that all cars are made with 
flex fuel engines. 

In Brazil, very interesting statistic, ethanol made from sugarcane 
constitutes about one-fifth of the fuel used, 20 percent of the fuel 
used. 

So you have answered some of these questions, but I want any 
of you to expand on them. What is the impact of expanding sugar-
based ethanol production in Brazil and elsewhere in the hemi-
sphere? Would there be an impact on the American sugar industry, 
American corn industry, or other American products used to 
produce ethanol? 

Can imported ethanol be a fuel source to significantly reduce our 
imports of oil? And are there impediments preventing imported 
ethanol from having a substantial impact on the amount of oil 
America imports? 

Any of those questions any of you would like to address, particu-
larly from the Brazil/United States angle. 

Ms. KORIN. If I could just address a quick point. I know there 
is a lot of concern, I mean, the reason we have a protectionist pol-
icy is because there is concern that cheap ethanol coming in from 
overseas would negatively impact our ethanol in the U.S., which is 
primarily produced from corn and is more expensive. 

I just want to say it costs less than $2 a barrel to lift oil in Saudi 
Arabia. It costs much more to lift oil in the United States. Yet 
United States oil producers still make money. They make less 
money per barrel than the Saudis, but they still make money. 

Especially in an era of high oil prices where the price point at 
which ethanol, you know, needs to be sold in order to be competi-
tive is higher than if oil prices were at $20 a barrel, there is plenty 
of room for all sorts of producers of ethanol to compete at all sorts 
of price points. There is much more room to absorb ethanol in the 
market than the U.S. corn producers can provide. 

So yes, they would face more competitive, and they would make 
less money per gallon than an ethanol producer from the Carib-
bean or from Brazil, but they would still make money. 

Mr. ENGEL. Thank you. Anybody else? 
Mr. FARNSWORTH. Thank you. Let me just make a couple of 

points if I could with the Brazil-specific prism, if you will. 
In fact, Brazil, as I mentioned in the testimony, has the fourth 

largest conventional reserves in the hemisphere, and they have just 
announced some additional finds, and yet Brazil is not self-suffi-
cient in oil, and the fact is they have used very aggressively gov-
ernment programs to support the ethanol industry which has 
changed the terms of trade in Brazil. 

So now instead of importing massive amounts of petroleum, they 
are able to actually export petroleum. It is a very interesting dy-
namic going on. 

I am not sure that it is directly transferrable to the United 
States for a number of reasons; politics being not the least of them. 
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But I would also say that the U.S. market is much larger, frankly, 
and I do not know that we need to get into this fuel over that fuel, 
this is better, this not. We can use additional ethanol to supple-
ment what we already have. 

The market is big enough. It can handle more fuel moving into 
the marketplace, and that is a good thing because that gives alter-
natives, whether it is corn-based, sugar-based, switch grass-based, 
whatever it is, in addition to the petroleum-based gasoline that we 
already utilize. 

I do not see personally petroleum being moved, being replaced by 
ethanol, if you will, anytime soon. I guess that is just a statement 
of fact. But I do see that with an expanding market the small per-
centage of ethanol usage in the United States could certainly be ex-
panded, and I think that would help in terms of our imports and 
in terms of our trade profile. 

But there is again, and I come back to the issue and it has been 
raised by others on the panel in terms of the base from which cer-
tain ethanols are made are directly impacted by U.S. trade policy. 
So this not just an energy issue, it is a trade policy issue, and so 
you are getting into some bigger related issues, but it is not unified 
around one subject. 

So I would certainly encourage additional conversation along 
those lines, but we are not there yet. We have got a long way to 
go. 

Mr. ENGEL. Dr. Weintraub, any final comments? 
Mr. WEINTRAUB. No. I agree with what has been said, but please 

remember that Brazil spent a lot of years developing their ethanol 
industry. They spent a lot of money at it until they got to the point 
today where they do not need subsidies anymore to be able to 
produce it. 

The problem they face though is whether or not they can devote 
more land to sugarcane growing because that is what it takes, and 
there is a limit to how far they can go. We cannot do the same very 
easily. We do not have the same kind of land for sugar. If more 
sugar went into production of ethanol, it probably would have an 
effect on sugar prices. I do not really know. I am not an expert on 
world sugar. 

But I sort of think here in this country our sugar policy will be 
driven more by politics than it will be by economics. 

Mr. ENGEL. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. MACK. Thank you, and I want to thank each one of you for 

being here and your testimony and your insight. Thank you very 
much. 

Before we would adjourn, I would like to ask unanimous consent 
to enter into the record the report from the Council of the Americas 
that was just released, ‘‘Energy in the Americas.’’ Without objec-
tion, so order. 

[The information referred to follows:]
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Energy in the Americas 
Building a Lasting Partnership for 

Security and Prosperity 

Secure access to global energy resources on marke\ temJS i., strategic imper:ni"e for the 
United States. The devastation wrought by Hurric,nes Kauino and Rita i. a tangible 
reminder of the poter"ial impaCt on the heahh of the US «onomy and the well_being of 
US citilcrtS when energy supplies are imelTUp'ed. Fev.· issues have as signific.m • 
strategic nation.1 COmponcrtL At the ... me .ime. Canada. Latin America. and the 
Caribbean 113,e been blessed " 'ith abund.nt enef}:y resources. which. if d.,·eloped 
efficiently and df«ti,·ely. can be alndingengine of regional de"o1opment and an 
important contributor to global compe1itivenes •. 

If geography is destiny. the Americas arc ripe for d.,·dopment of an energy pa.nnership 
beltefiting both ,upplieB and consumers " 'hilelinking our economies IS envisioned at the 
Miami. Santiago. Quebec City. and MOIt.errey Summits of.he Americas. 

Indeed. as the hemisphere COm'enes for the next Summit. in Mar dd Plaia. Argentina. in 
November 2005. the ide, of a united hemisphere i. largely a vision .hat remains 
unfulfilled. evcrt utopian. and tI1. Free Trade Area of the Americas announced with 
fanfare 10 }"ea~ago in Miami will not OCmr in 200S as originally agreed. As 
di ... ppointing as this may be--and i. is di ... ppointing to those ofu$ who ha"e worted 
diligently for hemisphoric integration- the fact remains that. regional free trade area 
remains a goal wonhyofcon.idera.ion and acti,·. pursuit. panieularly n A.ia. Eastern 
Europe. and oth ..... move .. nanly ahead in the global economy. 

Without. gre" ... sense ofwbat is at stake and a Strlltegy to position the Americas for 
success in the global economy. ho"..," .... the Western Hemisphere .. ·ill fall increasingly 
behind. A semill3l "'pon prepared. by the Co"n~il of the Amerkas in ad,'an« ofth~ 
2004 Defens~ MiniSterial of the Americas in Quito clearly showed tI1at. from personal 
security to comJption and rule ofla,., lo.dueation and oth ... cri.ical indices. latin 
America and the Caribbean writ large are less attracti"e places to do business than other 
a",.s of the world. although a handful of coun.ries. like Chile. arc positi,'~ e>.«p.ions. 

Regrettably. those broad t ..... ds ha,·. continued. If the ",gion is to achie,·. its maximum 
poIential by "'trading th~ domestic and direct fo",i~n in"eslment that will otherwise s<:<ck 
saf ... ha~. there must be a new way of thinking. and creati,·. Ioade~hip. that literally 
begins to transform latin America and the Caribbean into. globally compeliti,.., 
comJ""",i.1 region built on true political and economic par1l1crship This is a long·term 
projtt •. to be so",. but it mu" bc~in now. 
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In a global economy. compelili,·eness is a key. and energy is a crilical inpul in lhe 
produclive proc ... s. The cosl of energy and reliabilily of supply .... pammo""1 in every 
nalion. It hears n<)ling. in fa<"!. that the day Ihe Council ofth. Americasla"nchcd Our 
Energy Action Group acti,·ities in Septemhe< 2004. oil had just b .... ched Ihe SSOlbbl 
thrtSh<lld. a hi<toric n<)minal high. Vet e,·en as this ... pen i. issued. oil bas ~one over 
S70Jbbi. and is now h<lverin~ in I"" upper S6C)·sibbl. Nu"",rous analy"s predici a drag 
on US economic growth as hi~h .. energy COSls ripple throughoul the broader econ<>my. 
Indeed. Ute ene<sy billihat passe;! the US Cong ... S$ in July 2005 stth I<> increase 
domestic energy suppli .... in pan 10 keep COSts ... 1'lively slable. Whelher or n<)t i, ",·ill 
ha.e the d ... ired impaci absent g ... ater allention lO con'''''''lion mea,"re, will he seen. 
bUllh. poinl is ,hal. e,·en hefOrt Kalrina. energy securily lias been mueh on Ihe minds of 
nalionalleaders. Thai is nOw nOt li l ely lO change. 

As the United Slates <eeks 10 inc .... '" supply and mod""'te demand. energy 'Xplornlion 
and produClion c._and .ho"ld-fonn a backt>on<: ofr<cgional economic deHlopmenl. 
particularly gi'·en • lack of viable ahemati,·cs among ,·ariou. energy prodllCing "ltion. in 
Ihe hemisph.",. As well. Bra:r.iI"s global l.ad ..... hip in the produdion of1lO11·traditional 
energy including sugar-based e1h.nol must he oonsidered . Nome1hel.s~. h;Slorical 
",alitiei. political mane.,·ering. grandstanding. "nccrt.in oonAict rcsolu,iom. and ' he 
sub'·e"iom ofefficienl energy produclion and u .. ge to ovenly poli'ical ... d. in numerous 
countriO$ has limil.d Ute prospeC1$ for t..misph.ric .... rgy d.,·.loptneJ11 and integral ion 
while raising ... ergy COSt. along the enti ... S!'«trum oflhe produClion chain. Regional 
compelilivene •• and long lenn prospe<:lS h .. ·e .uffered accord ingly. 

Ofoo","",. signiflcanl change. in global energy marke'. ar<c also apparenl. On Ihe 
demand side. 'he ri se of China. India. and Other e"",<sing marketS h.s permanently 
altered Ihe energy landscape. as lhose economiO$ grow and mat"", and their leaders 

" 
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increasingly .eek to guarantee their ow" energy .upplies. either by purchasing asse1s 
oulright (with Bank of China le nding at 2 percent) or by entering into long-term energy 
oon111":ts, We do not }'et ha,'. a sense of the I",. implications for Ihese d",matic changes, 
Suffice illo say. ho",.,·.,..lh"lh.", is nO llOing ba.k. Energy m:tri<ClS. and Ih. glOOaI 
ecollOmy. an: in flux. and questions natu",lIy abound " 'itb regard to energy in the 
A~cas, Greater syst..,...tic attention 10 en~' issues and a I""g.term ""'t"RY for Ihe 
region are clearly required. 

With these i.sues in mind, the Council oflhe Americas establish<"d an Energy Acti"" 
Group to facilital. the inler:t<1ion I>otw= private and public sector l'q)resentati,'es in Ih. 
establishment of. ""'Iegic approach for US engagement in hemispheric energy affairs . 
In conjunction "'ith the US Depanment of Energy and the Inter·American [)eo.'elopment 
Bank. as well as ",ith the $Uppon of numerous Council meml>or companies. the Council 
has gathered a selCCt number of private and public SOCtor experts to sh<"d light on 
hemispheric energy issues and to suggest a pJlh fOfward in the de"el"l'ment of a 
he mispheric energy strategy. 

In he meetings in Washing'on from Sep'eml>or 2004 thmugh July 200S. with addilional 
meetings in Canagena and Rio de hneiTO.the Council has de"ot<"d significant a11<'11tion 
to building a body ofe"idence for henlispherie energy cooperation while recommending 
a mutuatt},·",,,,.rd ing, forward looking approach. The "'pon that follow$ represents the 
f",it of these discussions. 

It is our hope Ihat. in the ",n·up to the Mardel Plata Summit. hemispheric leaders will 
return to the idea that energy pannership i~ an obvious =a forexplorntion and 
development. working diligently to establish a framework for energy COOpcrlltion in a 
.uSta ined and thoughtful manner. For the Unit<"d States. the stakes"", high. When it 
comes to US energy security. and thus n.,ional security, the Western Hemisphere must 
playa significanl role . Polic},m:tkers. take note. The Americas are crilical to our well. 
being: energy in Ibe A~cas muSt be a na'ional strategic priori,y for the United States. 

On a personal nOle, 1 would be remi .. if I did not thank the numeroo. people who have 
panicipal<"d actively in oor delibet'll1ions, ei'her .s speakers. meeting participant>. or in 
Ihe manydiscu .. ions we h3\'e had concerning Ihese issues. I would like especially to 
thank those companies who ha"e g<'l1""",sly underwrinen our Energy Action Groop 
.ctivilies. encouraging our e_<plorntion of issues and themes thot OIberwise =e;"e only 
limil<"d attention "';th;n the broader policy community. Though these a", 'be dist;lIed 
idea, and l>oS1think;ng ofa number of Council meml>ors. nonethel ... th;s "'pon is the 
product of the Cou ncil itself and no pan of this repon can nor should be ascribed to any 
individual or specif1c company. I would al$O like to thank Council President and CEO 
Susan Segal for her support. as well as Luis Pinto who coordinates our Energy Action 
Group effons and who was al$O the primary author of this repon. 

E,*, Fums>t'(mh 
Vice President. Wushington 
()(; /,>i>er 1005 

'" 
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Executh'e Summary and Synopsis of 
Recommendations 

En~rJ;Y i. a stmt~gic maUer for tI1e Unittd Stat .... pure and simple. and a priority area for 
r~gional devdopmen' , The en,ire Westem Hemisphere Slands 10 gain if~ne'l!Y 
partne"hip i. pu"utd. a .. uming lhe implement"ion of 'elTT\S and coodilion, consistenl 
Wilh a m.rl:et-based. public-pn"ate approoch 10 eno:rgy sector de'·elop"",n!. Actions 
must begin now. howe"er. gi,'en 'he lons·'erm chanses loeneq;y marl:elS brough' on by 
'he «"""mie ma'umlion of China. India. and other de"eloping nalions. as well as silon 
term shocks including recenl hurricanes and re fining bortlenech, 

Beyond polilics. 'he key qUe'Slions for 'he d .... ·eloprnem of energy in 'he Americas ttnler 
On lhe ability 10 raise and u'ilize effec'i"ely 'he massi"e amountS of increased in"e.,,,,,,,,l 
requir«l1<l d .... '.lop lhe resources lhat alread)' .xist. Fundamentall)'. unless inveslmenl 
climales are impmv«l in tI1e.nergy seclor and el"wh~re. in,'eslors " 'ill conlinue 10 look 
to other marl<etS a. opportuni'ies with !I"'.ter interes' than the Am";cas, Without 
nettSsary in,· ... 'mcnt. ""''''es ,,·ill be deplettd. energy impons will increa .. . and terms 
of trade will deterionte_ That affeels an con<umers and huns competit;'-en ... _ For a 
region $Iruggling to find iu way in 'he gloo..l economy. such a result would be. serious 
selb.ck. 

Some coun'ries. among tI1em Brazil. Canada. Chile. Colombia. Peru. and Trinidad and 
Tobago. have in"'titmtd aggressive me.,ures 1<1 de"dop lheir res~ti"e resources in 
producti"e way1. Their leaders are thinkins Cl'(Cati,-ely. impltm('nting forward·looking 
policies 10 draw the in"estment need«l forenerll)' SCClorde"elopmen!. Other countries in 
lhe resion. regrettably .• re goinS in the opposite direction. in """'" cases letling e,'ents 
take their course and hoping for the best. in ",hers actively taking s'eps lhat al'(C dri"ing 
in'-e!;tori away. There is Slill ,ime to ",verse Nurse. as ntt ... a!)'. e"cn though much of 
lhe world is movinS ahead, lhreatening 10 lea,'. utin America and lhe Caribbean behind. 

With lh<s<: issue'S in mind. lhc Council of 'he Americas make'S lhe following 
recommenda,ion' for 'he de"elopmenl of lasting energy p.nnenltip in lhe Americas: 

Energy is a Stra'esi. maller for 'he Unil«1 Stal" and suppon for increasing 
panncrihip in hcmisphC1ic energy musl be a priori'Y' For energy producing 
n.tions of lot in America and theCaribbean. en.rgy offers a significanl potential 
cngineof growth and development Such long.lmn. mUlual inl.-rests should form 
'he baiis of "'giona! JKlnnCrihip. 

Increasing energy production in utin America and the Caribbean requires 
massi,'C new in'-e!;''''''''t. drawing from. limit«! pool of global capital, As a 
multo inc.-eased allen' ion must be paid to o,·en.1I in"eslment climate malleri 
g.nerally. and enerS)' in,'e!;tment specifically. Conditions mu,1 be proactively 
ereattd 1<1 dmw the amountsQfin"e!;tment required, Among lhem: improved 
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e<lucation rat ... regul.tory cm.imy. non..Jiscrimin.lOry and slabl. tax regimes. 
etTec1ive personal security. ami-.conuption. and effective dispute resolmioo . 

Long-term in"estors in . " sect~ a .... assu .. d ",'h.n laws a .. respected .nd 
regul.lions ... clear and f.;r. In a competitive global env;ronmenl. n.l;ons that 
$ttk h.althy in,'est",..,l innows in lh.;r .... pecti,' •• n.l];y $ttlO" must abide by 
conlmctual obligations as mutually agreed, When dispul .. arise. 'hey muSI al$O 
be willing 10 implememth. rulings of int. rna liona I arb iters in good faith . 

Entlgy in the Americas ;straditionally view.d as p'" ofth. Mtion.l p'lrimony. 
but il i$ also a commodily. GovernmenlS muSt lherefore do a better job of 
communicating the long-term benefilS of energy projects 10 the broad spectrum of 
th.ir citi""ns. ""hile .nsuring th.t such ben.fits a .. widely and "isibly dislributed. 
aeyond such benefils. r<;d""ing lhe cos' of energy generally wi" also impro," 
consumer well -being and improve compelili, .. "..s across lhe enl;re produclion 
ch. in, Both countries and comp.ni .. should ensu .. a robust consuitative process 
with environ menial and indigenous communities during lhe de,'e lop",..,1 of new 
proje<'lS. and be willing 10 lislen to icg;,imate COnttmS. 

In lh. North Amc-riean conlext. tril.t.ml en.rgy coonJinalion focused on 
regulatOry and harmonization $Iandards. impro"ed infraSlructu ... and increased 
Mexican energy produclion is funda",..,talto strenglhen regiOllalsecurily and 
competi",·e ..... 

0 ... 1 ... inlegralion requim; lhe standardization of .. gion.' and sub-regional laws. 
t ...... royahies. and tm"lmission mles. Nations . hould consid ... linking their 
energy sec1<>rl; mo .. closely together based on a high st.nwrds. best practices 
approach in on,I"'lO .nh.ntt marl<.t.mciende, and economic de".'opm.nt. 

Entlgydiversiftcalion would lessen 'he impacl of supply shocks .... hil . 
inc .. asingly utili";ng alt~m.tive resources of .ignificanc. in Ihe Americas. 
C"'live mc-an< should be found in lrad. polic)' and .I ..... h ... wb ... by til. u,.of 
such ahemali". fuels i$ encouraged or. a'a minimum. nOldiscouraged. 
understanding IhOl ahemati,'e fuel. ""ill not be a large percemage oflh ... gion.1 
.nel);)' profile for tn:Iny ye.rs. M"", gonemlly. lhe <uSlain.d appli cation of n .... 
lechnologi .. can deli" .... solution, to supply .• mdency. and environmental 
challeng .. Ihat currenlly " .. regional tn:IrI<e1S, 

Finally. muhilat.ral organil" uion< should continu. to prioriti"" suppo" for 
infrastructure devo1opmenl projectS in Ihe Amc-ricas. pa n icularly Ihose focused On 
energy, Enhanced project .uppon and su.ram ....... ould encourage Ih. rapid 
de"elopment oflh. enel];y sector in lh. Americas. Rogional p.nn.lShip should 
be encouraged. 
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Introduction 

Global energy markel. are un .. nled. The mere mention orChina. India. and oth .... 
emerging economi", on the demand side. orthe Middle East. Humcan« Katrina and 
Rita. oil s.ands and shale. Ulr bed methane. or ahemati"e fuels On the supply side. 
highlights the fact th", global energy markets are in nux. At the s.ame time. energy i. 
boIh a "rntcgic and. political matter for 1I1e United Stat .... as it is moste"erywhe", el..,. 
and vin.all y nothing allraclS the a"ention of political leaders. strategic planners. Or 
eeo""",ic forecasters roore quickly than uneenainty in global energy markel! or 
significant chang'" in .... IID· costs. 

Outside the United StateS-. the natioosofthe W",tem Hemisphere are no different. 
Cen.in nation •• panicul.rly those that produce only limited ... ergy on theiro,,·n. rem.in 
vulncrable to sudden .nergy.hocksor cv.n measum! but ronsi" .... t ..... rgy cost 
increases. Un.."tled mar' .ts ha,·. sign ificant implications for national budg.ts and 
economic ,,·en-being. prodooivity. compel it;,· ....... income I",·el •.• ndjob creation. 
Indeed. in Honduras. one gallon ofg.soline now coslS more th.n a d.y's w.g ... for many 
Hondurans. Sueh ",.Iiti", contribut. to percC'plions ofwheth.r dcmocratic gO"cmment, 
eM deiiver I bett .... ",.yoflife for their citiuns. 0>' .... time. broad economic discontent 
can lead to demand. for political chang« that maybe anathema to the ronsolid.ti"" of 
dC1"!">OCracy. puning pr,"",.rc on democrntically-eleeted leaders to find altem.ti"e 
solution • . Gi\"t,nthe Strntegic US interest in promotin~ dCJ'l"lO<:rncy. thi. beeomes a 
priority m.tt .... for high-Ie"el consider.,i"" among US foreign policy le.ders. 

At the .. me time. there is. huge upside to higher ... ergy price. for those nati"". in the 
Am..-icas that produce ene1"&.Y_ It would be unwise not to lake full advantag •. In the 
a\>sene(: of ,-iable development ahemati,'Ci. thO$(: nations blCi$ed with cnergy resoul'C(:$ 
",ould do "'en to work ,cli"ely .nd 'ggressi'-ely to bring such resourc", 10 market as a 
significant component ofthei. respecti,-e n"ion.1 d",'elopment str"egi"" Todo"". 
how",-cr. g",.tC'l' attention muSt be p.id to c",.ting the appropriate politic.1. economic. 
and /inancial conditions that will draw the fo",ign im'CSlment and technical e~pcnisc 
needed to d",-elop hem;sph .... ic energy resourcCi, With these points in mind. this report 
has three primary goals: 

Within the conlext of existing and projected global en"-I:)" conditions. illustrate 
the natural energy pannership 111" exists within the Americas. assuming rele"ant 
political and eeonomic ObslaelCi to integration can be o,'ereome: 

Identify best practic", for emulatioo. and existing roadblocks for elimin.tion. for 
energy .ector in"Citment and iot.l:"'tion. givcn that the pro/ile of regiona l energy 
investment is changing due to a more uncertain in"Citment eli""'te: and. 

Recommend speci/ic actions to improve the hCtllispheric energy landscape_ 

Before we discuss the hemisphere. howe'-cr. "'e muSt h,,-e. better understanding of 
glob.1 energy trends. and "'here the hemisphere /its in, 

3 
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Global Energy Trends 

World Ene-rgy O ... mand 10 2030 

Literally 3lld figurat i,·cly .• nergy driv .. t~ global.conomy. As th. global economy 
grow •. naturally. too. will101al energy demand. Total Nonh American and orher 
industrialized region .nergy demand i. e.'peeted to grow at . cOnstant ra'. through 2030. 
Bu, in the d.,·cloping world. GOP in emerging Asia i. expected to .xpand .1.n .verage 
.nn .... 1 rat. ofS.1 percent. compared with 3.0 percent per ye .. for the ,,'orld 3$a whole. 
With such strong GOP growth. ,o'al demarnl for.norgy in emerging Asi. is proj«ted to 
dooble by 2<130 •• ccouming for about 40 percent of the 100ai projected increa ... in " 'orld 
consumption and 70 percent of the increa •• in the d""eloping world. On their own. 
Chinese and Indian consumption of oil to ruel factories and au'omobile. will ,,"',., Ihan 
qllm/rvpie between 1990 and 2030.1 

.----_ .. _-.. -

j 
While reliantt On oil i. proj/Xted to re",",in steady with a growth ,,"e of I .~ perc .... , 
.nn .... lly in all region. except . merging Asia •• 11 other thin!:" remaining equal. natural gas 
i. projO"Cted 10 be the fastest.growing primary eneq;ysourc. in the world due to 
increasing requirements for po,,'e, generalion ' (Th. demand for power generalion " 'iII 
.Iso incre .... the demand for coal and altemati,·. energy slICh as nuclear. hyd",. wind. 
and ""Iar. though 10. much lesserexten, .) As coum"" continue to di,· .... ify lheir 
energy sources. global demand for nalural gas is expected lodoublc by 2030. 
Specifically. developing countries will playa larg. ",Ie in Ih. increOied denund. 
accounting for some 75 percent ofth.t grow,h-almos' ~o percent of which " 'ill go to 
power generation. MIlCh orthis grow'h in dml.nd win come from (he Ru"ian and 
Cupian 'egiO!1~. which will beabl. 10 ~upply th.;, own increasing d.nunds fmm their 

, Ex"'nMobil. Thr Oo"loolt for fllm\" _ ... 20lQ Yic'" 2IInOOS. 
<"·,, ....... _I.o:o ... CorporatoiCjt;"'os/Up> 
, tbid. 
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own plentiful rese,,'es of natural gas. and. 00"" again. emerging As;a. Dem:lnd growth in 
Latin America and the Caribbean barely regi.te ... 

Wor ld Energ)' S upp ly to 2030 

Despite ad"an""s in difTt"ml1 energy technologies. such as nuclear. hydro. wind. biomass. 
and ",Iar. fossil fuels will remain the leading ",urce of world ..,ergy for the foreseeable 
f"I"!"(C ..... ccording 10 the Intem01;ooal Energy .... gency·s (lEA) 200S World Energy 
Outlook. fossil fuels wi!! aerount for almost 80 percent of the growth in energy supply 
betwttn 2005 and 2030.' To be 5U!"(C. ;fconsumption and production p;!llems =in 
Stable. world petrokum and n)tu.,l g.& reserves are sufficien' to laSt at IeUI through 
2030 and well beyond: at issue i, the necessary $3.5 trill;on in ;nveSlmen, needed '0 meet 
th'l Mft13l1d. The question is nOl whether the energy resources exiSl--at this point. they 
do. Rather. lhe question i, whether cost-effective me,n, can be found to get at thcm. ,nd 
whether ll""emmenls witt Cre.te the condition. necessary for such high risk ;n,·estmenl. 
to be made. II i, that question which incre .. ingly ,·""e. the Western He mi.ph=. In 
part. this is because the lEA al", rcportSlhot new oil and g-" production will increasingly 
Come from non-OECO countries. where fossil fuel c,tmction is domin3!ed by Slate-run 
companies and political mther than ecooomic faclOrs oft .... dri"e exploratioo and 
productioo decisions. This increases Iong-l<1"T1l political risk in the energy sector Ihu, 
rroucing poten'ial investor interest absent a grealer pot..."i.1 ui>Side. Lack orim'est"",n' 
leads to a lack of uplo.,tioo and product;on. and a COOculTCnl rrouc,ion in the q""ntity 
of energy supplied. 

, 
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6 

Hemispheric Energy Trends 

Ener!:)' O UIlook ror Ihe Uniled Slall ' 

Absont ~il;f1il1canl ron~l' ... ation dfons. total us ~nergy consumption is projoct~ 10 grow 
"e,dily Ibrough 2025 a' 1.4 peTeent PO' year. approximatdy one-half lb. 11". of GDP 
gro",th. To moet th;. domand. the Uni'ed State1 ""ill h3"e 10 incre3~ net energy imporu 
.\'~n if<lotneslic production inc"'a ... . As ......... It. impons are expocted to consli'ul. 38 
Pffl'.nt of lOla I US energy consumption in 2025. up from 27po",.nt in 2003_ 

Fo' the fo,=.ble futu", . • he two large11 US energy$O\lrtt$. •• with the rest of,he 
"'orld. will be oil and I\3luIII gas. According to Ih. EIA Admini!ltnttor. "Led by gro"'-Ih 
in Ihe tlln,pon3tion sector. ""hich accounted for 67 porcent of totalpotroieum demand in 
2003. petroleum demand will rise from 20 mil lion barrels per day (2003) to about 30 
million barrels per d.y by 202S; ""hile US oil p,odue.iOll will Stal;f1.te at about 9 miliiOll 
bam:ls per da~reat;ng an oil intpon deficil of about 68 percent iflhe lrends remain.· .. 
(5« appendix Cb.n I for the US oil balance,) Currently. the United States impons more 
oil from C.nada 'han anywhere else, Saudi Arobia i.second. Muieo third. Additiol\3 l1y. 
Venezuela acCOunts for approximately 14 percen' of '01.1 US oil imports. 

Demand for nal"rol gas in the Unil~ States will rise a, an .. 'en higher rote th.n oil. aooul 
20 percent by 2030. outpacing n3tional production capabilities ... hose grow'h has be<:n 
nal since the middle of the 199(), •. Wilhoul concerted c""~rv.tion effons. by 2030 Ihe 
United Statell will ha,'e to impon appro.inulely 30 ""rcent of its .nnual n~s_ (See 
appendix Chan 2 for .he US naturol gas balance,) To feed this increased gas 
consumpt;on in Ihe medium to Iong-Iem>. 75 ""rcent of which will be used to generate 
electricily. Ibe United Slates will h",·. to continue to di.'el"Sify its n"tural gas sourc .... 
Aller 201S. due to depletion and growing domestic denund witbin the US' large~1 nalurol 
gas p,(",ide,-Can.da-net e_<ports 10 the United States from Canada.re proje<:ted to 

, IInmal Eno'¥)' Outlook 200S, En<rW,)' lof""""",,, IIdlllll.""';OII, 
• Coogmsionat T ... illlOny by Gil)' F, ca."..,. MnUni .. ""OI. En<rW,)' loforrr»tiOll Admini"~'iOll, 
D<p>n.,. .. of EnoV· United s. .... s.m.". Enrrw 11WI N>tun.l Rr..,.,...,..Commin ... F<bru>1y 3. 2(1(15, 
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decline steadily.' Demand ,,-ill remain. Ihough. and the supply exi,ts within other 
he mispheric n.tions including Trinidad and Tobago. Bolivia. and Peru 10 meet US need •. 

Coal will remain the third larso .. US ""orgy Wurc<:. I, c(>\Ild be tho 'op SOurce ofen.rgy. 
gi"en m ... ive US reserves. b"1 environmenlal concerns ha,'e limi'ed its usage. In 2003. 
the United SI31es produc«l 1.072 million shon lon, (Mmsl) of coal .• 2.1 p."unl 
dccrease in produc';on fTOrn 2002, In 2004. hown'er. 'he US coal ind ustry e.<perieneed 
an increase in year·\O-)-ear prodll<tioo of J.O perc.nt in Ihe foril ten lOOnths alon •. 
Non<1~]ess. 'he Uniled Sla'es impon«l an eslima,ed al 25,0 MntSl in 2003 .• 48 pe=nt 
inere ... from 2002_ Thi, trend should con'inue ifnew domestic sou=, are not 
exploil«l. On ,h. nip .ide. us coal coosumption rose in 2003 to 1.095 Mm ... a 2.7 
percent increase from 2002. A rebounding US ecooomy in conjunction "'ilh aoove 
a"emge summer lemperntu"" helped dr;". Ibis demand inc .. as. as co:sl-based energy 
gene""ion rose to mttl 'hose oondil;on •. Coal-based energy general ion increase<! by 1.6 
percent. resuIting in a 26.8 Mmst increase in total coal COOS"me<! in the .Iectric po"'er 
sector. The use of coal for power general ion " 'ill]ikely remain constant in the near 
fulur<:. Prices. however. w;1I oontinue to in'!"ease. IS the Unit«l S,.tes will h3\-. 10 
import more: 00.1 due to em'ironmen'al ""mel ion, On the use of lower "u.I;ty. ""di rt ier'" 
Nonh American coal. 

Total U.S. E ... 'lIY PrOduction and Consumption 

.oo 

~~ • •• •• j • r~ 1 --I • y- i. __ 

• I 0 • 

j ~#~~""~##'1P~ 
,-

Enfrgy O Uliook for Ihe WeSlern Hemisphere' 

AlthoUl;h lOIal energy consumption i. expecl«llo I1"w in North America and Latin 
America wd the Caribbea n. Ihe region as a whole will rema;n. net eno.-gyexponer 
Ihrough 2025 ifc"rTenl im'estmenl treml:; contimte. With increased prodUClioo of natural 
gas in Trinidad and Tobago and Peru, inCft3se<! exploralion in Colombia and the deep 
w.lm of the Gulf of Mexi~o. and the incTt.se<! feasibility ofuncon,·enlio",] enel};)' 
sources especially includins Canadi.n oil ""nds. Ihe regiOllal energy surplu, could .... 11 

, Ibid . 
• Ex,ludi"ll t!le Ullil«l S"",-

, 
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comin"e positi,'e growth forthe ne.t twenty ye .... , In f.ct, ad".noes in e'plot1ltion .nd 
production technologies will . 1I0w the Western Ilemisphere'. net oil importle.pon 
balance to grow from 5,5 mbld in 2QO.1 tojU$t "'-.,. 8 mb/d by 2025: 

This surplus is potentially misleading however, bec . use as production has increased the 
region 's pro"~n reserv~s h."e stagn.ted. According to analysis, .pan from V",,~zuela, 
Canad., and 10 a lesser e~tent Bruil. countries in t"" region ha,'. nOt seen any important 
e~pansion in the rese."e base. and SOme like Mexico ha"e actually seen a decline in 
res<-r..-es_ tO A. can be obsen'N in the following graph," Western H~misphere n~t expons 
will begin to lev~1 oITin the next Ih'. )'ea ... if current production and reserVe k"el. 
rem. in unchanged, Howe"er, the hemisphere h .. the second largest global production 
capability (second only to the Middle East). and with increased in"estment in exploration 
and production the region could sj~nHican t ly increase its net e~pon surplus_ 

g , 
ii 
i 

Net Wu tem '"""'" pho"" ~ Exporta IExcluding 
U.S.) 

,= - - At""' ................. 
~ 

~ ~ w .. ....-

= --
0 

!lHil! ~ ~ 
v •• , 

Can.da is perhaps the best example in this regard. With the use of new technologies in 
the extraction of "nconventional oil deposits (oil sands), Canada's proven oil reserves 
ha..-e ballooned from 4.3 billion barrels of com'entional oil to 179 billion barrels 
including "on-com'ention.1 oil (see ,ppe11dix M.p 2)." Remarlcably, thi. dr.matic 
increase in rese, ... es now gi,'es Canada the sec<lnd 1''lIest reserves in the world, and by f.r 
the 1'1);est in the hemisphere_ Addition.H)', gi,'en the cumot pri« of oil. the extraction 
of Canadian oil deposit, is now commercially viable. Glob.1 in"esl0J1i are rushi~ i", 
from th. United States, Canada, China, India,.nd elsewhere, ascompanies and nations 
=k to tap into 11>1: larg~st new !;Our« ofnon_renew.ble enC1);y deposits 11>1: Western 
Hemisphere has e,'cr seen, 

• World E~' Ou<l""k lool.l .. .",..;OII>I ~ ... ..-ncy . 
.. PaJ>t<;os. L-uisa. "I..ot;o Ameri<.lIpdaI<: i_Sank for t"'<"",;on>l Coop<1'Of;", luIy 1(104, 
" Espinasa. 1Umoo, PmrentatiootoCooncit of, .. A""';cas Ene'W}'Cookr<""" 00 brIuIfoft" 
C~lN<nIoio. Andina do fomento, D<o<mba- 200-1. 
" "'''''W<11 C"'I"""';"'_l);t &. O .. lown>t. Votl02_ No_ ~7_ De«mb<, 200-1_ 
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A, el .. ,,-here, lhe Weslem Hemisphere', nalural gas demand will grow by 4 percem per 
year, nearly doubling by 201 0.'1 This increa .. will be due primarily (0 increased 
produclion ofd«lricily using I\lIlural gas and lhe conversion of public trMsponatio n 
,-chicl .. and fle. fuel "ehicl .. 10 n,lural gas from gasoline or diesel, All O1h ... things 
being equal, however, Ihi. increasing demand could well be mel wilh Ihe increased 
produclion of Ii que lied n.lural ga. (LNG). Venezuela, Wilh proVC1l reserves of lSI 
tcf; " '" Trinidad and Tobago (26 tcf), Bolivia (24 'cl), and Pe<u (9 tcf) are the leading 
candidates (0 supply additional LNG under such a scC1lario, lhough as will be seen l .. er, 
the polilks of...,rgy in certain of these counlries are complicated'l best As well, Brazil 
is a global leader in Ih. produdion of , ugar-based elh:tJ1ol. wilh Ihe obilily 10 produce 
massi"e"s yel untapped quanti lies ofslIeh fuel for use in aUlOmobiles •• d elsewhere, 
Depending on Ih. course Ihal hemispheric mark.ls take, such altema,i,-. fuel could also 
play an incre3$in~ role in $Alisfying $Ome percentage of the regional demand for gasoline_ 

As a region. ho\\-e"CT, in 'pile of Ihe exislC1l"" of pro"C1l energy resources Ihal could 
produce an increasing ( non-US) Weslem Hemisphere energy surplus, JlO,'emmC1lls and 
nalional energy compani .. from Nonh 10 South ha,'e n01 produce-d and dedicated Ihc 
d.un'ing amountS o f in\'estmcnl ,"'-enuc required to Iinance the oil and gas .'ploration 
inlemally, In virtually all cases, lhi. has be<-n due 10 polilical decisions Ihal have been 
made o\'er lime eilher 10 limil privale panicipalion in oil and gas eXlradion, 10 create 
disincenli,'" for privale i.'-"I".,..t, or 10 usc the receiplS from energy produclion for 
general budgClsUpporl, E.ploration and production ac,ivi,i .. h .. 'e not been giyC1l 
oplimalle"cl. ofin,'estmenl, and C1l...-g)' OUIP"I has suffered =ortlingly_ 

Fonunatel),. Ihough no! alwa~ ~asily. polilioal deci.ions can be reversed if Ihc polilioal 
will uists 10 do so, As n.,ions =l thc dirtd foreign in,'eslmeTtt required 10 increase: 
explora,iOlt and productiOlt, 'hey reali.e thaI lhey are competing for a portiOlt ofa fi.ed 
pool of global capilal, and musl begin to refocus their effons to draw such capilal iflhey 
are 10 be successful. Wilho ut conerelc steps designed to fume a compelili'-e in,'os"""nl 
climate for eTtergy, bellcr matching o"erall risk and reward, co untrios will n01 reach 
oplimum ""urn • . Some countries in lhe region are aggressi'-ely seeking 10 take slleh 
Sle-ps. while Olh"", are going in lhe opposile direction , It i.lo lhese matte .. thaI we now 
tum, 

" I"al;><;os. L-uiso. "\.atin ,,-moh<. UpdaIe: 1_ Sank for l"'e"",iona] Coop<1'Ofi" , July 1(104, 
,. !'ro,-en .... ,,-........ imated qwntitin that arulysi. of ",,~, 1DIl.~n«rin~ do .. 11<"'011'''''''' ~·,tb 
",,,,,,,,",,k «na;"'r'" ft<o,,<<>bk undtr <:<isti", _i< ..-.l opetOt in,g <OndiIions, 
" ",,,,,w.1l Corponti<>n_ Oil &. O .. Iown>I, VoU02, No_ ~7_ De«mb<, 200-1_ 

9 
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Examples of Best Practices in the Hemisphere 

As previously "oled, grealer invesll""n! in Ihe hemi.ph.,.ic energy seclor is required 10 
allow for Ihe region 10 increa~ 101.1 cxplonlio" and produclion . The resources exisl;'1 
Ihis poinl.lhe capital docs nOl. Nonelhdess. in spile of histOric .nd polilical obsl'cle's. 
some of the <:ounlries in the region .re 3C1i,-el y seeking to impro'-e their in"est'''''''' 
climales to .lIract c'pilal f",energy seclor growlh and development. The following 
seclion will highlighl. few "lunlries Ihal.rt I3k;n~ Ihc =essary sleps 10 improvelheir 
invesllnenl climales to . 11I11ct foreign e.pil.1. Toough each nation is differtnl. ccrtain 
common awreaches can be discemc<l. including' long· lenn commitment to sect(l[" 
st.bilily. clear and tr.nSpdrtn, go"emment rules .nd ..-sponsibililies. an .ppropri.le role 
for ".Ie-owned energy COlTlJ>"nies. and an impro"ed risk·rt,,¥d profile. Both seclor
sp«ific (exploralion and production) and poli';cal and cconomic risk must be mitigaled. 

Petroleum 

Canada" 

Canada ;slhc United Stales' rTI(>l;l importan, 'rading panncr_ II provides an cqui,·.lenl of 
over $1 billion, day in good, and services to the Uni,ed Stales, It is ,Iso the larges' 
supplier of energy. including oil. nalural gas. and clec,ric;ty to 'hc Uni'cd States. Canada 
txpons o,'er 30 percent of its total energy produclion .• nd Ihe Uniled SI.tes iSlhe main 
customer. In facl. almost 90 percenl of US natural gas ;mpons COtne from Canada. 

Canada possesses an .stonishing 179 billion pro"cn barrels of e",dc oil. including oil 
sands. "'p..-senting Ih. world', I"SCSt proven c",de reserves all .. Saudi Arabi •. In 
2002. however. C.nada did 001 e,'en rank in the lOP 20 counlries in lerms ofc",de 
~'ves, This maloS;"c incrcase in C.nadi.n .-.-sen·es rtllects the inclusion of oil sands. 
"hicb cu!untly "and at almost 175 billion barTels (see chan on following pa~c)." In 
2003. Canada's lOIal oil production .yeraged 3.1 million ba"..I, per day and is expeeled 
10 increase'$ new oil sands produClion "lmes on line . The increase in oil sands 
production will offset thc decline in ron'-cntionol crudc production. thcreby becoming 
Can.da·. rnain cnergy source. Forecalols estimatc thai by 2012. combined produclien of 
oil sands and ''In,·.nlion.1 oil will reach 3.7 million \XlI/d. 77 percenl of which will be 
supplied from oil sand. conttntraied in Alberta. Wilh such V'St polenli.1 in the oil 
sector. Conad. h., seen ,ignificant ..... rgers. ocquisitions •• nd in"c,;tment in recenl ye.rs. 
In 2001 .Ion~. US firm; purchased over $35 billion in Canadi.n oil and natural gas 
ass(tS. In 2005. mirrorin~ ~Ioballrends. Chinese firms made Ihc;r first in,'cstmenl. and. 
pipeline from the Can.di.n fields to lho Wesl Coas'. primarily to suppl)'Chinese 
morkcts. will likely come on line in the next few years, 

.. EnrrwJ Informotion Admiru",.lion. Officii) Eam)" SI,,;";'" from UE 11 S GgyrmITEm o..-.mb..- I. 
2OOS. < ... · ... ,oi.,doe,gO, > 
" AI_. 0;1 Sand< T «hooI01O' Rr""rdI A"I>o<i'~_ 

" 
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D.-spite Constitutional iss"", imp'Cling .... ri;)'. the Canadian politic.1 $)"Slem has bttn 
able to CIle.'_ conditionsth'l both domcilic and international ;n'-tslOrs find fa~orablc. 

The Canadi.n Constitution divides the responsibility for energy policy bel"'.en the 
p"winci.1 and federal govern"",nlS, The provincial governments own the natural 
'('$(Inrtes. and 'hey are rtSponsible for most 'sp«!$ of regulation and energy Settor 
de".,!op"","' wi'hin their geographical bound.1rie1. The ftdenll g(wemmcnt is 
responsible for harmonizing energy policy al the nalionall.,-.I. promoting region.l 
cCOII<lmic de,-.I",,"""'l. frontier lands. O/TSM'" develop"",nl . ;n~rprO\'incial faeiliti .... 
plus intomOlio"aJ and interprovincial trade. Both Ie"el ~ of govemmc:nt. are ;m'oh-ed 
with energy rt'SCarch. 

In addition loConado's unq"",;lioned commitment to democracy and tIl~ rule of I."" 
CaMda's fcder,ll energy policy underwcnt a major rdonn during 'he mid-19805, 'he 
resull of which ,,-as a more mart.,-orienICd energy seclOr. o..lIership res,,-ic,iOflS in 'he 
ups'ream oil and gas indu>!ries were relaxed and oil exploration and fuel switching 
s"!>sidi .. rtmO,·~d. Tb~ gov~m""'nt's C<)mmitment to. market·bued energy policy is 
.,·iden' by ra,ification of'he Non" American F"", Trade Agreemen' and by 'he 
.limin3tioo of foreign ownership res,rie,i""s for productioo licen ... 011 fron,ier lands. 
Though ~acb n •• ion is different, the Canadian model off~1"$ in'ere"ing ideas.o oth"" 
hemispheri<: Mtions on way1; 'o open their respttti"e ~nC1"g)' sectOI"$ while re"",ining 
within 'he framewort ofConSli,u,ion.l requirements and pro"isions. 

Colombia 

Colombia became. net oil e.porter in 'he 19805 follo,,"ing imponan' di5CO" eries in 'he 
Cafio Lim6n, Cusi.n. and Cupiag •• r="'oil"$_ The C<)untry's oil produetion ~re,," from 
126.000 bbUd in 1980 to 816.000 bblld in 1999. and oil exp-ot1s pc.ltd a, S4.S bill ion in 
2000. By 2004. bo"·.""", as a direc' result of. lack ofin"es'men' , prod"Clion had 
decrease<! to 529,000 bbl ld. In spite of hi~h poten,ial, Colombia was not able 10 attrac\ 
new in'·($t"",n' due to a deteriora,ing ;nt(11l.1 security en,-iron"",nt brought on by 'he 
ongoing ci"il eonAie' C<)upttd with unf.,-orobk energy im·es'n>cn"crtnS. As rest,,· .. 
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hO"c fallCf), fca .. havc risen that Colombia will become a net Cf)ergy imponerby 2010, 
d ... matically changing the nations tenns of trade and fiscal cond ition. Despite its 
poterllial. Colombia remains mo~ than 80 pe~enl une .• plorro, Indttd. Ecoperrol 
(Colombi" n,'ional oil company) C'SIimatOi that the cou nlry', potenlial pelroleum 
rcser,'C'S a~ approximately 47 billion batrels, but 50 far the in"C'Slment has nO( 
malenaliu<i to find ouL 

To lum thc trend around and atlntet mo~ imcmalion.1 in"cSlmenl, Ihe Colombian 
govem~1 has instituled ",,'e ... 1 polic)' ~fonns (0 ~nefit tk investor by cre.ting. 
new, m<II'<: f.vorable environment fordiscO\'ery, exploration and production. Fil'$l. 
although additional progress muSt still ~ made, the ",e"rityenvironmCf)t has 
dl'ilmatieally improved (sec appendix Chan 3 for Ad"ances in Ihe Colombian security 
en,'iron~I), le.ding to increa""" in\'C'Stmenl gonemlly. Sewnd, ",oingopponunily in 
~gional unceruinly, Colombia'sleadCtS ha,'. shrewdly taken COnC""e Sleps (0 '"mCt 
in"estment in thc Cf)ergy sector specifically by doing away wilh unnecessary bureaue,..,ie 
steps. decreasing the required panieipalion in new projeCts by Ecopelrol. and fennali.ing 
regulatory $landaI'd, 10 allow for fair bidding on e. plomlion and produCtion conlmel$ by 
all nali on.1 and inlemational comp:.nies, 

Ecopetrol. which once served dual rolC'S as the administmtor of Colombia's hydrocarbon 
rC'SOUr«$ and also as a for_profit oil and gas • .• plomtion and production comp:.ny, has 
now been split into '''-0 indepCTIdenl enlilies, This inilialive has eliminated Ecopelrors 
du.1 role as regulator and paMer. AddilioMlly, Colombia has revilaliu<i its exploralion 
and produclion cont .... , model.nd royalty 3nd tax WSlems, Working wilh inlenl3tional 
in"C'SI~ Colombi.'s royaJI;C'S 3nd taxes art now more aUl'iIcti,'c Ihan lhe fo"""r 
produClion &!taring system, gi"ing g~ater aUlonomy and ne .• ibility 10 the conlmClor, 
Under Ihe new syslem. the COnll'ilclOr gain' Ihe upside from unden,king c"ploration ri,k, 
with no back-in by Ecopelrol. Moree,'cr, the contractor has more autonomy (0 develop 
and operate facililics, and has full ownCtShip of projecl aS$(:I" Finally, Ihc contractor 
does n01 h.ve 10 commit a proportion of the produCtion in ad" ance, when the COS!$, 

reserves, timing, de\'elopmenl, and production are unknown. This amlngement provides I 
more aUl'iIcI;ve model for i nvesl~ limiling the potenl;al downside, increasing Ih. 
upside, and ",curing ~UernttC'S ofrclum, In lum, in"CSIOfS arc returning 10 Colombia. 

As well, wort ing wilh neighbors Eeuldorand Peru, Colombia has also led Ihe effen for 
an Andean F= Trade Asre""",nt with thc Uniled Slates to lock in refonn< and build a 
long-Ienn bridge 10 Ihe Uniled SUles, o"ce mtified, the f= trade agrttmc:nl willexp:.nd 
mark., access by Colombian companies 10 the United Stales and US finns to Colombia, 
It will also lower and climinote larifT" provide p<nnan.-nl rul .. and ~nlalion, for 
in"CSlment. and, crilicatty. establish dispute selliement procedures. By helping 10 

impro"ethc tradc and in"estmenl climale gcnel'illly, a US agreement with the Andean 
nations will also help long-term in" .. tol'$ in Ihe energy sector specifically, 

" 
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Natural Cas 

Peru 

He Cami""a n.tural ga. projeel i. 1he mos1 ambi1i"". enef}lY proje<:' in Peru's hi~tory. 
Con,i'1ing of 1he extraction ... an,portation. and distribution of natural gas lhrougltout the 
region.lh. Mvelopmenl of this proj.." is. fund.men,al aspt<, ofr .... ·s ""ergy slmlellY, 
Sy t.ppinll into a reliable. 10w.CQSlenergy$O\lrtt. Cami5ea will DOl only pro"ide direc1 
beltefi,s to elec1rici,y end · u, ..... i, will also impro,-e 'he conlpe1 i,i,'''''= of Peruvian 
industry and increa .. Peru's t..,hnical capaci'y. Furthermore. if all g<leS accon:ling to 
plan. 'he projeel will help all C\-'iate p"",' s trnde deficit by con,-erting the country from an 
energy importcr(mainlydiesc:I) .o an ""eTlIY e~pon..-by as carl y as 2001, " Camisc:a 
win require approximately $1.6 billion in direC1 in,·estmen .. 

Camisc:a comprises 'he develop,"",,! ofrese,ves. the coMtruCri01l ""d open"ion of,wo 
pipelines. one for n.tunll gas (NG) and one for natural gas liquids (NGl). and 'he 
distribution networ\: for n.tural g •• in Lima and Callao, 0,,", the cou~ of the following 
)'ears .• dditional n(1,,-or'" will be de"eloped 10 conneel an increasing number of 
industrial. commercial. and residential cu!ilome~. The dC\'elopmen' ofCami ... also 
presents the poisibility of developing a liquefied natural gas proje<:t for export to 
countries such 3$ Me~ico and th. United States ," The firs' phase is already complele, 
Gas i, currently being deli"eml in lima. and lhe e>opon of liquids has also begun. It i, 
e.,imated Ihal " 'ithin the next year. Peru's fuel .. ade deficit, appro.imating $700 million 
per year. will be eliminated and ult;mately replaced by a ourpln. of up '0 S300 million per 
year, Furthermore. by ml ucing the country', energy cos," by an estimated 40 percem. 
Camise. is e_,pe(1ed to add. full point '0 1'"",', GOP for .,'ery year the project operates. 

En"ironmentall y and cu lturally speak;ng. Cami ... i. localed in an area lhal requires 
Mtailed al1~ntion and could be .i~nifi,antly and negali"~l y affeeled if nol M"eloped 
properly. As a result. Ipt<ific measures ha'-e b«n t.ken to enlu", the em'ironmenUlI and 
soci al ,·i.b;l;ty oflhis proje<:" lnd;ng 'hili initial;'-. ili the In'er·American o.:,·elopment 
Bank (IDB). M"Oliny itself to establishing th~ necessary prol"""ls to ensure that the 
di,..,t. indirect. and cumol.tiv~ n~gat;'-~ impaots and risks associaled ,,-ith Cam; ... ,,-ill 
be properly mi,igaled. In fae" proteelive meaSures have b«n an imponant pa" of 
Cami ... since the early stages ofde'·elopmon'. II wa, M.illned w;th. spt<ifie focus on 
prOlecting lh~ .re.·, unique biodi,'ersity and ensuring res!'""t for th. indillenous 
comm"nili~. in ' he Cam; ... rellion. The project', erosion control and re·,'cgetation 
;n;lial;"es h,,'e been designed so thallhe a",as affecled by the gas pipelines will be 
returned 10 their pre-<:onstnJC1ion .I;)te, In addition. the Camisc:a projeel companies have 
implemented pro'ecli,-e measures to pre,-ent migration and coloni~tion. a main concem 
of local communities. Finally. 'hrough a ground breaking publ;c·pri,· ... par1nc~hip 
designed 10 ensure Ih.t Ihese issues will continue 10 be adequately addressed. the IDB has 
appro,'ed a $5 million loan to the Govemme"l of Peru [0 bell' strenglhen soci.l and 

" 
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environmental in"estrnenls. rmnilOring. and enforcemenl. helping 10 "abili"" Ihe ""lilies 
sUlTOunding Ihe projeel for the long-Ierm.~ Such aclions are offundan .. ntal imponance 
10 in"CSI0<5. 

Trinidad and Tobago 

Unlikelh. resl of the islands;n Ihe Carillbean Basin. Trinidad and Tobago is 
h}'drocarbon rich and iSlh. larges' produc<'tof oil and nalural gas in 'he "'gion. Since 
Ihe 1970$. Trinidad and Tobago has embarked on '",'eral successful iniliali,'", thai h .. 'e 
expanded it< local nalural gas indu,,'Y" a pan ofa deliberale gm'emmenl stralegy 10 

promole furlh<'t induSlrializo.lion. Mosl of Trinidad and Tobago's inward in,·.,lmenllo 
dal. hali be"" pegged for th. en<'tgy se<lor. which. ;n 'urn. produces aboul 72 percenl of 
the countrYs e.pons. lIS hydrocarbon resources and nalural gas reserves (a pro,'"" 17.3 
tcfand rising) have • .,bled Trinidad and Tob.>,"O to b<-come the most industrialized 
CO""'I)' in Ihe Caribbean, 

Currently. foreign panicipalioo in the Trinidad and Tobago energy se<1Or is go"""'OO by 
E.<plor'lion and Produclioo Liconoes and ProduClion Sharing Conlrac," (Psq .• lIo,,;ng 
for .n in;li.l six-ye. r exploralion period. divided inlO Ihm: phaSCi. only lhe first of which 
;s obbgalory. If. commercial disco,'ery occurs. the conlracllotals 25 years. with five 
year e'l""s;ons "".il.ble and ,ubj«11O negotiation ,,'ith Ihe Ministry of Energy and 
Energy InduSlries. Funhcnnore. Ih. PSC defines Ihe maximum ponion ofprodl>Clion 
Ih.t is available for m:<l""'Y of capital and Qp<'raling expenses On an annual basis. As. 
inuit, the foreign contractor' . sharl: of ~rod"CI;on varies from year to year as • funclion 
of COSts. price. and produ<lioo volumes. I This contraC1uai regime ha. proven 10 be a 
greal incenli"e for fo .. ign companies 10 in"esl .nd ... in'·esl in Ih~ Trinid.dian ""ergy 
sector. Trinidad .nd Toba>,"O's polilic.1 stability .nd 'l1""'ti,'e geology. 3$ well as its 
pro.imily to lhe high demand US. Latin American. and European markets. h3\'e fUrlher 
,upponed high le"el.ofdirt<1 foreign im'estmenl. 

Inlemationaliy. Trinid.d and ToOOgo is e.ploring me idu of"'Sion.1 inlegralion, Such 
inlegralion would include Ihe con",MlClion of an undersea nalural ga, pipeline. which 
would link its rese,,,esto east"", Caribbean state •. Ihereby pro";ding I grealer number of 
OUIIeIS for it. energy produClion and inc",,,ing supply 10 OIhtrwi .. isol.,ed i.land 
n'liOllS in Ihe Caribbean , In addi,ion. Ih.re hu b<-cn significanl discussion between Ihe 
Venezuelan and Trinidadian govemmen" of combining the Iwo <""nlries' gao res"",,,",, 
Such inlegralion would be the beginningof.n imponanl proces. by whieh Ven.-"""I. 
would uSC Trinidad and Tobago's exisling LNG expon infnlSlMICIUrc '0 bring ii' own 
nalural sas 10 markel.ll Though Ihere may be polilical queslio", of the inlegration plan 
Ih., must be addlnsed. nonOlh~les,'h~ «onomic. of this pl.n would appear 10 be sound. 
both for Trinidad and Tobago and .Iso for in,'eslOI'$ in Ihe regional ~ncrgy markel. 

to ... muon ... Uianct.IMQrni .... I'rnjW holy 15.1005. <"'~,,· .. muooolli..,.,..OII> 
" Btl? Billi"'" M'iQ [ Drr_looIIl'm. J .... 21. 2005. 
<#tp~~I,bhpbilli""gt"" ,""""tnajoolo,~I""""' ..... OgUS1l1r ... sp> 
" 1""''''''ionaJ EII<fJY A~y. C.rib!>eon EII<fJYOutlook. 
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Power Generation 

C hile 

,1,$ witb manyotber secton; in it$ economy, Cbile bas led the "'.y in developing.n 
'ppropriate in"estment climate 10 al1ractlong-tem1 energy investment in tbe country. 
Through the enactmnn of Short laws I and II. Chil. incorporated th",. eruei.1 dements 
into doc.riei'y contrac ••. The fi ... t demen! indudes a 10ng.tem1 c",,'raet requiremenl 
be1wecn supply and regulated dem.nd. with price selling mechanisms 10 secu", im"""t, 
and price tmnsf""';ng ",""ha"isms to end-cu"ome .... The second element provides for.n 
in.erim period, allowing n"w«>me,..tO enter the marlcet, Ihereby furthering competition 
wi'hin lhe sectOr. Third, shon-tem1 ecol\()mic signals are included in the regulated prien 
"" as to sensitize markets to material changes in .,,,,rll')" prices. By transferring the "real" 
price ofelec,ricity 10 th. consumer. Chile has allowed 'he marlcet 10 ~ the price rollhcr 
Ihan imposing I price SUbject to potentially arbitrary 1:O"emment intervention. 

Chile has also made significant advances in maintaining compc1ilion among supplie ... by 
ineorpora'ingcruci.1 dements into its Shon Uows. By pro"iding cl= lolling .nd aCCesS 
rules, Chile is able to avoid significant barriers to any supply competitor " 'ishing to enter 
the m"hl. The law also calls for transpa"",cy of information, thus regul.lOry .. udies 
are made available 10.11 rele-'anl parties .nd criteria for regul.tory enforcement.re dear 
and public. Furthermo",. Chile has rc<:entlyestablished the concept of. Pane! ofExpens 
.s an ami'.r of la" resort on elec1ricily regul,t<><y m311e .... The Panel expedi,es the 
resolution of disputes and relies on a highly technical body. Pnwisions such .. the Panel 
of E:<perts within Shon law I allow for adequ,te and exped;t;,,"s connicl-resolution 
",""hanism" by which stability in 'hc sec'or can be m.tintained. Striet cri'eria on the 
qualificarionsofpand members has allowed Ihe pTOcc&S of nomina' ion 10 be transparent 
and free from politics, strengthening transparency for all invol"ed panies. 

By .Ilowing ,h~ marlcet to st! prien, minimi~ing gO"emmen' int<tytn,ion in contract" 
.nd transmission, and promoting ,ransp.,-"'cy acrOSS 'he board, Chil e has created an 
electricity sector ,,·h.re prj,'ate in"estment can nourish in a fuJly competitive 
environmen'- From f= trad. and 'rad. dh· .... ification to m.tcro-economk i!abilitylO 
"rong democratic institutions and political stability, Chile continues to set the pace in 
many regards for other hemispheric leade ... to consider. 

Bio Mass 

Brazil 

Brazil is th. world's largest producer and ."pon .. of ethanol. Q,,'erhalf of all ca", in Ih. 
country are nex·fuel, meaning that they can rtm on 100 pe",ent t!hanol or on an ethanol
gasoline mixture. Ethanol in Brazil is made from sugar, which prospe ... in the country's 
tropical dim.tlC. In the mid_1970's. Brazil. lhcn • military dictalorship. launched etTorts 
to we.n the nation otT oil imports. Those .tTOrtS included irs Nalional Alcohol Program. 

" 
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known as Proakool. Wilh Ihe help of public subsidies and lax breaks. farmers planled 
more sugar cane. in,'eslors buill dislilleries 10 con,'en Ihe crop 10 elhanol .nd .mom.tkers 
desi£ned cars 10 ron on 100 pereenl alcohol. The gO"crntnenl financed a mammoth 
dislribulion ne<work 10 gel lhe fuel 10 gas ",'ions and kepI alcohol prices anificially low 
to enlice con.umers. By Ihe mid.1980s. ,·inll.1l1y all new cars sold in Brazil ran 
exclusively on elhanol. None<heless. by 1989 a shonage coupled wilh low gas prices 
soured many On Ihe renewable fud. The marie< fell apan. Sales ofalcohol-()nly cars 
lumbled in Ihe 1990s. and the go'·.rnmenl graduall y wilhdrew iI, subsidies and lifted 
pri"" conlrols. 

Howe'· ... wi' h oil prices ag.in on Ihe rise.lhe Brazilian governmenl has instiluted a 
manda .. requiring an gasoline 10 con lain 25 pcrcenlalcohol. Thi •. and a new general ion 
of Hex fuel cars lhal can run on gasoline. Wlanol or anycombinalion oflhosc Iwo fnels. 
have Once again sparked inlert'Sl in Brazilian elhanol produclion. Wilh such an approoch. 
as well as regional inlerest in ulilizing such allernative fuels. Brazil's biOll13'" industry is 
poised for lakeoff. 

Regional Integratio n Projects 

Just as Ihe Uniled Slales depends on olh ... nalions 10 help meel signi ficanl energy n~s. 
SO 100 do olher htmispheric nalions depend on significant energy importi. To make up 
for Iheir energydeficils many of the hemisphere's counlries ha"e d ... ·.loped or are in Ihe 
procelis of de"doping sub' regional agreements 10 formalize partnerships. provide 
financing (Ihrough mul1ilaterallendin£ inSliluliOl1li or counlry·lQ-Counlry loans). and 
build oonneeling infraslruClure to heTp rnake regional energy rnariel' mo~ emcienl 
Wilh a "umber such projects underway. il is appropriate 10 ask which will nltirnaleiy 
pro"e to be the mosl effecti,·e. 

I'lan I'uebla I'ana mii (1' 1'1') 

PPP is a five-year inlcgmlion iniliali,·. including Ihe stOles ofSonlh"", Mc_.ioo and 
Cenlral America launched by Me~ico in 2001. It ""pports three regional d ... ·elopment 
goals: equilab le economic grow'lh. ""su inable management of nalural resources. and 
hurna" and social de,·dopmenl. In conjunction wilh its regional d""eiopmenl goals. PPP 
also seeks 10 p«mJ(lI. "'gional inlegnuion and encoumsedialogue among authori. ies and 
civil sociely in orderlO promole" ,hared vision of social "nd economic develop"",n!. As 
well. illakes .he first steps loward linking .he NAFTA and CAFTA countries more 
formally. Ihus pro,·iding. JJIOdd fOTdocpereconomic inlo£mlion Ihal should be more 
broad) ' considered by h. mi'ph.ric trade negotiators. 

ne PPP consis.s of eighl initiali,'es. one of which is elmri.al interconnection. Le<I by 
SIEPAC (Cenlral A"",rican Eleclric Interconneclion SYSlem). the iniliative seeks 10 
impro"elhe region's pow ... grid and creale a regional markel for power general ion. In so 
doin~. PPP is designed.o reduce boIh Ihe risk and 00$1 of regional power genern.ion--by 
an eSlirnaled 20 percenl-grc.lly inc",.,ing economics of..:ale and rrt.1kinS pri,'alt 

" 
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in,·estment tbat much more attracti,·e ,,·hile increasing the usc: of altemative OItergy such 
as hydro and geothermal which i. more plOltliful in Central America. Regional economic 
Growth $purred by the Cen",,! Arnerican t",de a~nt with the United States p.1.sed in 
200S could increase regional dcCtrical dcn'l(lnd """" than 550 pct«nt O\-·er the ""~. 30 
years.2.\ As a result. the region will inevitably face the challenge of meeting ils energy 
needs . PPP is therefore 0 timely and necessary initiotive_ The interchange of power 
through interconnected power lines is scheduled to begin in 2007." 

By standardi:r.ing transmi .. ion rates. crealing economies of scale. lowering COStS 
th",uj;hout the economy. and providinG the n..,e$$31)" infrastructure to make investment 
in the power generation seetOr more .urae.i"e. Southern Mexico and the countri .. of 
Central America should increasingly attract much needed. long-term in'· ... tme"t into the 
region_ SIEPAC may be the key to unlocking s ignificantly greater foreiGn in,-eSlmenl in 
Cenl",1 Arnerica, and ultimately the capacity to mttt the potential e'pansion of power 
demand in the region. Once the unified energy martel ,,·ilhin the Central American 
counlries begins operating efficiently. investmenl in power generation could reach as 
much as $700 mill ion annu.lly for the ensuing ten yem. Estiml"" indic.,e th., foreign 
in,·estment at such le"els would incre.r.c: regional power genenuion capacity almost 
fourfold o,·er Ihe ne~t 30 years to 26.000 gig>wallS. On their own. the relali,·ely ,mall 
nations ofCenlral Am<:rica and the underdeveloped region of Southern Me~ico would 
nev ... draw such I""ds ofim'e""",nl in eno'-gy'" the compounded in"estlnent in other 
seeton that a secure OItergy infrastructure bring •. WithoUI PPP. po ... -er gencr1ltion would 
l.g. electricity costs would remain high. and other. non..,nerg)' inveslment in the re~ion 
would remain below optimal l~,·o ls_ PPP i. mu. a cre.tive w.y to promote both 
integration and recion.1 dev~lopment. using sound. targeted go,·.mment .ctions to draw 
direct foreign investment lh.t ,,·ould o therwise go elsewhere. 

i:r.0.oe. " . d e ••• e'" O,,,,,nd " C. n".t ... m .... . 

,... --
~ ' ... - ---- --

I --- ----_ .. _-_ ........ . -
" IrII<rnatiol'l.>1 En«gy Ag<t>Oy. Central Amtri •• ~OuIJook. Sepoomb<r 1006. 
,.. J>p>n B.nk for inl<m>tiorul C""P""'ion. ppp·Stago II T ok)'" P""""uti.,.l000_ 

.." 
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Soulhern Cone Energy Ring 

A. polilical and social inslabilily cominues 10 "",unl in Bolivia, in pan caused by Ihe 
polenlial extraction and $. Ie of nat urn I gas,' \'oid has bttn c~aled in Ihe Soulhern 
Conc', natural gas market. With the second largtSt natural gas deposits in South 
America, second only 10 Venezuela, Bolivia wooid nonnally be in perfeCl posilion 10 
become Ihe leading ,"",ree oflhal commodily for ils neighbors, Howe,'.r, wilh Bolivian 
polilics and energy nw):etS culttntiy inhospitable 10 energy im-eslOf'S, supplies ha>'. 
become less reliabl. and members. and associ'led members ofMercoSur are loo~ing 10 
find a more slable partner from which 10 impon n.lurnl gas 10 me<1lheir i""reasing 
demand_ 

Wilh Ca mi ... , discussed earli.r, Peru i. rapidly aCling IOdi"ers.ify i15 e.pon m.r~e1S by 
~king 10 bttome Ih. Soulhem Cone's nalurnl gas hub, pro"iding Mlurnl ga.11O 
Argentina, Bruil. Chil •. and Uruguay, This market e_<pansion will ~qui~ an inilial 
infrnstruclure invCSlment of o"er $2,5 bill ion 10 nanspon lhe nalural gas 10 regional 
ntarkets. Using exisling pipelines from Chile 10 Argenlina, Ihe proposal is 10 conslrucl. 
1.760 km pipeline from Ihe Camisea gas fields 10 Chile (which could be finished as early 
as 2007), then on..-ard to A'lIenlina, Uruguay, . nd finally B .... il, which already has.n 
exisling pipeline " 'ilh Boli"ia, 

Peru and the olher inlcr-esled ""lions are asking Ih. I DB to pro"ide Ihe bulk of Ihe inilial 
financing for Ihe pipeline eXlension, ..-hil.looking 10 pri,·al. im'csIOili 10 make up Ih. 
difference;n pipeline C(>SIS, AI thel;me Ihis rcpoM was wrinen. the lOB had 
conceptually ,upponed thcse errons by the regional g","'emmen'" bul had nOI commined 
any funds_ Ho"",'or, Ihe IDB's oulgoing Presidenl offered 10 creale a <ludy group 10 

bring e ' pM' from Ihe Bank and private lending inSliluliol\$ logelher wilh potenli.1 
in"CSIOf'S,IO work 0111 ( .. ancing delail" Wi,h Ihe «<enl chngeoflBD leadership, it 
remains 10 be ~n " 'hal will ultimalely come oflhis plan. 

BUI finoncing i$ n01 Ihe only issue Peru and ilS ntighbors. mUSI contcnd wilh, A majoT 
queslion thaI musl also be ans"'ered is ,,'hether Peru can supply Ihe Soulhern Cone's 
demand wbile "ill honoring culttnl conlraclS 10 supply nalural gas 10 Mex;co and the 
United S"'ei, Wilh c$I;mated rest"'eS of only 9 lef (Bolivi. has c;;limaled tCS(:"'-cs of 24 
lef), Ihelong-term viabili'y(20-JO }"af'S,) ofl he proj"", has lx= raised, Mor-eo"erall 
in,'oS1menl needs 10 go inlo exploralion and produclion 10 make Ihe emire projecl 
feasible_ Accordingly in ,inually every other ~Ior in Peru.OO throughoullhe "'gion, 
gencrnl in"e$lmenl climat .. issucs once again come to ,he: fore, 

" 
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Regional Energy Sector Investment Concerns 

Unlike the examples highlighted in the previous seetion. concerns about the regional 
energy .ector.re also pre,'alent, Primarily. Ihese cen'.r on respective inves,mem climate 
matters. but the broader d""ciopment implieations are significant, 

In some coumries. like Bolivia. despite ,heexiSience ofsignificam ""ergy resources. 
in"estment has slowed 10 a trickle and some compani"" are lea"ing due 10 an inseeure 
and arbitrary operating e",·ironment. This is more than JUSt a shame; it is • tragedy. 
Though the popular will might be: f", Boli"i, to reserve itS nJlural gu for dOmeitic uS<:. 
Ih.", is ' ·in .... lly no credible altema,i"e scen,rio whereby Bolivia-the tbird poorest 
n.tion in the bemisphere be:hind Haiti and NiC3ra~ua-"'ould be: able 10 de"elop 
economically withou' the effecti"e exploration. production. and sale toc~ternal mark ... 
of its natural gas tesefVes, By choosing to create a climale for energy in"esl"'" that i, 
risky and unrewarding. Bohvia', leaders. ultimalely. are condemning their population to 
continued underd(:,-ciopmenl. 

At Ihe same time. Ecuador is also seeing international en-e'llY in"estors dep.n due to 
whallhey percei,'e 10 be: an unfair and arbitrary in"estment climate wilhout recou .... to 
eff«ti"e redress , Ecuador's primary engi ne of economic groWlh bc:comei unttrn>in if itS 
highest foreign CUlTtllc)' o:am(1"- petro!eum-is reduccl as direct foreign investor> pull 
out. as some arc already beginning to do, As well. the impticationsofrcpl.cing US and 
Canadian in"""tment in Ecuador with Cbinese in,·.stment. in terms ofcotpOrate social 
responsibility. the en,·iron"",nl. and worker rights. ha"e yet 10 be: addressed, These are 
significant questions ,,·ith national and region,l implications. 

Else" 'here. n31ional budgets h",'e t.ken priority O,'er n«essary rein""",""n, in the 
energy sector as profits from the Slal. ene-rgy companies are used to suppon genernl 
SO\-'emmenl spend ing, In Mexico's case. for inslance. thi. has led to the unfortunate 
scenario ,,·hereby. " 'i,h the founh largest crud. oil rese,ves in the Western Hemisphere. 
Mexico nonetheless imponsbillions of dollars of g.soline and natural gas .,'ery )'03r_ A 
lad ofinvtstmen, has led to falling rt'Set\-'es. since Me .• ico has nOl y .. be<:n able to 
attract signi flCanl foreign invest men, in the energy .ec'or despite 'he priority efTons of 
Ihe current administration. Venezuela. too. has been di,·."ing petroleum sector resources 
o"CTlh. last ""'eral years.. reducing polential energy sector im·estment by the Slate and 
imp.cting future prOOuction cap.city. To be: sun:. these arc decisions made by sovereign 
government<. but the practical impact of such decisions is thai in some cases tbe 
in"eslmen, needed to develop resour.es at optimal l."el, has not materialized. 

The same i.,,,,,, in 'he power generntion sector. Needed in'·"'mem. in necess.ry 
infrnstru.ture are Mlayed or eliminated by pri,'al. companies if regulated rntts--the 
lifeblood ofth. seclor-~ insufficient 10 promote growth_ An.r the <:eonomio orisis of 
2001. for example. Argen,ina copped rat .. ligh'ly "hich led to powersnortages. Ne"" 

" 
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in,· •• tmem in the sector dried up. and four y ..... I.ter it remains minimal. I.ading ""me 
analY'ts to wotT)' about mediunr\ and long-tenn results. 

Moll' broadly. among the most COmmon conttm,offoreign cornpani" woriing in Latin 
.... merica and the Caribbe.n is a I.ck of effective dispute resolution med.nisms and the 
high Ie\'el ofbu",.ueracy. unpmlictable ",gul.tory processes. and high or arbitrary .nd 
ineonsi".nt ta_ JlruCtull'i . InternatiOnal in,·cstors .Iso face serious challenge' when 
con~ict. of intercst arise with the State and il$ n.tiOlla1 company. In SOme cases. for 
example. the national oil comp.ny is di"'ctly linked with the national regulatory agency. 
This can e""t. an unbalanced en"irOl"""nt " 'hen bidding for new projects orresol\"in~ 
disputcs. Even if such concern. prove to be unfounded. the ~rttption ofa con~ ict of 
interest can h3\'e profound ad"erse consequences which can onlybe mitigated by a 
commitment to lrnnsp,reney and f.imen. 

In short. the", are nut""rous areas for furth.r in"estigatioo and reform Each natioo has 
its own rea""ns for treating il$ respecti,·. energy sector as it does. ECO/lomic efficiency 
or invwment climate cert.1inty may nOt be at the tOp of the prioriti" list. Indeed. 
""vereisn nations can make """emSn decisions. With that in mind. howe\·er. the 
practical impact of such actions may be thai dome"ic and for.ign energy in,'estots begin 
to loo~ el .. whe",. thus limiting in"estment inflows and mlucing the opportunitie, for 
energy to sen'. as a IonS-term catalyst for broad-based economic growth and 
de\'elopmem in the Americas. It is a trad.off that affects not juSt g",·emments. but also 
the people whom th.y r.p.....,nt. Citi, .... s in the Americas need to know: at what cost art 

th.y snpponing cnmnt political policies at the ex~nse of fu,ure tconomic de"e!opment' 
Ore.,er education and an nnde ... tandin~ of the ",al tradeoffs is requiml. 

Recommendations 

With thisO"erall fra,,,,,wort. in mind. the Council ofth ..... mericas makes the followin~ 
rtcommendations for the de\'elopment of lasting energy pannership in 'he .... mericas: 

Energy is a strategic mallC1" for the United States and support for inc",asing 
p,nne ... hip in hemispheric .... t");). must be a priority. For energy produdog 
Mtions of Latin America and the Caribbo.n ..... ergy offers. perhaps the most 
significant pot .. "ial .... gine ofgrov.1h and de,·.lopment. especi.lly in a high-price 
en,·ironment. The logic ofa mutu.lly.",wardin~ partllership is straight_forward. 
assuming political o\>$taclcs to g",at.,. integration can be o,·.rcon>c. Such lon~
tenn. m.,ual inte""'ts should fornl the b,ui. of US engagement in the region 
generally. and should be de,·.loped e\'en as shon-term political disagreements 
may arise from time 10 time 

Increasing .nergy productioo in Latin America and the Caribbean ""Iui= 
massi,·. new in,·estment. drawing Ii"om. limited pool of glob. I capit.l . As a 
resu lt. increallM .ttentioo muSt be paid to the O"erall in,·cstmcnt dimat<:---notjust 
the .... ergy sector-in nation, acrOSS the Americas. Key indicaton that in"e>1o["$ 
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routinely ",view include educ.tion ,...t ... "'gulatol)' certainty. non4i!;Crimin.tory 
and stable tax "'gimes. effective person,l """urity. and attention to the rule oflaw 
including anti~rruption and effec1i,'e dispute ",solution. Absent additional 
progrtis. funher in,-es"'",nt is at stale. 

Long_t""" investOf$ in all StttOf$ al'<' I'<'WluI'<'d when law. = f'('Spe<Oted and 
resulations an: clear and fair. whether in their own immediate Stttor or rno", 
broadly. In,· .. tments in the energy Stttor al'<' inhel'<'ntly risky because they often 
do no! m:ltu", for many years. E,'en when price points are high. as in the current 
environ"",nt. enorgy sector in,-estJ'!'lent$ an: genemlly made on tho as,umption 
that prices will dec",.se at $0"", point. perhapslignificamly. Non.price 
indicators of invest"",nt risk are therefore equally imponant . Though each nation 
is diff .... nt. certain approaches have prO,'en successful. including a long_t""" 
C<lmmit"",nt to = '0< stabili,y. clear and transparent gO"ernment rules and 
f'('Sponsibilities.. an appropriate role for stat.-owned energy companies. and an 
improved risk_r .. w .. d profile. In addition. in a compelit"" global .. t",iron"",n!. 
nation, cannot e.'pe<Otto """,ive ,uffident invest""'"t innows unles, their 
govern"",n" routinely abide by contracts as mutu.lly "!:teed and. whCfl disputes 
arise, imple"",nt in good faith the rulings of objecti"e international arbiters. 

Encrgy has 'mdi.ionally be<:n viewed as pan of.he national patrimony in Latin 
A"",ri ••• but it is also a C<lmmodily_ EffonstO de·politicize. de-sensitize. and 
C<lmmod itize the """tor in the I'<'gional C<lnsciousness will expand the potential for 
gl'<'ater",gional pannership. Energy rCSOu"'es do no good to anyone from. 
Mvclopment p<1'Spectiv .. if they al'<' nOl dev .. lope<l in efficient and dTec.ive way. 
As pan of this process. governments mu,t do. better job ofC<lmmunica'ing the 
Iong·t"",, benefits of energy projects to their people. while ensuring that the 
benefits orouch projects are broadly and "isibly distributed throughout society, 
Beyond ,uch benefits. reducing the cos. of energy generally will also improve 
C<ln,u"",r well·being and i"",ro,'o C<lmpetiti,-ones, across the entire production 
chain. both for domestic and international producers. As well, in order to help 
ensu", the long-tenn polilical viability of ene,!;), projects. botlt C<luntries and 
<XImp(mies should ensu", a robust consultative prottS& with inlmSted parties 
during thed.velopment ofn"", projectS in the Americas. and be willing to li"on 
ro legitimate concerns and take mitigation actions as appropnale. 

In the Nonh American C<lntext. trilaleml Cflergy coordination focused On 
regulatory and harmonization standards. improved infrastructu re. and an increase 
in Me~ican Cflergy exploration and production is fundamental for strengthctting 
regional security and compelitivcness, Regulators and in"rested panies from 
each <XIUntry should seek to ineorpoolle besI practices from ",ithin NGrth 
America. ,,·or\.:ing toward th. full integmtion ofNonh American ene'!;)' markets 
and th .. efficient. market_1»sed matchingohupply with demand. FuMer. the 
United Statcs specifically should begin to "iew North Arnoric. as an integmted 
energy marketplace. seeking to .,rengthen its own """urity by bolstering .,rategic 
relation,hips with Can.d. and Mexico. Tmnspon costs are 10"'er and the """urity 
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of supply ",i.hin Nonh America i, unque>.ioned . A, well. a Nonn American 
eno-rgy alliance could well be .he spark .ha. igni.es d~per regional economic 
inteb<t3lion beyond NAFTA. much as .he coal and s.eel communi,y was an anchor 
Ihalled 10 brooder European integl1llion. 

G,..,01 ... inlegm.ion requirt1 Ihe stand.1rdi:ta.;on of reg;onal ""d sub-~ional laws. 
'a,es. royahie>. and 'mnsmission 11I1e;. By linking lheir enel);YUCtors l1'IOI"e 

closely .ogelner based on a high stand.1r.!!;. bes'praCtices approach. "ading blocs 
such as NAFTA. CAFTA.lhe Andean Com""", Markel. and MercoSur would 
g,..,a.ly enhance market effieiencies and .tandards. Ihus leading.o greater 
efficiencies of &cale and supporting regional inlegn"I!ion. If coupled wi,h Ihe Plan 
Puebla-Panama process already unde",·.y. such energy linkages could engage 'he 
enlire NAFTA ""d CAFTA regions. Ihus leading. perhaps.'o 'he linkage of.hc 
IwO regions on lrade lerm$.. as well. Of ooul"SC. thi, is highly dependenl on 
standardizi ng cross-border eno-rgy regimes in • manner Ihal w;1I maximize 
economic efficiency. consumer ,,·ellbeing. and in ..... ,or inlereSI. 

Appropriate energydi"emficalion would Icssen 'he impac' of supply shoch. 
while ulilizing rene"'able ""u"'''' of significance in Ihe America .. For example. 
Cenlral America obIain. SO percenl ofilS cltctrici.y from hydroeleclric sou"' .... 
while Bruil is a world leader in ethanol produCtion . C""'I; .. e meanS should be 
found in 'rade policy and cI'e",he", whereby Ihe uSC of such "I,emati"e fuels is 
encouraged or. a. a minimum. nol discouraged. In Brazil. Ihe developmenl of 
sugar-based elh""ol has al,..,ady b«n incorporaled inlO aUlomobile produclion, 
led by US manufaClurttS. hs funhcrusc ean beconsidcred an oppo"unily. nOI a 
Ih~at. More generally. the sustained applicalion of new ,,,,,hnologies can delivcr 
solutions 1o ,upply. efficiency. and environmctttal challenges. 

Finally. muhil~teral orsani~'ions iuch as !he Inter-American Oe,·tlopmetl1 Sank 
should con,inue to priori!i"" support for infras1<1.!eturc de"e\opmen, proj«'s in the 
Americas. paniculorly!hose focused on eno-rgy 'nroughoul Ihc "'gion. Energy i. 
Ihc backbone of lite global economy. and ils dTec'i,·c and efficienl usagc is a 
requirt"lYlCnl for global oompe1i'i,·encss. at .... hich L31in America and ,he 
Caribbean cu""",ly lag ,·is·it-vislheir global compe1itors. Enhanced project 
support and guarantees " 'ould cncourage 'he rapid d"'clopmcttl of Ihe energy 
SeClor in 'he Americas. encout:1.ging d""c\opmen, generally and dirtClly usiSii ng 
La,in American and Caribbean compelili,·encss. 

The opponunili ... arc ,·asl. bul so a", Ihe challenges. To make energy pannership in Ihe 
Amcric .. workable. go,·emmenls. induStry. and Other inlct<"Slcd panics muSt undersland 
'he s'mighl-forv,ard ",aso,lj, '0 pursue pa""crsnip.looking beyond poli!iCi to build up 
mUlual inlCrt11S thai " 'wld bring us "'gelher. mlher Ih"" pull us .pan. Energy is bo,h a 
S1ra.cgk issue and a de"etopmenl issue. Iv.'" symbiOlic .ides oflhe same coin. In some 
ways. the future of hemispheric integ",,;on depends On Ihe Outcome: of this discussion. 
leading '0 the implemcttto1ion of a strategic hemispheric plan for energy cooperalion and 
d""elopmenl The lime 10 begin i. now. 
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Mr. MACK. Thank you very much, and the meeting is adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 3:55 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.] 
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A P P E N D I X 

MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE HEARING RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE ILEANA ROS-LEHTINEN, A 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA 

The importance of energy sources originating in the Western hemisphere is 
strongly evidenced by the fact that this region has been the main source of energy 
for US consumption. Nearly 90% of US primary energy sources originate in the 
Western hemisphere. 

Given these numbers and taking into account the pressing energy supply chal-
lenges our country faces, we should look to the Americas when trying to face our 
energy challenges. 

Last year, the Energy Policy Act of 2005 established that the Secretary of Energy 
would carry out a program to promote cooperation on energy issues with countries 
of the Western Hemisphere. This act greatly encourages the participation of institu-
tions of higher education in programs aimed at strengthening the energy coopera-
tion with the Western Hemisphere. 

Even before the passing of the act, Florida International University established 
the Center for Energy Technology of the Americas (CETA) in my Congressional dis-
trict. 

This outstanding academic institution was awarded $1.3 million by the U.S. De-
partment of Energy and is displaying great dedication in its efforts to enhance en-
ergy security by building on the long-standing historical, commercial, social, and 
geopolitical ties it has with the Western hemisphere. 

However, in order to achieve energy security in this hemisphere, there are still 
many hurdles to overcome. According to CETA, we are facing restrictions by inad-
equate regulatory and tax frameworks, rights-of-way, access to capital markets, po-
litical and social instability in the region as well as, obvious and very relevant tech-
nological challenges. 

The questions posed by this situation, which I would like to address, are which 
efforts has the Department of Energy undertaken to date to carry out the direction 
provided by the Congress on Western Hemisphere energy cooperation? 

Concerning the strategies, I would also be interested in learning what combina-
tion of fossil fuels and renewable energy sources the Department of Energy plans 
to implement in promoting cooperation with the Western Hemisphere. Also, what 
are the Department of Energy’s funding priorities and investments for increased co-
operation in the region? 

Lastly, I would like to stress the important role universities with a profound ex-
pertise and strong connections in the field, such as CETA at Florida International 
University, can play in carrying out the direction provided by Congress on Western 
Hemisphere energy cooperation. 

Let us use these important resources and join forces to guarantee U.S. energy se-
curity independent from imports from the Middle East but based on cooperation 
with our friends in the Western Hemisphere. 

QUESTIONS FOR THE HONORABLE KAREN A. HARBERT, ASSISTANT SECRETARY, OFFICE 
OF POLICY AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, AND 
STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD BY THE HONORABLE BARBARA LEE, A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman for hosting this important hearing today. I would also 
like to extend a warm welcome and congratulations to our new Ranking Member, 
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Mr. Engel. I look forward to working with you on issues to strengthen relations with 
our hemispheric friends and neighbors. 

Let me also thank you, Assistant Secretary Harbert, for being here today. You 
have an extensive background in engaging with Latin America. And I hope that you 
will reflect and share with your colleagues in the administration the concerns out-
lined today by Members of this Subcommittee from both sides of the aisle. 

Across the country, and especially in my home state of California, gas prices have 
reached historic highs. It is incomprehensible that this administration would allow 
gas prices to double with practically no checks or balances. Clearly, these policies 
allow rich oil executives to taking a sizable chunk out of the pay checks of American 
consumers. However, American wages have not increased at the same rate, and we 
all know well the stories of families—who must choose between gas or food, or gas 
and the rent which are becoming more and more common.

Other oil companies are making record profits and are not being asked to ex-
plain their actions. Do you really believe that CITGO should be singled out to 
answer questions about their oil programs to help struggling communities here 
in the United States? 

A CITGO investigation was recently launched. Do you know if there are simi-
lar plans to probe American businesses, non-profits, and community leaders who 
are exploring alternative affordable energy options?

In January, the New York Times reported on how the U.S. government is losing 
royalties owed by gas companies. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to submit 
the full article for the record. Instead of tightening regulations to prevent these 
losses, this administration relaxed the auditing process. Assistant Secretary 
Harbert, who is bearing the brunt of these costs? American tax payers.

While wealth disparities in the United States are shameful, the disparities that 
exist in Latin America are simply overwhelming, and since the privatization era 
the gap continues to expand. In many of these countries natural resources are 
on the lands of the poorest, most marginalized communities like Indigenous and 
Afro-descendants. Encouraging trade and investment should not necessarily 
translate in selling-out your constituents and their natural resources. 

Why should foreign companies have tax breaks and concessions that strip poor 
people in these countries from benefiting from their very own natural resources? 

Please explain why the Department of Energy and this administration would 
oppose efforts by South American leaders to protect their constituents from simi-
lar burdens?

[NOTE: Responses to these questions were not received from the Department of En-
ergy in time for publishing. Answers will be available in Committee file.] 

AS PROFITS SOAR, COMPANIES PAY U.S. LESS FOR GAS RIGHTS 

The New York Times 
January 23, 2006
By EDMUND L. ANDREWS

WASHINGTON, Jan. 22—At a time when energy prices and industry profits are 
soaring, the federal government collected little more money last year than it did five 
years ago from the companies that extracted more than $60 billion in oil and gas 
from publicly owned lands and coastal waters. 

If royalty payments in fiscal 2005 for natural gas had risen in step with market 
prices, the government would have received about $700 million more than it actu-
ally did, a three-month investigation by The New York Times has found. 

But an often byzantine set of federal regulations, largely shaped and fiercely de-
fended by the energy industry itself, allowed companies producing natural gas to 
provide the Interior Department with much lower sale prices—the crucial deter-
minant for calculating government royalties—than they reported to their share-
holders. 

As a result, the nation’s taxpayers, collectively, the biggest owner of American oil 
and gas reserves, have missed much of the recent energy bonanza. 

The disparities in gas prices parallel those uncovered just five years ago in a wave 
of scandals involving royalty payments for oil. From 1998 to 2001, a dozen major 
companies, while admitting no wrongdoing, paid a total of $438 million to settle 
charges that they had fraudulently understated their sale prices for oil. 

Since then, the government has tightened its rules for oil payments. But with nat-
ural gas, the Bush administration recently loosened the rules and eased its audits 
intended to uncover cheating. 
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Industry executives deny any wrongdoing, arguing that the disparities stem pri-
marily from different rules for calculating the sale prices for paying royalties and 
the sale prices for informing shareholders. 

‘‘The price of gas downstream is always going to be higher because you have costs 
that have to be recouped for getting it to the customer,’’ said Robert H. Davis, a 
spokesman for Exxon Mobil. ‘‘You have to process the gas. You have to transport 
it, and you have to sell it. There will always be a discrepancy there.’’

Companies that pump oil and gas on federal property are required to pay the gov-
ernment royalties, usually 12 percent to 16 percent of the value of what they sell. 

Royalties for natural gas have climbed sharply in the last three years. But while 
prices nearly doubled from 2001 to 2005, the $5.15 billion in gas royalties for 2005 
was less than the $5.35 billion in 2001. When oil and gas are combined, royalties 
were about $8 billion in 2005, almost the same as in 2001. 

Because much of the information about specific transactions is kept secret, it re-
mains unclear to what extent, if at all, the weakness in royalty payments stems 
from deliberate cheating or from issues with the rules themselves. 

But one major producer, Burlington Resources, admitted to shareholders last year 
that it might have underpaid about $76 million in gas royalties in the 1990’s. And 
in Alabama, a jury ruled in 2003 that Exxon had cheated on $63.6 million worth 
of royalties from gas wells in state-owned waters. The jury awarded $11.9 billion 
in punitive damages, which a judge later reduced to $3.5 billion. Exxon disputes the 
charges and is appealing the verdict. 

The possible losses to taxpayers in gas could be even higher than the losses tied 
to the scandals over oil royalties. For one thing, natural gas production on federal 
land is worth twice as much as oil. 

Moreover, the Interior Department has scaled back on full audits, pushed out a 
couple of its more aggressive auditors and been criticized by its own inspector gen-
eral for the audits that it did pursue. 

‘‘We are talking about the same issues and in many cases the same players as 
before,’’ said Danielle Brian, executive director of the Project on Government Over-
sight, a nonprofit watchdog group that exposed many of the oil royalty scandals. 

‘‘These companies had knowingly been cheating on oil for years, if not decades,’’ 
Ms. Brian continued. ‘‘To ignore the likelihood that the same thing is happening on 
the gas side is absurd.’’

Johnnie M. Burton, director of the Interior Department’s Minerals Management 
Service, said the disparities were mostly the result of deductions that the regula-
tions let companies take, reducing the sale prices they report to the government. 

But Ms. Burton said she had not known and could not explain why companies 
were reporting higher sale prices to their shareholders and to the Securities and Ex-
change Commission than to her office. 

‘‘I can’t answer because I don’t know,’’ she said in an interview. ‘‘We don’t look 
at S.E.C. filings. We don’t have enough staff to do all of that. If we were to do that, 
then we would have to have more staff and more budget. You know, there is such 
a thing as budget constraint, and it’s been real tough, let me tell you.’’ The contrasts 
between what companies are telling the government and what they are telling 
shareholders is stark. 

The Interior Department, using the numbers given by companies paying royalties, 
said the average sale price of natural gas on federal leases was $5.62 per thousand 
cubic feet in fiscal 2005, which ended Sept. 30. 

By contrast, Exxon told shareholders that it received about $6.88 per thousand 
cubic feet in the nine months that ended Sept. 30. Chevron said its average price 
in that period was $6.49. Kerr-McGee, which suffered huge losses from hedging 
against a drop in prices, nonetheless said it still received an average price of $6.59. 

‘‘There’s no reason why what the companies report to their shareholders should 
be higher than what they report’’ to the Minerals Management Service, said Lee 
Helfrich, a lawyer who has represented California in many battles with the industry 
over royalties. ‘‘The ultimate goals or mission of the S.E.C. and the M.M.S. are dif-
ferent, but the information reported to each should be the same.’’

In the scandals over oil royalties in the 1990’s, government investigators, aided 
by industry whistle-blowers and investigation by the Project on Government Over-
sight, found that companies were using a host of tricks to understate their sale 
prices. 

These included buy-sell agreements in which producers swapped oil with each 
other at artificially low prices and then resold it at higher prices. Companies also 
sold oil at below-market prices to their own affiliates, classified high-priced ‘‘sweet’’ 
oil as much cheaper ‘‘sour’’ oil and padded their deductions for transportation costs. 
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In the wake of the scandals, the outgoing Clinton administration pushed through 
tough new rules for valuing crude oil, which relied on comparing company reports 
with an index of spot market prices. 

A Pro-Industry Approach 
But the Bush administration did not close any loopholes for valuing natural gas. 

Indeed, in March 2005 it expanded the list of deductions and decided against val-
uing sales at spot-market prices when companies were selling to their own affiliates. 

The industry-friendly stance was intentional. Mr. Bush and top White House offi-
cials also placed a top priority on promoting domestic energy production. Vice Presi-
dent Dick Cheney’s energy task force called for giving lucrative new incentives to 
companies that drill in the Gulf of Mexico and other high-risk areas. 

The Bush administration also took a much more relaxed approach to auditing and 
fraud prevention. In 2003, the Interior Department’s inspector general declared that 
the auditing process was ‘‘ineffective’’ and ‘‘lacked accountability’’ and that many of 
the auditors were unqualified. 

In one instance, inspectors discovered that auditors had lost the working papers 
for an important audit and tried to cover up their blunder by creating and back-
dating false documents. Rather than punish anybody, the inspector general re-
counted, the minerals service gave the employee who produced the new documents 
a financial bonus for ‘‘creativity.’’

Administration officials said last week that they had addressed most of the criti-
cisms and that the inspector general had since said its corrective actions were ‘‘suffi-
cient.’’

The Interior Department also fired two of its most aggressive and successful audi-
tors. One of them was Bobby L. Maxwell, a veteran auditor who had recovered hun-
dreds of millions of dollars in underpayments over a 22-year career and received an 
award for meritorious service in 2003 from Interior Secretary Gale A. Norton. 

Mr. Maxwell was fired in early 2005 after clashing with superiors over his belief 
that Kerr-McGee had shortchanged the government $12 million. Mr. Maxwell 
charged that he had been wrongfully fired, and the government paid him an undis-
closed amount of money to settle out of court. 

Mr. Maxwell is now pursuing Kerr-McGee, which has denied any guilt, with his 
own lawsuit under the False Claims Act, which allows private citizens who prove 
fraud to collect some of the money they help recover. 

Patrick Etchart, a spokesman for the Minerals Management Service in Denver, 
said that Mr. Maxwell lost his job because of a reorganization and that he had de-
clined an offer to move to a different city. 

But lawmakers who wrestled with the government over previous royalty scandals 
are dubious. 

‘‘It’s all gotten worse, not better,’’ said Representative Carolyn B. Maloney, Demo-
crat of New York, who led Congressional investigations into cheating on oil royalties 
in the 1990’s. ‘‘They make the process so complicated that no one can really follow 
the money.’’

Ending Detailed Inspections 
Perhaps the most striking example of sluggish auditing is the government’s effort 

to collect back royalties from companies that blatantly ignored one of the govern-
ment’s basic rules. 

Under current rules aimed at promoting energy production in deep waters, compa-
nies can produce large volumes of oil and gas without paying royalties at all. But 
the rules also require companies to start paying royalties if market prices climb 
above certain ‘‘threshold’’ levels. 

As it happens, market prices have been above those levels since the 2003 fiscal 
year. But even though dozens of companies never bothered to start paying, Ms. Bur-
ton said earlier this month that the government had yet to demand repayment three 
months into the 2006 fiscal year. 

‘‘It’s more complicated than you might think,’’ said Lucy Querques Dennett , asso-
ciate director of the Minerals Management Service in charge of the issue. 

But enforcing the rules about price thresholds is easy compared with verifying the 
actual sale value of natural gas. 

Over the last four years, the Bush administration has ordered its auditors to 
move away from detailed inspections in favor of a more cursory approach of looking 
for anomalies in company reports. If a company in Louisiana, say, reported prices 
that differed from those of other companies in the same region, it would attract clos-
er scrutiny. 
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Mr. Etchart, the agency’s spokesman, said that the number of full-scale audits 
had declined slightly over the past few years and that the budget for compliance 
had fallen. 

But he said the government still took a ‘‘close look’’ at 71 percent of oil and gas 
production. ‘‘Our strategy would obviously be to focus on anomalies,’’ he said, ‘‘but 
it is also to focus on large producing areas.’’

The agency’s strategy has drawn protests, however, from many states, which are 
entitled to a share of federal royalties, and from some of the Interior Department’s 
most aggressive auditors. 

One of those auditors was Kevin Gambrell, director of the Federal Indian Min-
erals Office in Farmington, N.M. Mr. Gambrell fought with his superiors over many 
issues, one of which was their demand that he do fewer audits and simply monitor 
posted prices of companies in the same area. 

‘‘Where the M.M.S. approach falls short is that there are so many different types 
of deductions you can take in getting gas and oil to the market, and there are so 
many premiums and bonuses in the contracts,’’ Mr. Gambrell said in a recent inter-
view. ‘‘You have to take a detailed look at the contracts to know what’s going on.’’

The Interior Department forced Mr. Gambrell out in 2003, charging that he had 
improperly destroyed office documents. Mr. Gambrell sued for wrongful termination, 
arguing that he had discarded only copies of documents. He also presented evidence 
that his office had recovered eight times as much money as offices that used the 
administration’s preferred approach. 

The government settled his case in 2004 by clearing him of any wrongdoing and 
paying him an undisclosed amount of money. 

For practical purposes, the biggest cost to taxpayers may have less to do with 
cheating and fraud than with the government’s inscrutable rules. 

Consider the case of Burlington Resources, a Houston-based producer that 
ConocoPhillips acquired in December for $35.6 billion. Burlington paid $8.5 million 
in 2001 to settle charges of cheating related to its oil royalties. Last March, Bur-
lington disclosed that it might also have underpaid gas royalties by about $76 mil-
lion during the 1990’s. It set aside $81 million to cover possible litigation costs. 

Unlike others, Burlington executives provided information to The Times on the 
royalties it paid for natural gas and on the sale prices that it has reported to the 
Interior Department since 2002. 

During those four years, Burlington said it paid $627 million in gas royalties and 
that its annual payment shot up from $89 million in 2002 to $233 million in 2005. 

That surge in royalties does track closely with the rise in market prices. But Bur-
lington’s numbers also highlight the essential issue raised by many critics: the rules 
let companies understate the value of their gas sales by taking scores of deductions. 

Those deductions include the cost of transportation, processing, brokerage fees, 
pipeline reservation fees and even certain ‘‘theoretical losses’’ for companies that 
own their own pipelines. 

In 2001, Burlington reported an average price of $1.98 per thousand cubic feet 
to the government but an average sale price of $3.20 to its shareholders. In 2005, 
the company reported an average sale price of $5.75 to the government and $6.46 
to shareholders. 
Keeping Royalties Secret 

James Bartlett, a spokesman for Burlington, said part of the discrepancy resulted 
from the fact that much of Burlington’s production is in the Rocky Mountains, 
where natural gas fetches lower prices. 

The federal government does not require companies to divulge the amount of roy-
alties they pay or what they tell the government about sale prices. And unlike Bur-
lington Resources, Exxon and most other major oil companies refused to disclose the 
information when asked. 

‘‘It’s not required information,’’ said Mr. Davis of Exxon, echoing responses from 
Chevron, Royal Dutch/Shell and other big producers. ‘‘We’re not going to publish it.’’

Æ
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